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SUMMftRY 
In Nuclear Physics, the basic problem Is to determine the 
nature of the nuclear forces, which hold the nucleons together 
inside the nucleus and the understanding of the nuclear structure. 
A theory is also expected to explain various other properties such 
as half lives, energies of excited states, magnetic moment, angular 
momentum efcc. Because the nuclear structure Is a many body problem, 
no exact theory for nuclear structure calculations is known so far. 
A number of nuclear models have been developed with different assum-
ptions to explain the various properties of the nucleus. The shell 
model, collective models and their refinements are the main appro-
aches in this direction. The other models like Pairing Plus 
Quadrupole (PPQ) model. Boson Expansion Technique (BET) and 
Interacting Boson Model (IBM) are also proposed to explain the 
electromagnetic properties of the nucleus in different ways. Some 
phenomenologleal approach like the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) of 
Davydov et al. has been put forward to reproduce the various proper-
ties in the present work. 
The measurement of half lives, energies of excited states, 
transition probabilities and their branching ratios in the nuclei 
are one of the most Interesting areas of the nuclear structure 
1—12 physics. In the recent years there has been a revival of interest 
13 in the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) and also our interest is based 
on the expectations that It may provide a reasonable phenomenological 
description of a nucleus having V cs* 20 as there is no sound theore-
tical argument against the triaxlal shape of the nucleus around non-
(ii) 
axidlity parameter Y «* 20° till now, 
14-19 Recently the ARM model has been very successful over 
other microscopic models like IBM, BET, PPQ etc. in explaining the 
various properties of E2 transitions in energy levels, B{E2) values 
and B(E2) branching ratios of even-even nuclei in medium and h3avy 
mass regions. Therefore we thought it worthwhile to apply this 
model to study the systematic features of E2 transitions of ground 
state rotational band and gamma-vibrational band of increased known 
angular momentum in even-even nuclei covering medium and heavy mass 
regions. 
In chapter I, we have given the historical back ground of 
the study on nuclear structure. 
In chapter II, we have briefly reviewed various experi-
mental techniques and theoretical models e.g. collective, phenomeno-
logical and microscopic models. The Asynvnetric Rotor Model (ARM) 
has been employed in the present work and therefore discussed in 
detail. 
13 We have presented the Davydov-Pilippov (DF) model (rigid) 
results for the depopulation of I = 3 gamma-vibrational band in 
even-even deformed nuclei covering medium and heavy mass regions in 
chapter III (A). The results are compared with the known experimental 
values. An excellent fit with in a factor of two has been obtained 
for nuclei having non-axiality parameter ( y ) in the range 14°< T< 
28 . This study not only supports the adiabatic approximation 
(iii) 
at the energy values more than 1 MeV but also establishes K = 2"*" : 
1 = 3 level as a member of classical gamma-vibrational band origi-
nating from collective excitations and, therefore, goes against the 
24 
view point of Zawischa et al , who doubted the vibrational nature 
of even deformed nuclei. The study of de-excitation of K = 2"*" : 
1 = 3 level in even deformed nuclei by Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) 
25 
model (dynamic) is presented in chapter III (B), In this work, 
the dynamic rotor calculations have been iperformed for the B(E2) 
branching ratios from 1 = 3 level of K • 2"*" gamma-vibrational band 
in even-even deformed nuclei of medium and heavy mass regions. The 
results are compared with known experimental values and other avai-
lable phenomenological and microscopic model values. An excel2ent 
agreement with'experiment is obtained through out the mass 
region 74 < A <250. The excellent fit with both of the models rigid 
as well as dynamic is commented on account of value of enhancement/ 
hindrence factor which is always within a factor of 5 for the bran-
ching ratio.However, the better results in quantity as well as in 
quality for the values of B(E2j 3"*" — • 2*/A^), B(E2; 3"'" *• 7^/2^ ) 
and B(E2; 3 • 4/2 ) of the dynamic rotor calculations over 
the rigid rotor values indicates that the nucleus now gets rid of 
its rigid shape and attains freedom in ^ and f directions. This 
has been discussed in chapter III (C). We have also analysed the 
degree of rigidity/freedom in various nuclei at this angular momentum 
and the suitable explanation has been proposed. 
(iv) 
In chapter IV) (A) and IV (B), we have presented the 
study of the depopulation of E2 transitions from 1 = 4 level of 
gamma-vibrational band in even-even nuclei covering rare earth and 
actinide regions in the frame-work of Asymmetric Rotor Model 
29 30 31 32 
(rigid ' and dynamic ' )• The results of present calculations 
are compared with known experimental values and other available 
phenomenological and microscopic model values. This study establi-
shes K = 2 : I = 4 level as a member of classical gamma-vibrati-
onal band originating from collective excitations and, therefore, 
goes against the view point of Zawischa et al. who doubted the 
vibrational nature of even deformed nuclei. In chapter IV (C) the 
comparative study of the rigid and dynamic models for the de-excitatioi 
of E2 transitions from 1 = 4 level of gamma-vibrational band hias 
been made. The better results of the dynamic model over the rigid 
model confirm that the nucleus now gets rid of its rigid shape and 
attains freedom in 3 and Y* directions and further analysed the 
degree of freedom in various nuclei at this angular momentum. The 
nuclei grouped in various disciplines were analysed. We infer that 
groups were based on various asymmetry values. The possible expla-
nation of this behaviour is put forward. 
In chapter V (A), we have presented the study of triaxi-
ality in ' Sm nuclei. We evaluate the low-lying energy levels, 
B(E2) values and B(E2) branching ratios of Sm nuclei. The 
ARM values are compared with experimental values and other sophisti-
cated theoretical model valueso A remarkable success in correct 
(v) 
33-35 
ordering of known low-lying energy levels has been achieved 
while there was discrepancy in DPPQ values. It is also observed 
that the ARM results are as good as that of sophisticated models 
for B(E2) values and B(E2) branching ratios which established that 
the so called spherical nuclei can be treated as triaxial in nature 
and their properties can be well understood on the basis of one 
parameter only. Further we have arrived at a cirucial conclusion 
that the evaluation of the non-axial parameter Y for different 
nuclei should be different. The reason has been explained in details. 
In chapter V (B), the ARM has been employed to describe the syste-
matic features of the energy levels, B(E2) values and B(E2) branching 
104 
ratios of inter and intra band transitions of Ru nucleus. Our 
results are as good in agreement with experimental values as the 
predictions of other sophisticated models and at certain points 
37 38 
even better. This study concludes * that the nucleus is better 
to be assumed a triaxial in shape. 
High spin states B(E2) values of gamma-ray cascades in 
even-even deformed nuclei have been discussed in chapter VI. The 
values of B(E2; I • 1-2) with I > 4 to 14 computed under the 
39 
Rotation Vibration Model (RVM) and DR model and have been compared 
with their corresponding experimental values. The RVM is found to 
provide reasonable good agreement upto I = 10. After I = 10 the DR 
40-42 
model predictions become closer to the experimental ones . The 
rigid ARM calculations have already been done earlier ' and had 
(vi) 
shown the excellent results even better than the RVM yields. The 
turning point of the study is that even the RVM is failing to explain 
the known nuclear properties beyond the energy 1.0 MeV and for those 
high nuclear energies* the dynamic rotor model has been found to be 
more successful. It is apparent that at least at high spin the 
nucleus may be assumed asymmetric and this was also demanded by 
the researchers in this field earlier * '. Although at low spins 
some of the models may compete with the ARM to more or less extent 
but we certainly arrive at conclusion that there is definite need 
of triaxial nature at high spins. This inference tallies with view-
point of Turner et al who proposed that there is a change in 
nuclear shape with increasing angular momentum from symmetric to 
asymmetric. 
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CHAPTER - I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the main objectives of the study in Nuclear 
Physics is to understand the structure of nuclei and has always 
been a subject for investigation. The concept of structure of 
the nucleus remained unexplained until 1932 when a neutral 
particle, the neutron, was discovered by Chadwick, following 
a series of experiments by Bothe, Joliot and Chadwick. After 
this important discovery, it was proposed that the nucleus was 
composed of neutrons and protons which have almost the same mass. 
The mass number A of the nucleus is given by the sum of Z protons 
and A-Z neutrons. This concept of the nucleus which arose in the 
1930's is still valid to day. The neutrons and protons, being 
nuclear constituents, are known under a common name as 'nucleons'. 
However, although the exact nature of the nucleus is still a 
mystery, much progress has been made towards its understanding. 
The interaction between nucleons has been studied on the basis of 
two-body system but the results arrived at can not easily be 
applied to the many body system. In the absence of any definite 
and precise theory to account for the complex inter-relation ships 
between nucleons, a number of nuclear models have been proposed, 
each based on a set of simplified assumptions and useful in a 
limited way. Eeach model serves to correlate a portion of our 
experimental knowledge about nuclei, usually with in a more or 
less narrow range of phenomena, but fails when applied to data 
outside of this range. No exact theory for nuclear structure 
calculations is known so far because the nuclear structure is 
a many body problem. The shell model, collective model and their 
refinements are the main approaches in this direction. The other 
models like Pairing Plus Quadrupole (PPQ), Boson Expansion Theory 
(BET)and Interacting Boson Model (IBM) are also tried to explain 
the various properties of the nucleus in different ways. 
Mayer in 1948 collected evidence for the shell model 
of the nucleus. Certain nuclei with magic numbers of nucleons 
(2, 8, 20, 50, 82, 126) have special properties. Large abundance 
of these nuclei in nature implies that these are extra stable. 
On the smooth binding energy curve, sharp peaks exist at these 
numbers. In all even-even nuclei, the ground state spin and 
parity is 0 . 
The shell model of the nucleus explained not only 
the above properties but also the ground state spin of a large 
number of odd A nuclei. According to this model, the neutron and 
proton levels fill independently. In the shell model, it has 
been assumed that each nucleon moves in its orbit with the nucleus, 
independently of all other nucleons* However, the magic numbers 
were explained only when the spin-orbit coupling was also taken 
into account. The potential well of the nucleus can be represented, 
either by a square well potential or anharmonic oscillator poten-
tial or one intermediate between the two. In the harmonic oscill-
1 1 1 
ator potential, the levels appear in groups (such as s, p, d. 
2 1 2 
s, f," p etc). These grouped levels are degenerate, occupying 
the same energy state_s, whereas in the infinite square well 
potential, the degeneracy is split. The levels are of even parity 
when the oscillator number is even and of odd parity when the 
oscillator number is odd. The closure of a shell for the harmonic 
oscillator potential occurs corresponding to neutron or proton 
numbers 2, 8, 20, 40, 70, 112 and 168, whereas the square well 
potential suggests magic numbers at 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, 68, 
70, 92, 106, 112, 138 and 156. Experimentally observed values 
are 2, 8, 20, 50, 82 and 126. Thus the truth may lie in between 
these two potentials. 
The shell model succeeded in explaining many nuclear 
properties of magic and neighbouring nuclei, such as spin, magnetic 
moment, nuclear isomerism, stripping reaction, quadrupole moment, 
ground state spin and parity of even-even nuclei but failed, some 
times badly, in explaining the properties of other nuclei. The 
deviations of magnetic moments from the Schmidt curve make this 
model less acceptable. The measured quadrupole moments were several 
times larger compared to the predictions of the single particle 
model. The E2 transitions were often much faster than would be 
expected for a transition between single particle states. These 
later nuclei were identified mostly in the rare earth and actinide 
regions. 
At this time two models namely the Independent 
(Individual) Particle model (IPM) and the Liquid Drop model (LDM) 
existed side by side, the former to explain the properties of 
stable nuclei and later to explain the nuclear fission. These 
models were just opposite to ^ sach other in their basic approach. 
In IPM the nucleons were assumed to move freely while in LDM 
strong interaction was supposed to exist between *-.h£ nucleons. 
LDM was not very successful in describing the actual excited 
states as it gives too large level distances. 
2 3 
Bohr and Mottelson * have developed the unified 
, (collective) model which encompasses some properties of both 
the shell model and the liquid-drop model. The shell model 
potential is assumed non-spherical and the nucleons move approxi-
mately independently rather than being strongly coupled as in 
the case of the liquid-drop model. The principal assumption, that 
differs from that of the independent-particle model, states that, 
in the unified model, a number of nearly loose particles move in 
a slowly varying potential that arises from nuclear deformation. 
This deformation in the shape of the nucleus leads to modes of 
excitation which are classified as vibrational and rotational. 
Thus the nuclear distortion reacts on the particles and modifies 
some what the independent particle aspect. Thus the nucleus is 
regarded as a shell structure capable of performing oscillations 
in shape and size. In the collective model the nucleus is consi-
dered to consist of a core and extra core particles with the 
core being treated as a liquid drop. The collective model can 
easily describe the drop-like properties such as nuclear fission 
and at the same time retaining the shell model characteristics. 
It not only explains the large quadrupole moments but also predicts 
a fine structure of the nuclear level spectrum owing to energies 
associated with vibrational and rotational motion of the core. 
The calculations based on the unified model are extensive, and 
it is some times difficult to differentiate precisely among the 
various approaches made. However, a large number of these calcula-
tions have succeeded, at least in a semiquantitative way, in 
explaining various nuclear properties such as level energies, 
transition probabilities, reaction rates, and moments. 
In the shell theory the spherically symmetric jelf-
consistent field is introduced by a phenomenological shell-model 
potential. The nuclear wave functions are then constructed by 
4 
filling the lowest available states in the potential. Nilsson 
in 1955 has proposed an analogous procedure except that the self-
consistent potential is deformed. The Nilsson model represents 
the selfconsistent potential by an axially symmetric oscillator 
potential with spin-orbit coupling. The single particle wave 
functions, the Nilsson orbitals, were obtained with this potential. 
This model describes the states of motion of the particles in the 
potential field of a core. It has been successful in describing 
the properties of the heavy deformed nuclei. The properties of 
odd nuclei are understood in terms of the Nilsson model. 
In the Bohr-Mottelson model the rotation vibration 
motions are not coupled. This description holds good, approxi-
mately, for well deformed nuclei or nearly spherical nuclei. 
For softer nuclei this approach is not appropriate. 
Paessler et al ' developed the rotation-vibration 
model (RVM) in which the nucleus is assumed to be an axially 
symmetric rotating body under going very small amplitude shape 
vibrations (i.e. ^  ^ 0 and Y* = 0 ) , In this model the interaction 
of beta-vibrational motion with rotation and of gamma-vibrational 
motion with rotation as well as of beta-gamma vibrations them-
selves is allowed. 
In an alternative approach. Asymmetric Rotor Model 
7 
(ARM) of Davydov-Filippov (1958) , the nucleus was assumed to be 
axially asymmetric rotating body (with ^^ / 0). In this model 
the ground band and excited (gamma) band both were assumed due 
to the rotation about the two different axis. In a further modifi-
cation of this Davydov-Rostovsky (1964) allowed the vibration 
of the triaxial core in order to explain the beta-vibrational band. 
In recent years both the models have been used by many 
workers to study the low-lying energy levels and transition proba-
bilities of the even-even nuclei. 
The E2 transitions of even-even deformed nuclei have 
been the object of many experimental investigations. Knowledge 
of E2 transition rates is of crucial importance for the under-
standing of the nuclear structure. 
The measurement of half lives* energies of excited 
states, transition probabilities and their ratios in nuclei are 
one of the most interesting areas of nuclear structure physics. 
Recently a considerable experimental data on the lifetimes and 
hence on the transition probabilities of the electric quadrupole 
transitions of even-even nuclei have been published. 
In the recent years there has been a revival of 
9—20 interest in the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) and also our 
interest is based 6n the expectations that it may provide a 
reasonable phenomenological description of a nucleus in some 
domain of high angular momentum. There is a remarkable point 
here that there is no sound theoretical argument against the 
triaxial shape of the nucleus around Y* «5^  20 till now. 
In the recent years the ARM model has been very 
successful over other microscopic models like PPQ, BET, IBM etc 
in explaining the various properties of E2 transitions in energy 
levela, transition probabilities [B(E2)] and their branching 
ratios of even-even deformed nuclei in medium and heavy mass 
regions. In the present work, therefore, we thought it worth 
while to apply this model to study the systematic features of 
transitions of ground state rotational band upto high spin and 
gamma-vibrational band. 
Our study is limited to the nuclear energy levels, 
transition probabilities of E2 transitions and branching ratios 
of even-even nuclei in the medium and heavy mass regions. 
The study of electric and magnetic moments and trans-
ition probabilities provides the opportunity for detailed tests 
of nuclear wave functions. In the last few years a large number 
of experimental data on the lifetimes and hence on the transition 
probabilities of the electric quadrupole transitions from the 
first and the second 2 excited states to the 0 ground state of 
21 
even-even nuclei have been published . The energies of low-lying 
levels and their transition probabilities in the even-even 
deformed nuclei have been predicted by several phenomenological 
7 8 22 23 7 
nuclear models ' ' ' . Davydov and Filippov (DF) derived the 
expressions for and predicted the E2 transition probabilities, 
B(E2), between the first excited state 2 to the ground state 0 
and the second excited state 2 to the first excited state 2 by 
combining rotation with surface vibration through the effective 
24 
choise of p and T * Mc Gowan and stelson also compared the B(E2) 
ratios with those predicted by the DF model. Good agreement is 
25 found between the theory and experiment. Later on DeBoer et al 
found some what limited agreement with the B(E2) ratio values 
predicted by the asymmetric rotor model (ARM) by Davydov-Filippov, 
with of available data. 
Demille et al suggested that agreement may be 
improved by introducing the Bohr-Mottelson vibration-rotation 
interaction and a centrifugal stretching correction analogous 
to the type used in molecular spectra. The DF model seems to be 
particularly useful for nuclei in the transition regions between 
rotational and near harmonic modes of collective excitations. 
27 
Tables presented by Moore et al are useful for comparison with 
experimental high spin rotational energy levels established in 
Coulomb excitations with heavy ions. 
23 
A survey has been done by Van Patter of the then 
available data for the branching ratios of gamma-'rays from the 
second 2 level of nearly fifty even nuclei with A>30. From this 
data some ratios of reduced E2 transition probabilities have been 
calculated and compared with the predictions of various theories. 
The comparison indicated that the most successful theory for 
predicting such ratios was Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) of Davydov-
Filippov. The most striking success of the theory was the prediction 
of the ratio B{E2; 2"*" • O"*")/ B(E2; 2^ • O"*") as a function 
of the energy ratio E2 / E2 . The branching ratios B(E2; 2 — * 2 )/ 
B(E2; 2"*" • O"*") calculated from DP model were plotted along with 
+' + 29 
the experimental values against E2 / E2 by Tamura and Udagawa 
The agreement was found to be very good till the extreme vibrational 
region, where it became poorer in the sense that DF model could 
not explain the big fluctuations in the experimental values. The 
agreement in the extreme vibrational region has been improved in 
10 
29 
their conventional theory . Such a result appeared to be quite 
natural because in both the models the nucleus was considered to 
have a stable shape with a non-vanishing deformation parameter (j3) 
and zero non-axiality parameter (V). It should, however, pointed 
out that the basic ideas of these two models were not the same as 
in DF model, the nuclear shape was considered to be fixed, while 
in the conventional theory the nucleus was allowed to change its 
shape. The difference becomes more apparent if one considers the 
vibrational region, Davydov and Chaban investigated the coupling 
between rotational and vibrational motions due to centrifugal 
forces and took into account only ^-vibrations and assumed the 
nucleus to be rigid with respect to a change in the equilibrium 
value of parameter Y , which determines the deviation of the nuclear 
shape from axial symmetry. The 0 level which could not be predi-
cted by DF model has now appeared along with other members of beta 
Q 
band. Later Davydov and Rostovsky revised the previous model by 
considering that the shape of the nucleus changes as it passes 
through an excited state, A change of the nuclear shape in excita-
tions leads to an interaction of rotational motion with beta and 
gamma vibrations. 
Qualitatively, the nuclei are deformed away from sphe-
rical shape because the nucleus is not a rigid strxicture and 
nucleons out side closed shell can set up tension in the closed 
shell core, thereby establishing polarization of the nucleus. 
In Figure 1,1 few nucleons out side a closed shell are shown as 
11 
orbiting around a spherically shaped closed shell core. If the 
forces between the external nucleons and the core are repulsive, 
there is a tendency to polarize the core by pushing the equatorial 
plane towards the centre of the nucleons to form a prolate spheroid. 
On the other hand, if the forces are attractive, polarization is 
accomplished by pulling out the equitorial plane to form an oblate 
spheroid. The resulting deformation can be observed experimentally 
in the form of quadrupole moment. The hydrodynamic picture of the 
nucleus provided by the collective motion explains other observed 
rotational bands besides the ground state rotational bands in 
even-even deformed nuclei. These bands are formed from the coupling 
of the nuclear rotations to different vibrational oscillations as 
illustrated in Figure,1.2. The simplest of such oscillations deform 
nucleus away from a spherical shape, characterized by y = 0 . fuch 
type of oscillations can be described as a temporary deviation 
from axial symmetry and are called gamma (f) vibrations. During 
such vibrations symmetry around z - axis is no longer maintained. 
The addition of rotational states to this state gives rise to a 
set of levels, Quadrupole vibrational motion can also take place 
in a plane parallel to the z - axis and produce deformations which 
are called beta (^) vibrations. In this case, there is no change 
of shape of a cross-sectional vut through the equitorial plane of 
the nucleus. The circular shape of the nuclear surface expands 
31 
and contracts only breathing mode • 
12 
The nuclear deformation parameter P and the non-
3 Qxiality parameter Y^  which were dynamic in the Bohr-Mottelson 
model have been assiimed to be permanent to some degree by Davydov 
7 8 
and his associates ' . Further more, they assume deformation in 
both the elongation parameter /3 and the asymmetry parameter Y • 
Excitation of the lower energy levels results from rotation of 
the whole structure. Gamma-vibrations have been described as the 
state of anomalous rotational band of the non-axial rotor in the 
ARM, The ARM is capable of making predictions for any nucleus 
for which the first and second 2 energy states are known. For 
y* = 0° or 60 the level structure is predicted to be those of 
the symmetric rotor of the Bohr-Mottelson model. The asymrrvetric 
rotor model (ARM) thus appears to provides a some what more 
general description of the nucleus as compared to other collective 
models. The macroscopic point of view in high spin collective 
states assuming asymmetric nuclear shape has been applied by 
9 
Turner et al . Deviation from axial symmetry takes place when 
prolate-oblate energy difference is small with respect to defor-
mation energy. Asymmetric shape increases rapidly with increasing 
spin. The phase transition of the rotational mode from axially 
symmetric to asymmetric shape was found to occur abruptly at I = 8. 
At y* = 30 nuclear deformation is such that moment of inertia 
about one axis is maximized at the expanse of other two. For high 
spin states when quantum fluctuation effects are unimportant th(3 
lowest energy can be obtained by rotation of the nucleus about 
this axis. 
13 
32 
Baranger and Kumar considered the competition 
between quadrupole force and pairing force and attempted to 
explain the electromagnetic properties of the even-even nuclei 
in their pairing plus quadrupole (PPQ) model. But their model 
failed to describe the even-even realistic nuclei having weak 
33 pairing forces. According to the- DR and RVM models Abecasis et al 
performed the calculations for few even nuclei of the rare earth 
region and observed the equivalence in both the models for the 
description of transition ratios inspite of the discrepancies 
shown by both of them. Warke, Gunye and Kumar *" using*the 
method of Variation After Angular Momentum Projection (VAP) have 
studied the experimentally observed high spin states and their 
electromagnetic properties in some even-even nuclei and found 
good agreement with corresponding experimental results in energy 
levels and B(E2) values. The validity of VAP approach has not yet 
38 been confirmed as the transition probabilities depend primarily 
on the deformation of nucleus while the moment of inertia is 
sensitive to both, the deformation and the pairing interaction. 
The ARM of Davydov-Filippov has been extended to odd 
mass nuclei * by coupling a single nucleon to an inert core 
of well stablized asymmetric equilibrium shape. Calculations for 
191 185 
Ir and Re indicated that it was very difficult to distinguish 
between a symmetric and an asymmetric rotor model when the non-
195 
axiality parameter Y is srrall. Calculations of . Pt showed that 
although the observed level scheme was reproduced by the ARM, the 
14 
observed electromagnetic transition probabilities were not in 
agreement with the predictions of simple ARM. Recently the extensive 
41—43 
calculations have been carried out by many workers on the 
level spectra and electromagnetic properties of various odd A 
nuclei using the extended ARM, 
40 44 
Meyertervehn * used the Davydov approximation which 
fixed the collective wave function at its average values and 
assumed a rigid tri-axial shape. The use of a fixed shape affects 
the odd A solution at two points (i) at the energies and wave 
functions of the core (ii) at the coupling of odd nucleon to the 
core. Pram the first point the spectrum of the rigid tri-axial 
rotor approximately reproduces the lowest excited states of even 
transitional nuclei i.e. in A a 135 and A = 190 mass regions. 
Particularly it accounted for the low-lying second 2 states which 
are characteristics of tri-axial shapes. On the other hand there 
are riystematic deviations which reflect the softness of these 
nuclei. Specially one observes an Over all compression of the 
experimental spectra as compared with ihat of a rigid tri-axial 
rotor. The second point concerning the particle core coupling is 
more important factor with respect to the odd A spectrum, because 
it determines the level order and at this point the approximation 
of a fixed tri-axial shape turns out to be well supported by the 
comparison with experiment. The odd A spectrum changes drastically 
when going from prolate type (0°< Y < 30°) to oblate type (30°^V< 
60 ) uhapes. iSuch a transition is observed in the A = 190 mass 
15 
region and is well described assuming rigid tri-axial shapes. 
In fact, rather complex families of unique parity states can be 
reproduced with fixed ^ and Y values derived from neighbouring 
even nuclei. It was, therefore, concluded that a number of 
transitional nuclei were less soft than expected from existing 
theoretical calculations of potential energy surfaces (PES) of 
Kumar 
As an extension to Meyertervehn's work Toki and 
45 Faessler included the softness of the core due to centrifugal 
stretching or the coriolis anti pairing (CAP) effects by generali-
zing the variable moment of inertia (VMI) model. For large / 
deformations (or strongly rotation vibration coupling) the 
asymmetric rotor description turns out to be the simpler one. 
A general formalism is proposed by Tanabe and Tanabe 
for describing microscopically the asymmetric and symmetric rotors 
45 in both even and odd mass number nuclei, Faessler et al applied 
the particle number projected Hartee-Pock-Bogolyubov(HFB) theory 
to the asymmetric deformation, which was incomplete picture to 
calculate three moments of inertia without recourse of all the 
components of angular momentum and the full D2 symmetry scheme. 
46 
Toyama considered a collective Hamiltonian composed of vibra-
tional energy, rotational energy and the potential energy terms. 
The calculated level energies are, with some exceptions, in good 
agreement with experimental values and relative B(E2) values are 
much improved as compared to the corresponding values calculated 
from the Clebsch Gorden coefficients. 
16 
47 Kota in the tframe work of pseudo Su(3) model, tried 
to explain low-lying spectra of some rare earth nuclei, but no 
attempt has been made to explain high spin states. Although 
20 Sahu et al have considered a static tri-axial shape of the 
nucleus but the calculations were performed in the frame work 
of Hartee BCS theory employing the pairing plus quadrupole 
interaction. 
The Boson Expansion Theory (BET) which describes 
spherical and deformed nuclei and consequently the transitional 
nuclei on an equal footing has been developed by Kishimoto-Weeks-
Tamura ~ , who solved the equations for the coefficients in 
the expansion of the fermion-pair operators interms of boson 
50 
operators exactly to sixth order. Weeks-Tamura's results are 
subject to the objection that the discrepancies between calculated 
and observed energy values are in opposite directions for 3 and 
4"*" states of Sm and Sra and 2 and 3 states of Sm belong-
+' + + ing to the gamma band. In the transition ratio 4 • 2 /4 , 
Weeks-Tamura fail misearably in both quality and quantity. In 
51-54 
recent years the BET has also been used by many workers to 
study the various nuclear properties of the various nuclei. 
55 Arima and lachello introduced the Interacting 
Boson Model (IBM) with an aim of unifying the vibrational and 
rotational collective motion appearing in the low energy region 
of medium and heavy nuclei. Several isotope and isotone chains 
17 
56 57 
across the periodic table are analyzed using this model * , 
Most important of these is the recent analysis by Casten ' 
et al of about 100 nuclei with A a 100-200, The consequences of 
the model, its extensions ' and its applications to diversified 
problems are explored with rapidity by many workers ~ in the 
last ten years. 
102 Recently Bhardwaj et al have studied the energy 
levels, B{E2) values and branching ratios in some even-even nuclei 
using the corrected three band mixing rotation vibration model 
(RVM) due to Faessler et al to include an harmonicity of the 
classical beta and gamma-vibrations of the nuclear core, assuming 
different mass parameters for the ground^ beta and gamma vibrati-
onal states. A good agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental B(E2) values and branching ratios in general and remarkablG 
150 194 improvement, especially, in Sm and Pt was observed. 
In recent years the Dynamic Pairing Plus Quadrupole 
(DPPQ) model ' has been employed to evaluate the various 
properties in some even-even nuclei. A satisfactory agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental B(E2) values and branching 
ratio results and also with other models has been observed but 
energy levels could not be explained in correct order by this 
model . 
105 The view point of Zawischa et al regarding the 
<iature of low-lying leve ls as non-col lec t ive has been contradicted 
18 
in both the beta and gamma-vibrational bands and it has been 
established ' that the ARM estimates are much closer to 
their respective experimental transition rates. In view of the 
success of Davydov-Filippov model in describing anomalous 
106 107 108 
ratational band ' , Gupta et al proposed a semi empirical 
relation depending on deformation alone for obtaining B(E2) values 
for entire gamma ray cascades in rotational band with in the 
frame-work of ARM, The accuracy of data needed to test the model 
should lie with in a factor of two (i.e. 0.5 < enhancement/ 
109 hindrence factor P < 2.0) as suggested by Kumar . The results 
derived from proposed empirical relation are much better than the 
other existing models, 
19 F,T, Baker has extended the DF model by adding 
hexadecapole shape components and has applied it to some trinsi-
tional nuclei. The electric quadrupole (E2) properties, previously 
thought to be anomalous have been predicted correctly. Including 
/3. as an additional degree of freedom the results are improved 
than corresponding inclusion of only ^^ and V as parameters . 
Qualitatively, it appears that the inclusion of a /3. shape 
component, which has its symmetry about z-axis, has the effect 
of keeping the nucleus more prolate as Y increases and the 
symmetry axis for the quadrupc^e deformation tends towards the 
y-axis. 
19 
110-112 Many workers calculated non-axiality parameter 
( Y ) from the energy ratio E4VE2"*" and evaluated B(E2) values 
of even deformed nuclei in the rare earth and actinide regions. 
A surprising situation has been brought on the surface by Puri 
et ai , while inferring the lead of DR model over DP model for 
B(E2) ratios of the cascade to cross over transition from the 2"^  
vibrational band after following the method of Varshni and 
113 Bose . This is against the truth, since the inclusion of the 
coupling of rotation with beta vibrations worsens the agreement 
with experiment ~ .An explanation to the above paradox can 
be sought on analysing Varshni-Bose work. This method gives V 
a few degrees larger than that of usual DF method by taking the 
energy ratio E2 /E2 . This enhancement in Y values is equivalent 
to intro(]ucincj the Bohr-Mottelson vibration rotation interaction 
correction (BMVRIC). Therefore, if Y were taken from E4 /E2 then 
the energies of other rotational band are predicted to an accuracy 
well within 1%, but energies of 2 , 3 , 4 levels can not be 
predicted with any precision. Also it keeps many transitional 
nuclei out of the DF range. Therefore, the use of such Y for 
evaluating B(E2) values and branching ratios as done by some 
workers " has no justification. The method of deducing non-
+' + +' + 
axiality parameter Y* from the energy ratio E2 /E4 or E2 /E6 
44 
as done by Meyertervehn has already been commented as unreliable 
by Baker et al . 
20 
A new approach has been proposed by Gupta et al 
to calculate the non-axiality parameter V* feeding E2 and 
Inl.rinr.lc (iua(iru|)Ole moment Q . This method rectifies the usual 
DF values of Y* by enhancing it a few degrees at about Y = 15° 
and reducing a few degrees at 20 < Y* < 30° which had been a 
44 113 115 
necessity and stimulated theoreticians * ' in the past. 
A linear relationship is found between Y and Q^ which enables 
one to determine the value of Y* after knowing E2 and to predict 
the values of energies of the gamma-vibrational band and also 
117 118 the meanlives of low-lying energy levels ' 
119 The ARM has also been used recently by Datta et al 
t o exp la in known B(E2) values* B(E2) branching r a t i o s and low-
lying energy levels and a much better agreement has been achieved 
with experiment compared to other theoretical models. Delaroche 
120 
et al has been used the ARM for the study of some light even-
oven nuclei. The results have also been compared with other nuclear 
models. It is found that there is no one model which can describe 
simultaneously all the data. However, they observed that the ARM 
based analysis provides the best overall description for the 
considered nuclei. 
101 1 O A 
Yamazaki et al ~ interpreted the shape of the 
nuclei in the transitional region like a gamma vibrational symmetric 
rotor rather than a rigid tri-axial rotor. It is, therefore, diffi-
cult to comment uniquely on the tri-axial shape of the nucleus 
21 
even if it obeys the DF discipline for B(E2) values. However, 
one can use the tri-axial rotor approximation without assuming 
the rigid triaxiality, as it results, from the freezing of vibra-
tions and the DR approximation is much practical for large V . 
Although the asymmetric rotor model describes several 
features of medium and heavy mass regions nuclei including transi-
tional nuclei, a microscopic understanding of this fact is still 
missing and one may proceed further in this direction. 
22 
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Schematic picture of collective modes 
of excitation of non-spherical even-
even nuclei. 
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REVIEW OF VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNIQUES AND THEORETICAL 
APPROACHES 
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(A) REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Experimentally the transition probabilities are 
measured by two methods. 
(i) Coulomb excitation 
(ii) Half life of the level 
If the half life of a particular level is known the 
radiative transition probability can be calculated by the fornrtula 
0.693 
T = (2.1) 
"^  ^1/2 ^1-^^T^ 
where '^•\/2 ^^ ^ ^® half life of the excited state and ot is 
the total internal conversion coefficient. The reduced transition 
probability B(E2) is given by 
T(E2) = 1.16 Ey B(E2) 10^^ Sec"-^  (2.2) 
where Ey is the energy of the level expressed in MeV. 
The reduced upward.transition probability is equal to 
the reduced downward transition probability for the same transition 
except a term for statistical factor as (21. + 1)421^ + 1)• 
Therefore 
B(E2; I j • Ij^) = B(E27 I^ »• I f ) ( 2 1 ^ + l ) / ( 2 I ^ + 1) ( 2 . 3 ) 
where I. and I, correspond to the ground stace and excited state 
respectively. 
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2.2 COULOMB EXCITATION 
Coulomb excitation was first predicted theoretically 
by Weisskopf and experimentally demonstrated for the first 
2 3 
time in 1953 by Huus and Zupancic and McClelland and Goodman . 
In Coulomb excitation the target nucleus is bombarded with the 
beam of charged particles, like oC - particle, proton etc. Some 
of the kinetic energy of bombarding particles is converted into 
nuclear excitation through the action of the electric field. 
This field may give rise to transitions from the ground state 
to excited states of the target nucleus. An excited state pro-
duced in this way then decays by emmission of gamma-rays or 
conversion electrons, and the decay can be described in terms 
ot appropriate multipole radiation. Such an excitation is known 
as Coulomb excitation and a cross section for the production of 
the gamma-ray by this process can be measured. It is directly 
related to the transition probability, and is determined from 
the particle beam current, the thickness of the target, and the 
efficiency of the detector. The energy of the bombarding particle 
is chosen to be low enough so that it can not overcome the poten-
tial barrier of the target nucleus. Excitation of this type takes 
4 
place more readily if the target nucleus is nonspherical . 
Coulomb excitation has been studied in many nuclei and 
5 
the theory of the process has been developed extensively . The 
nuclear states most strongly produced in these reactions are 
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low-lying states (IMeV or lower) Induced by the electric quadrupole 
tield ot,the incident particles and gamma-rays emitted in this 
case one of the E2 type. Most of the experimental work on Coulomb 
excitation consists of determining the energy and life time of 
rotational levels. The important excitation is electric quadruj ole 
in nature. Thus in even-even nuclei the excitation takes the 
nucleus from the 0 ground state to the first 2 excited stages, 
the latter having a spin parity of 2 with only a few exceptions. 
Rotational states of higher spin are excited in a step wise manner 
by multipole Coulomb excitation i.e. through successive quadrupole 
excitations by a single bombarding particle. The probability with 
proton or oC -particle beams is exceedingly small, but since the 
probability increases rapidly with the charge on the projectile 
particle. Recently heavy ions are used for this purpose. 
The lifetimes of rotational levels have been of consi-
derable interest, since they have given the strongest evidence in 
favour of the collective description. In Coulomb excitation the 
lifetime of a rotational level is obtained indirectly. This 
follows from the fact that the cross-section for forming the state 
is proportional to the probability for raising the nucleus from 
its ground state to the first excited state. The measurement of 
the cross-section is made by observing the number of qamma-rays 
emitted when a thick target is bombarded with a given number of 
incident particles. Correction must be made for the number of 
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downward t r a n s i t i o n s which occur by i n t e r n a l convers ion or by 
cascade gamma-ray decay through an i n t e r m e d i a t e s t a t e , i f such 
9t<ite e x i s t e d . 
From the measured value of B(E2) the upward t r a n s i t i o n 
p r o b a b i l i t y i s ob ta ined by u s i n g the r e l a t i o n 
T(E2)^ = 1.16 X lO^^(AE)^ X B(E2) (2.4) 
where AE is the excitation energy in MeV, The downward transi-
tion probability is obtained by 
^^^2)^^^^ = 1/5 T(E2)^p (2.5) 
The total probability for the decay of the state is 
T(E2)^ plus the probability for internal conversion and 
alternate decay modes, if any. Many of the states formed by 
Coulomb excitation also occur in the decay of radioactive 
isotopes. In such cases it is possible, by means of tast coinci-
dence technique to measure the half lives of these states when 
-11 they are ^ 5 x 10 Sec, The delayed coincidence method may 
be used if the state to be measured is fed by an observable 
particle or gamma-ray emmission. 
DELAYED COINCIDENCE METHOD 
The general principle of the delayed coincidence method 
consists of measuring the time difference between the population 
and the depopulation of"a nuclear state. These two events are 
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usually represented by two electric signals. One signal is formed 
when the excited state is created. It may be obtained either from a 
counter which detects a radiation populating the excited state, 
or the electric pulse may be synchronized with the accelerator 
beam pulse used to produce the excited state. The second signal 
is always obtained from a detector, which measures the radiation 
depopulating the level of interest. In both cases one measures 
a time spectrum representing the distribution of time intervals 
between the two signals. 
The accuracy of half life values determined with this 
method depends on the statistical and systematic errors. If one 
can take the measurements for a long time, the statistical error'^  
usually do not limit the accuracy of half life values {T^,^< 10 Ai.s) 
determined by delayed coincidence measurements. The delayed coin-
6 7 
cidence technique ' involves the detection of the time interval 
between two electric signals, one produced at a time when the 
level is formed and the other when the level decays. The first 
signal is provided by a beta or a gamma ray by which the level 
is formed whereas the second signal is provided by the decaying 
gamma-ray. Alternatively the time of population of the state may 
be fixed by excitation of the state with a pulsed beam. The system 
used for measuring the short lifetimes requires a fast phosphor 
and a fast photomultiplier tube. The circuit for time determination 
consists of a very fast electronic time pick off and some type of 
Q 
time to amplitude converter to measure the difference in time of 
37 
the events in the two detectors or in one detector relative to 
a pulsed beam. 
In practice, lifetimes of nuclear levels are determined 
9 
either from the exponential slope evidenced in the coincidence 
time spectrum or by the centroid shift method, relative to the 
prompt curve. In the deformed region the theoretical calculations 
of Kisslinger and Sorenson give the reasonable agreement with 
12 13 the experimental data. The theory of Davydov et al ' has very 
successfully explained the collective nature of the E2 transitions 
in the nonspherical nuclei. 
2.4 DOPPLER SHIFT ATTENUATION METHOD 
Doppler Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) has emerged, 
as a very effective technique for the determinatiOii of nuclear 
lifetimes. It has found extensive use in studies of light nuclei 
where the principal experimental method has been the measurement 
of gamma-ray centroid shifts. However, if sufficiently high recoil 
velocities are attained and high resolution Ge(Li) detectors 
employed, it is often possible to observe the detailed shape of 
a Doppler broadened gamma-rays line. 
In nuclear reactions, the gamma-ray recoil energy 
reduction may be compensated for by the velocity imparted to a 
produrl nucU'us in the reaction or in other words by the Doppler 
Shift. If the energy of gamma-rays from a target varies uniquely 
with the angle relative to the beam direction, such as in radiative 
38 
capture ground state transitions* an angle can be found at which 
the gamma-rays have exactly the correct energy for resonant 
scattering. The cross-section for resonant scattering leads to , 
a value of the lifetime of the state. Several beautiful experi-
ments of this type have been carried out by Smith and Endt. 
The Doppler Shift of gamma-radiations may be used to 
obtain upper or lower limits :pn lifetimes, or in special instances 
actual lifetime values. 
Because of the much usefulness of the DSAM in the study 
15 
of heavier nuclei, Warburton et al included the analysis of 
gamma-ray line shapes from levels covering a wide range of life-
times originating in much heavier nuclei with A ci 150. 
Heavy ion induced Coulomb excitation studies of rare 
earth nuclei are of interest because the E2 matrix elements, which 
may be deduced, provide an important test for various nuclear 
models. From these deduced matrix elements and branching ratio 
measurements the lifetimes of the nuclear states can usually be 
obtained. Bombardment with.heavy ions such as 0 and S as well 
as producing large excitation probabilities also imparts substan-
tial recoil velocities to the target nuclei, and the observation 
of Doppler broadened gamma radiation provides an alternative 
technique for measuring lifetimes of excited states. The Doppler 
Shift Recoil Distance (DSRD) method is a very effective tool 
for the determination of the short nuclear lifetimes in the range 
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-12 -9 
of 10 to 10 seconds and the accuracy-upto 10-lL;)i can be 
obtained by rather simple analysis. To obtain higher order of 
accuracy, corrections mentioned in reference 17 should be applied. 
2.5 RECOIL DISTANCE METHOD 
As the number of high spin (I>6) states in heavy nuclei 
(A > 150) become more abundant, more quantitative studies, in 
particular the measurement of the transition matrix elements^ 
become more desirable. 
' It has been known for some time that levels in the 
ground state bands of the rare earths, a few units of angular 
momentum below the critical spin, deviate from the adiabatic 
rotor description by varying degrees. The deviations are especially 
18—20 
strong in the lower transition region and are attributable 
to various effects such as centrifugal stretching and band mixing. 
The lifetimes of the higher spin states (I > 10) are generally 
Loo ;;hort tor U\a recoil distance technique and when (HI, xn) 
21 
reactions are used to populate them , the measurements are further 
22 
complicated by the feeding time which often is comparable to 
or longer than the lifetime of the level itself. With the feasi-
bility ot Coulomb excitation of the levels in the back bending 
23 
region with very heavy ions where large recoil velocities are 
involved, this method becomes more promising as a means to measure 
the lifetimes. Yield measurements following Coulomb excitation are, 
in principle, applicable but the analysis becomes complicated with 
40 
the increasing number of matrix elements (E2 and higher order) 
between the levels involved in the excitation and also by the 
inadequacy of the semiclassical calculations used in the 
analysis due to the need for increasing quantum corrections . 
(B) REVIEW OF THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
2.6 INTRODUCTION 
The various theoretical models^ developed sofar, which 
give equally good fits to the nuclear energy levels, can be 
reduced considerably if we impose the additional requirements 
that the model should also explain and predict the other nuclear 
properties like transition probabilities^ branching ratios etc. 
The structure of a nucleus is given by its correct nuclear wave 
functions^ from which the motion of individual nucleons and corr-
elations between them can be derived. But, even if the forces 
between nucleons are known exactly, it is not possible to solve 
the corresponding many body problem. Therefore various approxi-
mations (called nuclear models) are used which will be useful if 
these are simple enough to handle and at the same time predict 
a sizable fraction of nuclear properties which can be tested 
experimentally. In order to derive such models it is often helpful 
to make the survey of a selected group of nuclear properties like 
binding energies, excitation energies, nuclear moments, transition 
probabilities etc. 
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2.7 BOHR-MOTTELSON MODEL 
Bohr-Mottelson ' have described a unified model 
which is an extension of shell model. In this model the shell 
model potential is assumed non-spherical. The energies of the 
single particles in the non-spherical potential are calculated 
and the distortion which gives the minimum energy is taken as the 
distortion actually found. The long range correlations are 
replaced by the assumption of a permanently distorted potential. 
This model takes into account the collective effects of the 
nucleons. 
2.7(a) NUCLEAR ROTATIONAL MOTIC»I 
The effect of the collective motion is more evident 
when one considers the excitations of the even-even nuclei. The 
collective rotational motion of nucleus which has axial symmetry 
is similar to the rotation of a symmetric top. If ^ . and ^  are 
the moments of inertia for rotations about symmetry-axis 3 and 
about an axis perpendicular to it, and I is the total angular 
momentum operator with components 1^, I,* and I along the body-
fixed axes, the Hamlltonlan is given by 
2 2 2 * 
H = 5- I1 = — 7 — ( I - i^ ) + — ' — i:: (2.6) 
iti 2 i , ^ 26 2^3 
here 6, = S^^  ~ «J ^°^ ^^® symmetric top. 
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The nuclear wave functions are the D-functions which 
are the transformation functions for the spherical harmonics 
under finite rotations. Thus the spherical harmonic Y, (-^  ) 
Im 
transforms as in equation (2.7a) under a rotation through Eulor 
angles 9 , $ and ^ [counter clockwise rotation 9(06 9 iin) about 
the Z - axis , followed by a rotation $ (0 $ $ 4 n) about the 
new y - axis, and a rotation ^ {0 ^^^m) about the new Z - axis] 
Yi,(n) = i Y,^.(n') D^;(9, ,,^) (2.7a) 
m'=-l 
where n. and il are the initial and final polar angles (9, $) 
and (9', $'), and m and m* can independently take any of the 
values -1, -1+1, , 1-1, 1. 
If M is the component of the angular momentum I along 
the Z - axis (laboratory frame) and K is the component of I along 
symmetry-axis 3 -(body frame) # as shown in Figure 2.1, then the 
following relations, satisfied by the angular momentum operator, 
are obtained 
I^ D ^ - Kl+l) DJJ^ (2.7b) 
h ""m = ^ ° ^ ^2.7c) 
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A normalized wave function corresponding to the Hamiltonian in 
equation (2.6) is 
-. 21 + 1 ./, T 
vj/^ = I 1MK> = [ 5 ] ^ / ^ Djj^Ce, #,4^) (2.8a) 
8" 
nd the enerqy eigen va lues a r e 
= - ^ [ i d + D - K^J + -—; K^ (2.8b) 
2 ^ ^2 
E — 
^^ 2 i *" • ' 2 ^ 3 
For even-even axially syrnmetric nuclei K = 0. This follows 
because even-even spherical nuclei do not show rotational spectra 
and therefore do not rotate about the axis of symmetry and thus 
the angular momentum about a symmetry axis vanishes. The wave 
function and energy spectrum for even-even nuclei are given by 
t L = I I«o> = i-» [ - ^ ]V2 Oj, (9. ,) 
Yjj^(e. $) (2.8c) 
E^ = -^ Id + 1) (2.8d) 
—M 
where in equation (2.8c), the factor i has been inserted so 
that >pj. corresponds to Y_ , 
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2.7(b) REDUCED TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
The reduced transition probability B(E27 I • I') 
tor an electric quadrupole transition between two members of 
the same rotational band with qtuantum number K is given by 
the relation B{E2; IK • I*K) = — - — e^Q^|<I2K0) I'K>1^ 
16n ° 
{2 .9a) 
where we have 
^ \ y T T M M i T M ^ n 
M^,M2,M 
I < I^l2 ^ 2 I IM> p a (21 + 1) (2 .9b ) 
For Coulomb excitation, the B(E2) reduced transition probability 
in the case of a symmetric rotator (even-even nuclei) is given 
by 
B(E27 I • I + 2) = — - — e^Q^ I <I200 | I + 2, 0> I ^  
1671 ° 
= >15__ ^ 2^2 il^t^m_^_lL_ (2.9C) 
32n °(2I + 1) (21 + 3) 
For odd nuclei, the B(E2) value is obtained from equation (2.9a). 
The non-spherical nuclei have rotational levels that 
are due to the very fast electric quadrupole transition proba-
bility B(E2; I • I')# which according to equation (2.9a) 
increases as the value of the electric quadrupole moment Q 
increases. 
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It the transition takes place between the ground state 
for which 1 = 0 and the first excited state I = '2 of even-even 
nuclei, then 
B(E2) = — ^ Q- Q^ (2.U) 
16n 
Under certain assumptions, the experimental values of the 
intrinsic quadrupole moment Q may provide information concerning 
the shape of nuclei. These assumptions are related to the nature 
of nuclear deformation, 
2.7(c) NUCLEAR DEFORMATIC»I 
If the nucleus is considered as a uniformly charged 
spheroid and the radial coordinate of the surface of the 
nucleus is taken as, 
R ^ RQ [ 1 + ^ Y2Q (e, #)] (2.11a) 
then the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q is 
QQ « ej dVe(r)< IM| (3Z^  - y^ ) I IM>j^ j^. (2.11b) 
= — ^ ZeR^p [1 + 0.36^+ ] (2.11c) 
From the observed values of Q^, one can determine j3. The 
o 
deformation parameter ^ can also be related to the difference 
AR between the major and minor semi-axes. 
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p ^ _ 1 _ (n/5)l/2...^ R 1.06-^^^ (2.lid) 
o o 
2.7(d) COLLECTIVE VIBRATIONAL EXCITATIONS 
If the nucleus is considered to be a dynamic system, 
it can perform small oscillations about the equilibrium shape. 
These oscillations can be analysed in terms of normal modes 
and can be treated as independent for small oscillation ampli-
tudes. Since the energies involved in vibrational excitations 
are of the order of several hundred KeV to MeV, the coupling 
between the vibrational and intrinsic motions need no longer 
be weak as in the case of rotational motion. It is therefore 
to be expected that the agreement of the experimental data with 
the theoretical predictions in vibrational spectra would not 
be as good as that in the rotational spectra. The vibrational 
states are known to occur not only among spherical even-even 
nuclei but also among deformed nuclei. 
These vibrational levels can be regarded as orijinating 
from the two phonon states in the spherical nuclei, but the 
relative energy shifts are large. The nucleus is considered as 
an incompressible liquid drop with a sharp surface, and the 
nuclear wave function is described in terms of the radius vector 
specifying the nuclear surface. If Ro is the radius of the 
nucleus if it were spherical, the equation for the surface can 
be written as 
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R(e, #) = Ro [i + X oC.„ X.,(e* *)] (2.12) 
where Y. ., are the spherical harmonics and oC . are defor-
mation parameters wh|.ch determine the nuclear shape. The 
subscript Ai takes the values - A to + A , so that there are 
2A+ 1 modes of deformation of order X • The lowest mode of 
surface deformation corresponds to quadrupole mode (X = 2 ), 
since a deformation of order <\ = 1 is equivalent to a trans-
lation of the whole system. For A = 2, the five values of 
AA = -2 to + 2 correspond to five independent modes which 
represent ellipsoidal shapes. The mode with JU = 0 (for allA-
values) has symmetry with respect to arbitrary rotation about 
the Z - axis and therefore represents an axially symmetric 
nuclear shape. 
2.7(e) QUADRUPOLE DEFORMATION 
If we consider the nucleus having ellipsoidal shape 
and restricting to the quadrupole deformation A = 2 , the 
surface of tho ellipsoid is described by R(0', §') and the 
deformation 6R(0'# **) from the radius R_ of the sphere 
o 
(of the same volume) is given by 
6R(e', $') = R(e', §') - R^ 
2 
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where the deformation parameter oC 511 ^^^ the polar angles 
9'# $' are with respect to the laboratory system. Since 6R 
is real, we obtain 
Xk * 
oC2^ _j^ = (-1) ^^2ik' (2.13b) 
Equation (2,13b) implies that there are only five independent 
deformation constants 0C211 (Ai^  " -2 to +2) — two specifying the 
shape and three describing the orientation. 
In the body-fixed reference frame in which the 
coordinate axes coincide with the principal axes, we denote the 
deformation parameters oC 211 ^y 2^11 * "^ ^^  relationship between 
deformation in the two coordinate systems is 
^ 4 M ^2U ^ ®' *) = r 4v 2^V ^ ®' *^  
= Z a * v 5 l ° M V ^ ®' ^ ' ' J ' ^ ^ a u ^®' ' * '^ ( 2 . 1 3 c ) 
so t h a t 
<<2U = ^ ^2V°iy ^^' * ' ^ ^ (2.13d) 
Since, in terms of principal axes, the product of inertia is 
zero, we define the following, 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
e Siny (2.14c) 
^ 2 0 
^ 2 1 
^ 2 2 
= /3 Cos 
= ^ 2 ^ 1 
" ^ 2 , - 2 
Y 
= 0 
1 
2 1 / 2 
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where ^  and Y* are new parameters whereby the a's are defined, 
The deformations 6 Rj along the principal axes j = 1,2,3 
(nuclear body-fixed axes) are obtained from 
6R(e, $) =1^1: ^*2^^2ii ®^' *^  
and are given by 
6Ri ( -2 - , 0) = ( - j |—)^ ' ' ^ g R„ Cos ( y - -^—) 
6R, (-f, -2-) = (-3I-)'/' e R„ cos c r - ^2-) 
6R3 (0. *) = (-4l-' '^'eRoCosy 
t h a t i s by 
S 1/2 w* 2nj 
SRj = ("IF""^  /3 RQ Cos ( r 5 — ) (2.14d) 
The parameter j3 is a measure of the deviation from sph''>ricity 
and Y determines the shape of the nucleus as indicated in 
Table 2.1. 
2.8 DAVYDOV—FILIPPOV MODEL 
In Bohr- Mottelson model ' the energy levels of 
non-spherical nuclei corresponding to collective excitations 
not involving violation of axial symmetry of nuclei were descri-
bed. The rotational-vibrational energy of collective nuclear 
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excited states was considered as a function of only two 
parameters, viz, of the frequency of nuclear surface vibra-
tions and of the ratio of the equilibrium deformation to the 
zero vibration amplitude. The problem of violation of axial 
symmetry ot nuclei has been qualitatively treated by different 
excil 
5,30 
96— 9Q 
workers . Nuclear excited states are ascribed to the so 
called y* - vibrations" 
31 Davydov and Filippov have investigated the energy 
levels corresponding to rotation of nucleus which does not 
entail changes of its internal state. It has been established 
that the violation of axial symmetry of even nuclei only 
slightly affects the rotational spectrum of axial nucleus 
although some new rotational states with total angular momenta 
ot 2,3,4 appeared. If the deviation from axial symmetry 
are small, these levels lie very high and are not excited. As 
the deviation from axial symmetry are increased some of the 
additional levels become much lower. For example the ratio of 
the second excited state with spin 2 to the first state (which 
also exists in axial nucleus) varies from infinity to two. 
2.8(a) ENERGY STATES IN NON~AXIAL NUCLEI 
Davydov-Fllippov considered the energy states of an 
even nucleus corresponding to rotation of the nucleus as a 
whole with no change in its internal state^ and expressed the 
operator for the rotational energy of the nucleus as 
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3 A i;; 
H = 71 (2.15) 
2 Sin^r- - ^ A ) 
2 2 
where A = fi /4B^ , has dimensions of energy, V* determines the 
deviation of the shape of the nucleus from axial symmetry and 
varies from 0 to 71/3 and I^ are operators of the projections 
of the nuclear angular momenta on the axes of a coordinate 
system connected with the nucleus. 
It is obvious from equation (2.15) that for values 
of Y other than 0 and 71/3, the nucleus should be regarded as 
an asymmetric top. Each value of total angular momentum I in 
the asymmetric top corresponds to 21 + 1 different energy levels. 
Because of the symmetry conditions imposed on the wave function, 
the only allowed values of I for even nuclei are those which 
correspond to a completely symmetric representation ot the 
qroup D^. There are no rotational states of the ro(j\iired symmetry 
for 1 = 1 . There are two states for 1 = 2 , one for 1 = 3 , three 
for 1 = 4 , two for 1 = 5 , etc. The energies of the two levels 
2 2 
of required symmetry for 1 = 2 , expressed in the units of fi /4B/3 
are given as 
9 [i -{i -~|-Sin2 (3y)} ^ 2^ -J 
E2"*" = (2.16) 
Sin^(3 V* ) 
9[l + { 1 - -|- Sin^ (3y )} ^/2 ] 
L'2 » (2.17) 
Sin^(3 Y ) 
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Energy of the level for I = 3 is given by 
+ 1^ E3 » (2.18) 
Sin^O r ) 
The following simple relation between the spin 2 and spin 3 
energy levels follows from equations (2,16), (2.17) and (2,18) 
E2'*" + Ea"*" » ES"*" (2.19) 
For spin 5, t h e energy l e v e l s are given by 
1/2 45 + 9 { 9 - 8 S i n ( 3 Y ) } 
E^ 5 = = (2.20) 
Sln^ o r ) ^ ^ 1 , 2 
where 'C = 1 with the minus sign and 'C = 2 with the plus sign, 
The computed energy levels for various values of Y are given 
in Figure 2.2. For Y " 0 , the energy spectrum is identical 
to that of an axially symmetric nucleus as considered by Bohr 
27 
and Mottelson , For a fixed value of ^ violation of axial 
symmetry of the nucleus leads to an increase of the energy of 
the levels belonging to the axial nucleus. This increase of the 
level energy corresponds to a decrease of the effective moment 
of inertia of the nucleus or of the effective deformation 
parameter /5 ^ f For the first excited state of spin 2 the 
effective deformation parameter can be determined from the 
relation 
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4 Sin^Oy) ,/_ 
^eff = e [ r^'^ (2.21) 
9 - {81 - 72 Sin^(3V»)} ^ ^^ 
Besides the comparatively small change of the level 
energies of an axially symmetric nucleus, violation of axial 
symmetry of the nucleus leads to the appearance of some new 
energy levels E2 , E3 , E4 etc. By using the dependence of 
+ ' + E2 /E2 on V* , one can determine the corresponding value of 
y from the experimental values of this ratio. From Figure 2.2 
the energy sequence of the spins and the energy values of the 
other nuclear levels can then be determined. 
2.8(b) ELECTRIC TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ROTATIONAL NUCLEAR STATES 
The measurements of the transition probabilities 
between electric states in a nucleus yield important information 
on the nature of the excited states. In particular, for eluci-
dation of the nature of the second excited state of spin 2 in 
an even nucleus one may study the relative probability for 
transition from this level directly to the ground state or to 
the first excited state, with a spin 2. The first and second 
levels of spin 2 are k.iown as the one- and two- phonon vibrations 
of the nuclear surface. In this case transition from the second 
state to the ground state can take place only as a result of 
violation of the oscillator approximation. 
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In order to calculate the probability for E2 transi-
tions between the rotational levels, the operator of the nuclear 
quadrupole moment 
should be expressed in terms of the Eulerian angles defining 
the orientation of the nucleus and in terms of the collective 
coordinates with respect to axes connected to the nucleus. 
Employing the transformation of the spherical functions 
^2^ (9 #) = £ D^ y. ^2^ (9'$') (2.23) 
corresponding to transition to a coordinate system connected 
with the nucleus and expressing the proton coordinates 
Yi 9^  *j^  in this system (assuming the uniform distribution o' 
l)rotons within the nucleus) through the collective coordinates 
ay, where 
0 SinT 
,a^  - ^ cosy , a^ = a_^ ' 0. a^ - a^^ = 77^172-
by the aid of the formula 
Z 
ay. = - ^ £ (-^)2 Yjy (ei, il ) (2.24) 
The following expression was obtained for the jLL component 
of the operator of the electric quadrupole moment 
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D I , + D2 
°2U " eQ^CD^jCosr + ^ ^ ' ~ ^ Slny ) (2.25) 
(2)1/2 
where 
3Z R^p 
Q„. = (2.26) 
(5n)1/2 
is the intrinsic electric quadrupole moment of an axial nucleus 
2 
with a deformation parameter /3. D^^y ^^^ generalized spherical 
functions (which depend on the Eulerian angles) defining the 
unitary transformation from a coordinate system fixed in space 
to a coordinate system fixed to the nucleus. 
The axes of the ellipsoid used to describe approxi-
mate shape of the nucleus through /3 and Y by the expression 
R^ = R [l + |3(-4|—)^/^ Cos (V- - ^ A ) ] , A= 1,2,3 (2.27) 
li y o 0, the nucleus is an elongated ellipsoid o£ 
revolution with a symmetry 3 - axis. If Y* = n/3, the nucleus 
is an oblate ellipsoid of revolution with a symmetry 2 - axis. 
The rotational states of a nucleus defined by operator (2.15) 
and the probabilities for electromagnetic transitions between 
them are the same for Y and 7r/3 - V* . 
On the basis of measurements of the rotational energy 
of the nuclei or of the electromagnetic transitions between 
them, one can not decide whether the nucleus is an prolate or 
oblate ellipsoid. The only way to decide this is to measure the 
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mean values of the quadrupole electric moments in stationary 
states (1/ M = I),. In even nuclei the mean values of the 
quadjTupole moments in the ground state are equal to zero. In 
the first excited state with spin 2 the mean value of the 
(Quadrupole moment is 
6 cosOy) 
Q^ = - Q^ (2.28) 
7 {9-8 Sin^OV^)} ^ /^ 
where Q^ is given by equation (2.26). In the second excited 
state of spin 2, the mean value of quadrupole moment has a 
different sign. 
Q2 = - Q^ (2.29) 
The reduced transition probability for the electric 
quadrupole transition I^ • 1*^' averaged over the initial 
polarization states of the nuclei is 
B(E2; I^ ^ I^ / ) . ^ I (tV mlQ_, I I-M)| 
1671(21 + 1) Mmu "^"^ 
(2.30) 
Since it is assumed that in this transition the interna] 
state of the nucleus does not change, the reduced transition 
probability can be expressed through the mean value of jS and V^  
in the $(/3/Y') state with help of equation (2.30). The reduceu 
transition probability B(E2) for few transitions in terras of 
2 2 
Y* can be expressed in e Q /I6JI u n i t s as 
en 
, e^ QI 3-2 Sin^Or ) 
B(E2j 2^ • O"*") = - ~ - ( —)[l + ] (2 .31) 
1^" { 9 - 8 S i n 2 ( 3 V ^ ) } ^ / 2 
for the first excited state to the ground state. For the second 
excited state to the ground state the reduced transition proba-
bility is 
- e^ QI 3-2 Sin^Oy ) 
B(E2; 2* •O"^) = - ^ ( ^ )[l ] (2.32) 
1^" {9-8 Sin2(3y)}^/2 
and for the second to the first excited state, the value is 
in e^ Q« Sin^(3y) 
B(E2; 2"^  • 2"*") = -iy-( ^)[ ] (2.33) 
^^" 9-8 Sin^(3y ) 
Equation (2.31) and (2*32) allow us to express Q in terms of 
the easily observable transition probabilities 
e^ Q^ = len I B(E2; 2''' • O"**) + B(E2; 2"*"' • O"^ ) | (2.34) 
and provides a model dependent method of determining quadrupole 
moment of excited states. 
The reduced electric quadrupole transition probabilities 
for few transitions from energy level 3 of gamma-vibrational 
band can be computed as 
,. e^ Q^ 3-2 Sin^(3Y') 
B(E2; 3"*" 1. 2"^  ) = - ^ ' ^ [ 1 + ] (2.35) 
16" [9-8 Sin2(3V^)J ^/^ 
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e^Q^ 3-2 S i n ^ O Y ) 
B(E2; 3+ • 2"^ ) = - | | - . 2—[ i ] (2 .36 ) 28 16n {9-8 S in^(3Y)J^ /^ 
Tlin L\ictor ( 9^ QVISH) i s the reduced e l e c t r i c 
o 
quadrupole transition probability between rotational levels 
of spin 2 and 0 for axially symmetric nucleus. The ratios of 
various reduced transition probabilities can be computed from 
these expressions. 
DAVYDOV-ROSTOVSKY MODEL 
In the initial theory for collective excit-^ d states 
developed by Bohr and Mottelson ' # the excited states with 
K :» 2 were considered as nuclear surface y - vibrations, while 
12 in an investigation by Davydov and Filippov these were 
treated as states of the anomalous rotational band of the non -
axial rotation. These two extreme points of view reflect diff-
erent methods of approximate solution of the probL(,Mii of colle-
ctive excitations corresponding to the quadrupole vibrations 
of nuclear surface described by the operator 
H = --^^^ T + ^iTy. + T^ Q^ )J + V O , r ) (2.37) 
where V{{i,Y) is the potential energy of ^  and Y" vibrations and 
T = -^-4_J__^^4_i_j^ ^ 1 |^(Sin 3r-f--), 
^ 93 9^  "^  Sin(3y) ^^ 3^ 
(2.38) 
-rot = — ,f^ h <>^ >^ 1 
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where I, are the projections on the main nuclear axes of the 
total angular momentum operator. Usually the dependence of the 
functions A, ( Y* ) on the dynamic variable Y^  is given by the 
expressions 
Aj = 1 Sin( V 1~ TTl )}"^ , 1= 1,2,3 (2.39) 
For nuclei in which the vibrations occur about an equilibrium 
ofk on 
spherical shape, this dependence is obtained ' from the 
canonical transformation to the variables 9-, 8„, 0 , /3 and V* 
of the operator 
H = -^-^ { C K^l^ + BJoC^I^ } , U = 0, ± 1, + 2 (2.40) 
of the collective quadrupole vibrations of the nuclear surface. 
The eiqen functions of the operator (2.37) are functions of the 
internal dynamic variables ^ and Y* and three Euler angles 
[© \' ^o» © 1 ] S © and they are determined in the space 
element 
d^ = '^^ l Sin(3 y) Sin %^A^6ird%^d%^d^^ (2.41) 
The collective excitations described by the operator (2.37) 
have not yet been investigated in a complete form. Problems 
corresponding to certain simplifications of the operator (2.37) 
were considered in all previous investigations. Thus 
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workers ' ' investigated the nuclear exc i t a t ions given by 
the operator 
2 2 
I S ^ i:: 1 
which is obtained from equation (2.37^ under conservation of 
Y - dependent terms with the following simplifications : 
2 2 2 2 
fi - fi 2 2 ^ ^o 
5- T^ . • 5-(l^ - I^ ) + f— (2.43) 
According to equation (2.43) the second term in 
square brackets of the operator (2*42) is a part of the rotation 
operator. If K = 0,2,4 denotes the eigen values of the 
operator I^ , in the states with K ji' 0 the eigen values of the 
operator (2,42) characterize complex excitations in which 
Y* - vibrations and nuclear rotation about the axis 3 are 
inseparable. In particular the wave functions of these states 
depend on Y and the angle 6 3* Thus the excited states given 
by the operator (2.42) can be called Y* - vibrations only in 
the states with K =» 0, On the other hand, in the Davydov -
31 Filippov adiabatic theory , the excited states were described 
by the operator. 
2 2 
fi^ 3 H T - T„t = — 2 - ,^, K { Sln(y- -f-nl )} -2 
28^ 8B3 1»1 
(2.44) 
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in which the dynamic variables g and y* were replaced by their 
effective values. Formally this substitution reduces H' to the 
energy operator of a rigid asynunetrical top. The corresponding 
excited states were called rotational though actually they 
also combine rotations with nuclear surface vibrations taken 
indirectly into account by the effective choice of ^ and y* . 
This adiabatic approximation is satisfactory if one considers 
the excited states of only the ground band and the first term 
of the anomalous rotational band and the probabilities for 
transitions between them. 
In a more rigorous theory the adiabatic approximation 
is unacceptable. The shape of the nucleus changes as it passes 
into an excited state. Thus, in the transitions to excited 
states with K ^ 0, the axial symnetry of the nucleus is violated 
even if it existed in the ground state. A change of the nuclear 
shape in excitation leads to a connection of rotational motion 
with (i and Y vibrations. A consideration of this connection is 
especially essential for Eo transitions, since the probabilities 
for these are strictly forbidden in the adiabatic approximation. 
The reduced probability of E2 transitions between the 
collective states i and f is given by the equation 
B(E2; i • f) = 2! |<:flQ-„|i>P (2,45) 
16H raMf "^"^ 
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where Q^ » for small vibrations of ^ and y about the equili-
brium values Y^ o = 0 and ^ can be written as 
^2m = « Qo ^2m ^2.46) 
while 
t . . = (1 + u ^ ) { ( i - r ^ + ) <o "^  
'2m 
rz^/2(l-4-r^(D^2-^<.2^}^ (2.47) 
o (5n)V2 UP^ 2r 2 
Calculations yield the following results in the units of 
2 2 (e Q /l6n) and the values of s and q are determined by 
E2 Eo 
s = and q = -— (2.48) 
E2''" E2"*" 
(i) For transitions inside the ground rotational band; 
B(E2; 10 • I'O) - 5(2I00/I'0)^ (1 - -^) (l - -f- ^ V )^ ^^ '"^ ^^  
s q 
where (2Im M/I*M') are the vector addition coefficients. In 
particular for the transition from the first excited state to 
the ground state 
B(E2; 20 • 0) • (1 - -i- ) (1 - -| s__ )2 (2.49a) 
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(ii) For transitions inside the anomalous band; 
B(E2; 12 • I'2) = 5(21 02/I'2)^ (l 1-) (1 - 3—|-) ^  
(2.50) 
(iii) For transitions from the anomalous to the ground rotational 
band; 
B(E2; 12 *• I 'O) = 10 ( 2 , 1 / - 2 , 2 /1 '0 ) ^ (2s - D ' ^ d - - | f-) ^ 
^ q 
2 (2102 I I ' 2 ) , - 1 / , 
X { l + [ j - | - ( I ' - l ) l ' ( I ' + l ) ( I ' + 2 ) } ^/^ - 2 
•• 3 ( 2 s - l ) ( 2 I - 2 2 | I ' 0 ) -^  
( 2 I 0 0 l l ' 0 ) , , 1 /o -^  
_ - i _ ( i +( -1)^) { - f - d - D K l + l ) (1+2) V ^/^ ] j (2.51^ 
2 (21-22) I'O) ^ •* •" J 
In p a r t i c u l a r , 
B(E2; 22 • • 2 0 ) = " ^ ^ 1 + •^ f""^  ^^ ~ " 1 V"^ ^ (2.51 i) 
B(E2; 22 • 0) » " 5 " ^ ! " "IT"^ ^^ " " 1 T " ^ ^ (2.51u) 
(iv) For transitions from levels of the g-vibrational bands to 
the ground rotational band; 
B(E2; I^  _ ^ JO) » 2I—<2I^OO|IO)^ (1 - -^) (2.52' 
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In p a r t i c u l a r , 
B(E2; 0 • 20) = -^—(1 - s"^) , B(E27 2 —» 20) = - | - B(E2;Or-»eO) 
B(E2; 2 - * 0) = - ^ B ( E 2 ; 0 • 20) 
( 2 . 5 2 a ) 
(v) For transitions from levels of the V - vibrational band 
(K «- 0) to those of the ground rotational band; 
2 f 1 V 2 
q -(s 2~^  
B(E2; IY» • I ) » ^ (2Iv. 00|l )^ [ ]^ 
^S ° 2 .f 1.2 
q -4(s —) 
(2.53) 
In particular^ 
B(E2; '2Y» • 20) = ~ - B(E2; Oy, • 20), (2.53a) 
B(E2; 2y. » 0) = -~- B(E2; Oy • 20) 
The above formulae are used for the comparison of 
experimental and theoretical values relating to E2 transitions in 
inter and intra band levels. In this view form of the asymmetric 
rotor model (DR) theory the nucleus is granted more freedom and 
therefore assumed to be more nearer to the real nucleus. 
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ROTATION VIBRATIC»l MODEL 
The Rotation-Vibration model (RVM) has been developed 
by Faessler et al " . The basic assumptions of the RVM are 
llii-' .samo ds in the Bohr-Mottelson theory ' . However, rotation-
vibration is taken into account carefully. In particular, a set 
of basic wave functions has been established which treats the 
divergent third moment of Inertia exactly. 
The starting point for the collective Hamiltonian 
is the kinetic energy in the Lab system, —r— B^ I^ u^'cCj^ j^ ^ » 
This Hamiltonian gives (if transformed to the intrinsic system) 
expressions for the moments of inertia and their dependence 
on the shape parameters a'y . The a'^  are vibrational coordinate;j 
as assumed to be small compared with the equilibrium deformation. 
This consideration inhibits a rotation-vibration interaction 
v;hich comes from the a^ dependence of the moment of inertia. 
Howt.'vor, the collective Hamiltonian must be restrictec] to term;; 
of second order in a^ j /^ in the expansion of the reciprocal 
moments of inertia to obtain the best agreement with the experi-
mental data. This can be undefstood, since to have consistent 
third order terms in ay //3 , one must also consider the contri-
bution of terms of the form 
2 2 2 
- f ^ A$.A < U V A ) «<u ^ i; <^ A 
in the original Hamiltonian • 
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If one defines the co l lec t ive var iab les in the usual 
way by writing for the nuclear surface 
R = RQ ( 1 +ZoCj^2il^ ^ 2 . 5 4 ) 
then , to the lowest order, e^^, the form of the kinetic energy 
must be (because of invariance under rotations and time-reversal) 
of the form 
T = "-i- B Z eC^  i^ (2.55) 
This expression for the kinetic energy leads d i r e c t l y to the 
Bohr-Mottelson Hamiltonian and expressions of the moment of 
i n e r t i a , 
H = T + V = T _ ^ + T . ^ + T r o t -^^v ib ^ '^vib-rot -^  ^ ^ ^ o ^2 ^ ^^.Se) 
where 
2 2 2 ^ 2 
m - m, m_ - fi 
T = =• + = 
r o t - X . , „ ' 2 
2 9 Q 16B 32 
-.2 2 2 
- i ^ - 2B , .2 * 2 2 ^ ' 
2 2 * 2 • * ? 
m -m^ 23^ 2a 3a 
^ v i b - r o t ~ ^ J •- 2 - + 2 -I 
2 ^ o ^o ^o ^o 
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2 2 
m +m J 6 a^ JT a. a_ _ a liL. ^  . -f^  -Zi^ ] , ,£ -o 
t 
2^o ^ Po ^o ^o 
V^ o^ ^ 2^  = -r V o ^ + V 2 ^ . ^2.57) 
are the rotational, vibrational, rotation-vibrational and 
potential energy (for the vibrations) respectively. The coordi-
nates a , a, are defined by an expression similar to equation 
(2.54), The primed quantities describe the deviation from the 
axial symmetric equilibrium values 
o o o 
a, = 0 + a' with | — ^ — \« 1 (2.58) 
The reciprocal moments of inertia are developed to second-order 
terms in a^ //3 . The volume element of the vibrational space is 
I I 
just dt = da da_ , since the usual factor is incorporated 
in the Hamiltonian (2.56) (see e.g. reference 34). It is further 
assumed that the intrinsic core vibrates with simple harmonic 
motion. This is not strictly correct, particularly, in the 
transition regions of the deformed nuclei. 
The basic states for the diagonali-zation of equation 
(2,56) are solutions of 
"o = ^rot + V b + V^^o' *2^ (2.59; 
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35 If properly symmetrized , they are 
2 o ^g„2 ^ ^ g MK M-K 
1 
A 2 / ^-2~ ^  + ^ + ^ 2^ 1/2 r-t 1 -1 '1/9 
"2I 
1 1 '2 
322^ e 2-^ 2^ X-^ P^ (-n2* -J- K + 1; A ^ 2 ) 
<noP'/^ 
/SQ PQ I 0 > , (2.60; 
Here symbol F stands for cenfluent hypergeometric function 
and B^, B^ are annihilation and creation operators, for a^ 
'^o "^o '^ o 
vibrations, K is the projection of angular momentum along 
symmetry axis and n , n^ characterize the vibrational quantum 
numbers of /?- and Y* - vibrations respectively. 
And the energy eigen values are giventy 
I1K 
E = (n^  + -T- ) E„ + (2n^  + -4" K + 1) Ey. + (Kl+D-K^) ^^^^. 
0,2,4 for K = 0 
K, K+1, for K / 0 
n^,n- = 0,1,2 (2.61 ) 
o z 
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where 
°^ 1/2 , , S a/2 "^^  '^ ^ 
^ B B ^'o 3B/3 
( 2 . 6 2 ) 
2 
The parameters are ^ = ft /^^ (moment of inertia), 
Ey. ( V* - vibrational energy) and E (^  - vibrational energy) . 
The electric quadrupole operator is defined as 
3Z 5 
m(E2,U) = R^ <<ti i+ 2( )^^^> C(222|000) 
4n ° ^**' 471 
X S : C(222 |Vk - JU) ((-)^eCy oCv) (2.63) 
Vk '^  
fo r a homogenous charge d i s t r i b u t i o n . This becomes. In i n t r i n s i f 
c o l l e c t i v e c o o r d i n a t e s 
32 2 5 
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4 5 , , ^ . 4 5 
(2.64) 
The second order terms in collective variables have been 
included, because they are of importance for transition 
35 probabilities between different bands • The reduced E2 
transition probabilities are defined as 
5 21^ + 1 5 
B(E2; t. • I^ ) = A'' S 1< I. 11 ml E2;U 11 I.>1 (2.65) 
^ ^ 2Ij^  + 1 ^ ^ 
where 
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The reduced matrix element is explicitly given by 
<Ij^ l| m (E2) U I^ > = ^^^ C^(IJL)C^(I^)C(I^2IJ^I 000) 
. (1+oC+cCy2-iCx2)+ C^( l^)C2( l£ ) 
X C(l^2Ij. 1 2 - 2 0 ) x ( 1-2oC )+ C^(I^) C^d^) 
C(l^2Ij^l 000)Y( l+2o<)+ C2(I^) C^(I^) 
X 0 (1^21^ I 022 ) (1 -2»C)+ 0 2 ( 1 ^ ) 0 2 ( 1 ^ ) 0 
0(1^21^.1 202) (1+otf+e<y^ - 2oCx^) 
+ Cgdj^) C^ilf) C ( l j 2 I ^ l 0 2 2 ) x . 
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( - 2 ^ y x ) + C j d ^ ) C ^ ( I f ) C ( I f 2 I ^ l 000) y 
(l+2oC) + € 3 ( 1 ^ ) C^Uf) C ( I j2 I j^ I 000) 
{1+CC+ 3oCy^ -oCx^) + Cgdj^) C j d f ) 
0(1^21^^1 2-20) X ( - 2 < y x ) l (2 .66 ) 
where 
oC = ( ) ^ / ^ , fi Ci 0 . 3 6 ^ - , 
7 jr o "^ o 
, , ( -11 ,1 /2 , y , (_2i,V2 
E y 2Eg 
The c o e f f i c i e n t s C ( 1 . 2 1 ^ |MDtf*) ar e C i e b s c h - G o r d a n c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
2 , 1 1 PAIRING PLUS QUADRUPOLE MODEL 
The p a i r i n g - p l u s - q u a d r u p o l e (PPQ) mode l , d e v e l o p e d 
39-43 by Ba range r and Kumar , i s u s e d t o s t u d y p r o b l e m s a s s o c i a t e d 
with nuclear deformability and describes the competition between 
quadrupole and pairing forces through which the nucleus finds 
its shape. The quadrupole force attempts to deform it and the 
pairing force trying to keep it spherical. The model concludes 
that axial symmetry is preferred in all cases. The defoimdtlon 
is maximum In the middle of the shell and tapers off towards 
both ends with exact symmetry about the middle. For large enough 
ratios of quadrupole to pairing forces, the energy gap vanishes 
72 
and the nucleus attains its maximum, axially symmetric defor-
mation. The main effect of increase in the strength of the 
pairing force is to reduce the magnitude of the deformation 
with the fact that axial symmetry is preserved. The phenomenon 
of the double minimum in the potential energy of deformation 
is observed during the transition from spherical to deformed 
shape. PPO model is useful for the treatment of certain pheno-
mena, namely pairing and quadrupole deformations, but useless 
for others, for instance octupole vibrations or fission. For 
weak pairing forces, many actual nuclei would possess an 
asymmetric deformations. Finally, in spite of efferts made to 
extend its validity to as large deformation (/3) as possible, 
the model still must fail at large deformations because of 
the unrealistic treatment of the core, the critical ^ is thought 
to be larger than the equilibrium deformation of strongly defor-
med nuclei. 
VARIATION AFTER ANGULAR MOMENTUM PROJECTIOJ METHOD 
The variation after angular momentum projection (VAP) 
44 
method has been applied by Warke and Gunye to study the high 
spin states and their electromagnetic properties in even-even 
39-43 
nuclei. In this method they have employed the Kumar-Baranger 
nuclear many-body Hamiltonian H with the long-range quadrupole 
interaction and the short-range pairing interaction between 
73 
nucleons. The B(E2) values are calculated from the projected 
wave functions derived from the intrinsic state which minimizes 
the ground state energy of a nucleus under consideration and 
45 
the expression used for the B(E2) values is given in reference 
The only parameters used in the calculation of the reduced 
transition matrix elements are the neutron and the proton 
effective charges. The method concludes that the anomalous 
behavior of the calculated spectra is attributed to the sudden 
change of the nuclear deformation at a certain value of angular 
46 47 
momentum. The observed moment of inertia ' as a function of 
the rotational frequency is very sensitive to the level spacings, 
A slight deviation of few KeV pushes the point far away. Any 
theory does not reproduce these backbending curves completely. 
The comparison of the present calculated spectra with those of 
the backbending graphs, therefore, does not imply that the VAP 
approach reproduces these observed curves to the experimental 
accuracy. 
DYNAMIC DEFORMATION THEORY OR DYNAMIC PAIRING PLUS QUADRUPOLE 
MODEL 
The dynamic deformation theory (DDT) is a theory 
where nuclear deformations are treated dynamically as well as 
microscopically. The following three different dynamic deforma-
tion theories depending on the microscopic theory have been 
74 
used to calculate the deformed-quasiparticle basis and the 
potential energy of deformation. 
(a) DDT 1 : This is the original version of the dynamic deforma-
tion theory where the Hartee-Bogolyubov treatment of the pairing 
39-43 plus-quadrupole Hamiltonian was used . 
(b) DDT 2 : This is a more recent version of the dynamic deforma-
tion theory where a modified Nilsson method and a modified 
Bardeen-Copper-Schrieffer (BCS) method are used to calculate 
the deformed-quasiparticle basis, while the Strutinsky method 
48 is used to calculate the potential energy of deformation 
(c) DDT 3 i This is the latest version of the dynamic deformation 
theory where a Hartee-Fock -Bogolyubov treatment of the density-
49 
dependent finit'e-range force of Gogny is used. 
Methods DDT 2 and DDT 3 employ, a fairly complete 
confl(juration space including all single-particle levels below 
the FexTTii surface and about an equal number above the surface. 
In DDT 2, only one free parameter was employed to fit the spectra. 
In DDT 3, no free parameter is employed. These calculations 
are much more time consuming compared to DDT 1 where a truncated 
configuration space (two oscillator shells near the Fermi surface) 
is employed, and which requires two free parameters per nucleus. 
A number of other parameters are needed, but they are kept fixed 
for nuclei of the same region. The method DDT 1 or Dynamic 
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50 paii:ini.j-j)lus-iiiadrupole model (DPPQ) develoved by Kumar-Gupta 
is discussed in brief. 
The main virtue of the dynamic deformation theory 
is that all five components of the nuclear quadrupole motion 
are treated on an equal footing in an intrinsic system where 
the five components are equivalent to two shape variables (/3, y ) 
and three orientation angles (Buler's angles $, Q, ^)» Thus it 
is possible to describe nuclear states as linear combinations 
of.Bohr-Mottelson type rotational bands built on different 
vibrational states (j3 - vibrational phonons with K = 0 and 
Y- vibrational phonons each with K = 2 or -2), No assumption 
is made about the deformation dependence of the potential and 
inertial functions entering the collective Hamiltonian of 
equation (1) given in reference 50. The microscopic theory us- i 
to calculate these functions determines whether the quadrupole 
motion corresponds to a Bohr type motion around the spherical 
51 
shape, a Bohr-Mottelson type motion around a deformed axially 
12 
symmetric shape, or a Davydov-Pillppov type motion around a 
deformed asymmetric shape. 
The main limitation of the dynamic deformation theory 
comes from the assumption of a certain symmetry of the nuclear 
wave functions. The assumption underlying the calculations 
performed so far is that the nucleus has D2 symmetry of type 
(+ + +)[ref. 51 p 178], that is, it is symmetric under a rotation 
76 
of 180 about each of the three principal (intrinsic) axes. 
This theory is limited to low-energy states below the energy 
of the lowest two-quasi-particle state, 2(E.) , « 2A ?» 24 A ' 
MeV, since two-c[uasi-particle states do not appear explicitly 
in the wave function , But this conclusion is only partially 
correct. 
If one keeps the deformation fixed, then one has 
52 53 to take into account the two-quasi-particle states explicitly ' 
But in the present dynamic theory most of the two-quasi-particle 
states are included via the dynamics. Each nuclear state repre-
sents a linear combination of several vibrational phonons, while 
each vibrational phonon represents a linear combination of 
0, 2, 4 quasi-particle states. 
The dynamic deformation theory is applicable to 
spherical (vibrational) as well as deformed (rotational) nuclei. 
What is new here in this regard is that the theory has been 
extended to more deformed nuclei. 
TOYAMA»S APPROACH 
54 Toyama developed a theory for deformed nuclei on 
the following points : (i) It is assumed that the centrifugal 
stretching of the nucleus is not so large, (ii) The nuclear 
motion is treated analogously to the molecular motion. The 
method used in the diatomic molecular motion is applied. 
(iii) A simple Hamiltonian is used to explain the nuclear 
collective motion phenomenologically. 
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This collective Hamiltonian is supposed to be 
composed of the vibrational energy T ,^, the rotational energy 
T . and a potential term V. The potential term V(^,y) is 
oxp>inded about the centre of oscillation (6 # Y ) and an 
• o o 
anharmonic term of ^ is introduced. The introduction of the 
anharmonic term gives a dependence of the moments of inertia 
not only on I but also on n- which is the quantum number of the 
/3 - vibration. 
On the basis of this approach Toyama tried to explain 
the level energiesof the ground state rotational band, the ^ -
vibrational band and the Y - vibrational band simultaneously 
and the relative B(E2) values between these bands. It is observed 
that the calculated level energies are, with some exceptions, 
in good agreement with experimental values and relative B(E2) 
values are much improved in comparison, with corresponding values 
calculated from the Clebsch Gordan Coefficients. 
2.15 BOSON EXPANSION TECilNIQUE^ 
The boson expansion technique (BET) for the description 
of nuclear collective motion was first proposed by Belyaev and 
55 Zelevinsky and more or less independently by Marumori and his 
56 
coworkers . The idea is, to start with, a microscopic Hamiltonian 
which is written in terms of the Fermion creation and annihilation 
operator^. Then two basic bilinear products of the Fermion opera-
tors are expended in powers of bOf) 
78 
operators, and consequently the Hamiltonian is also expressed 
57 in terms of the boson (phonon) operators. Sorensen later 
extended the Belyaev - Zelevinsky method to derive the boson 
Hamiltonian explicitly to fourth-order terms and carried out 
rather extensive numerical calculations, successfully reproducing, 
at least semi-quantitativelyir the main features of actual vibra-
58 tional nuclei. Kishimoto-Taraura then developed a theory which 
can describe spherical and deformed muclei and consequently the 
transitional nuclei on an equal footing according to which they 
first modified Sorensen's work and then extended it to sixth 
order. Therefore the various expressions can be given in a much 
more compact and transparent way than Sorensen's. Because of 
this increased transparency, the equations for the coefficients 
in the expansion of trie Fermion-pair operators in terms of 
boson operators are solved exactly to sixth order. The colle tive 
Hamiltonian is then given also to sixth order and rewritten in 
a form for which the evaluation of its matrix elements in the 
multi-boson space can be carried out easily. 
The boson expansion method is free from the assumption 
of adiabaticity. In practice one may employ the approach in 
which the problem of the purely collective vibrations is solved 
to higher order first, and then a comparatively small number of 
lower collective states thus obtained i -e retained and coupled 
to non-collective vibrations. The boson expansion approach may 
79 
then be considered as an improved version of the Goldhaver-
59 Weneser model in which a rather adhoc division of a given 
nucleus into core and extra particle is made. In boson-expansion 
approach, the corresponding division into collective and non-
collective branches is made based on a single original Hamiltonian 
and thus is not entirely adhoc. This approach may also be consi-
dered as an extended shell-model calculation, in that the colle-
ctive problem has been solved before the usual shell-model 
calculation even takes place. 
This model gives the correct energy of the excited 
states and the prolpability for the E2 transitions as well as 
the dependence of these quantities on the number of outer nucleons. 
This pair of bound quasi-particles in the nucleus is different 
from the ideal Bose-excitation (phonon), This difference leads 
the additional terms in the Hamiltonian. 
2.16 INTERACTING BOSON MODEL 
The. Interacting Boson Model (IBM) has been introduced 
by Arima-Iachello and coworkers ~ for the description of the 
nuclear collective excitations in the medium and heavy mass 
nuclei. The model has been successful in describing not only 
well known rotational and vibrational properties but also the 
properties of gamma-unstable and transitional nuclei. It is 
important at this point to distinguish between the terms IBM 
80 
and IBA (Interacting Bose Approximation). The former is reserved 
for the phenorr.enologlcal model (and Its extended versions) 
developed by Arlma-Iachello and coworkers while the latter is 
a general term used for all boson models Including phenomeno-
logical as well as those based on the boson expansion methods 
with or without microscopic (shell model) foundation. The basic 
assumptions of IBM are : 
(i) that the collective properties of a nucleus are described 
in terms of a system of monopole (J = 0 or s) and 
quadrupole (J" = 2 or d) bosons, and 
(ii) that the total number of bosons is fixed and is equal to 
the number of the valence particles or hole pairs whichever 
is less. 
As a consequence of (ii) IBM strictly conserves the boson 
number. It is this remarkable feature which distinguishes 
the IBM from most of the other boson models and manifests 
itself nearly in all the calculated properties. The origi-
nal IBM of Arima-Iachello , referred as IBM 1, did not 
distinguish between the proton and neutron bosons. This 
is clearly a gross approximation with consequences that 
will be different for different observables. The attractive 
• features of the IBM 1 are i 
(i) its simplicity and easy in calculation. 
81 
<ii) the natural emergence of limiting symmetries viz, 
SU(5), SU(3) and 0(6); the first two correspond ^ 
in the limit of large boson number, to the familiar 
anharmonic vibrator, symmetric rotor (geometrical) 
models, while the third 0(6) corresponds to a gamma-
^ ,, . ^  60,64,65 
unstable picture . 
(iii) it provides an elegant means for treating complex 
transition regions in surprisingly simple fashion; 
(iv) its close correspondence to other boson models. 
The model known in the literature as IBM 2 
which distinguishes between proton and neutron bosons 
fi 1 
was later introduced • IBM 2 can be regarded as more 
physical and microscopic in the sense that its para-
meters may hopefully be predicted from the shell-
model. On the other hand, the limiting symmetries 
and the geometrical analogues are less apparent in 
IBM 2. 
6 o 
The model has also been extended to odd-
mass nuclei by coupling the single nucleon degrees of 
freedom to the system of s-and d-bosons describing 
the even-even core. This is referred to as the 
Interacting Permion Boson Model (IPBM), 
82 
The microscopic investigation of IBM essentially 
involves two steps. In the first step one generates the 
fermion counterpart of the boson which must be guided by 
the knov/n physical observations. The second step introduces 
the mapping of fermions onto bosons. 
2.17 NEW ASYMMETRIC ROTOR MODEL 
In this new model the Hexadecapole shape compo-
nents have been added to the usual Asymmetric Rotor Model 
(ARM) of Davydov-Pilippov. This extended model has been 
applied to the various even-even nuclei. It provides a 
much improved description of the E2 properties and in 
addition predicts correctly the knowr) E4 properties. E2 
properties previously thought to be anomalous (phases and 
magnitudes of matrix elements involving the second 2 
states) are correctly predicted. 
Qualitatively it appears that including a ^  
shape component which has its symmetry about the Z - axis 
has the effect of keeping.the nucleus more prolate type 
(as determined by the properties of the 2y. state) as V" 
increases and the symmetry axis for the quadrupole defor-
mation tends towards the Y - axis. It may be noted, however, 
that ^4/^2 ^ ^ leads to the same qualitative features as 
^A/^2 < 0* It is concluded that quadrupole and hexadecapole 
83 
properties of a nucleus are not independent but are coupled 
and if a detailed model of the system is sought, the hexa-
decapole properties should not be ignored. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram for angular momenta 
in deformed nuclei. 
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CHAPTER - I I I 
STUDY OF I = 3 LEVEL OF GAMMA 
VIBRATIONAL BAND IN MEDIUM AND 
HEAVY EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI 
(fl) RIGID TRIflXIflL MODEL FOR DEPOPULATION OF I = 3 
GRMMfl VIBRRTIONflL BAND 
(B) DYNAMIC ROTOR MODEL FOR DE-EXCITATION OF K^ = 2**": 
I « 3 LEVEL IN EVEN DEFORMED NUCLEI 
(C) ANALYSIS OF DEGREE OF RIGIDITY/FREEDOM IN VARIOUS 
NUCLEI WITH INCREASING ANGULAR MOMENTUM I = 3 
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RIGID TRIAXIAL MODEL FOR DEPOPULATION OF I « 3 GAMMA VIBRATIONAL 
BAND 
INTROEUCTION 
The vibrational levels in even-even deformed nuclei 
can be regarded as originating from the two phonon states in 
the spherical nuclei. The nucleus is considered as an incom-
pressible liquid drop with a sharp surface . Davydov-Filippov 
2 (DP) showed that the violation of axial symmetry generates 
new states with spin 2,3,4, while the rotational spectrum 
of axially symmetric nucleus remains almost unchanged. The shape 
of the nucleus changes from a prolate to an oblate ellipsoid if 
the deformation parameter O) remains fixed while the non-
axial ity parameter ( Y ) varies from 0 to H/3. The value of 
Y* = 30 corresponds to a shape between prolate and oblate 
ellipsoid of revolution. This axially asymmetric model has been 
3-5 found very successful in explaining the rotational levels 
of the deformed even-even nuclei, the large jslectric quadrupole 
mcxnents and the transition probabilities. Although this model 
has been very successful in describing the depopulation of I = 3, 
gamma-vibrational band in some selected isotopes of chains of 
Sm, Ru and Pd nuclei * , no attempt has been made till now to 
study the systematics of the E2 transitions from 3 level of 
gamma-vibrational band according to this model. One of the 
92 
reasons may be the possibre break down of the adiabaMc 
g " 
approximation (i.e. fixed values of /B and y* ) at the energy 
of spin 3 level which exceeds IMeV. Lator rigorous calculations 
Q 
according to the Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) model were done by 
9 
Abecasis et al , who observed the equivalence of the Rotation 
Vibration Model (RVM) and DR models for the description of 
transition ratios inspite of the discrepancies shown by both 
of them. It was further observed that the RVM gave satisfactory 
result^ s in those cases in which the DR model predicted unphysical 
situation. Toyama , adopting an asymmetric shape of a nucleus 
and on introducing an anharmonic term in the Hamiltonian, 
calculated the relative B(E2) values. The reason proposed by 
him was that 3 state may not be affected by the perturbation 
adopted and so the deviation of theoretical values from the 
experimental ones In the transition ratio B(E2; 3"*" • A^/2^) 
remained large. Moreover he considered only the nuclei in 
heavy mass region (8 < y<15 ) which do not reflect the charact-
eristics of an asymmetric rotor, Zawischa et al studied the 
low-lying and high-lying K » 0 , 2 states for nuclei in the 
deformed rare earth region in the frame work of the quasiparticle 
randcxn phase approximation and interpreted high-lying K = 0 , 2 
resonances as the classical ^ and T vibrations. Since at 
12-15 present a lot of new experimental data on B(E2) branching 
ratios are available, the authors thought it worthwhile to study 
the systematics of B(E2) branching rat:ios in the framework of 
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the DF (rigid) model. Some available results of microscopic 
models are also given for comparison. 
The present study is made to investigate the following 
possibilities i 
(i) The validity of adiabatic approximation above IMeV, i.e. 
the energy of 3 level of gamma vibrational band, since 
earlier it was observed that the nucleus started 
getting rid of its rigid shape at I = 6 in the ground 
state rotational band when the energy exceeded IMeV. 
(ii) Is the concept of increase in the value of non-axiality 
parameter ( Y* ) with the increase of spin I, employed 
in explaining B(E2) drop near and after back bending 
17 
observed in some nuclei , applicable in the gamma-band 
also ? 
(iii) The confirmation of viewpoint of Zawischa et al for 
K = 2 level has not been found to be consistent with 
K = 0 level in the earlier work . 
As the absolute B(E2) values for K = 2"*" : I = 3 level 
are yet to be measured for most of the nuclei, we have compared 
the available B(E2) branching ratios which provide a stringent 
test ot a nuclear theory. The depopulation of K = 2 : I = 2 
16 level had already been studied earlier out a part of it is also 
presented here and compared with Zawischa's results to draw a 
meaningful inference. The value of Y* has been computed from 
94 
+' + 
the energy ratio E2 /E2 and the same value has been used for the 
branching ratio calculations for 1 = 3 level, Non-axiality para-
meter ( Y" ) was also computed from the energy ratio E3'*"/E2'*" to 
study its variation with the spin of the level. Branching ratios 
for some of the nuclei were also calculated with different values 
of Y* to examine its Influence, Although the reproduction of the 
level energies is the initial requirement to test any nuclear model, 
it has been observed that the nuclear models are not in general 
capable of predicting the level energies and B(E2) ratios simulta-
neously with the same accuracy. We have made rigorous calculations 
for the energy and branching ratios of 3 level according to the 
DF model to see up to what extent the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) 
provides the energy fit together with branching ratios. 
3.2 METHOD OP CALCULATIONS 
Experimental B(E2) branching ratios B(E2; 3"*" • 2'*'/^'*') , 
B(E27 3"^  • 2V2'*" ) and B(E2; 3"^ • 4'^/2'^ ) for transitions 
depopulating 1 = 3 gamma-vibrational level are evaluated taking the 
experimental gamma-ray energies and intensities for these transi-
13 tions from Table of Isotopes using the following relations 
B(E2; I^ • I^ ) Ey(I^ • I^, ) ly^^i *" f^ ^  
= [ ]^ X 
B(E2; I^ • Ig,) Ey(l^ •• I^ ) ^Y^^i *" ^f'^ 
(3.1) 
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where Ey. (I. • I^ ) and ly (I^ • I^ ) are the excitat ion 
energies and intensities of transitions from spin I. to I, . 
2 2 
The mixing ratio factor ( S /I + 6 ) is applied for those transi-
tions which have Ml mixing and the internal conversion coeffici-
ent factor (1 +oim) values used have been taken from reference 19 
The rigid triaxial model calculations are done using 
2 
the DF relations given in section 2.8 of chapter II. The value 
2 
of non-axial ity parameter ( V ) has been computed frcxn the 
relation 
E2+' 1 + ll - -|- Sin^Or)]^/^ 
(s = ) = (3.2) 
^2"" ' 1 - [1 . - f Sin2(3r)]^/2 
+' + 
where E2 and E2 are the experimental values of the energies 
of second 2 and first 2 excited states and are taken from 
reference 15. The energy of the 3 level has been evaluated 
2 
using the expression 
E3'*' = £2"^  + E2"*"' (3.3) 
and the ARM dependent Q has been evaluated using the expression 
given in reference 5 and used to keep consistency in the predi-
ctions. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It is well known that the ARM characteristics in 
deformed nuclei are well reflected when the nuclei have large 
5 
value of asymmetric parameter { Y ) , Unfortunately, Zawischa 
et al complied only those nuclei which have small value of V . 
Even then it can be observed from Table 3.1 that the DP results 
are comparable with those of Zawischa in general and are better 
in particular cases where Zawischa's theory breaks down. Table 3.1 
+' + illustrates the energy ratio s(" E2 /E2 ), non-axiality 
parameter (T ) , experimental (Exp), DF and Zawischa values of 
B(E27 0 * 2 ) for nuclei given in reference 11. The 
experimental and Zawischa values are adopted from reference 11. 
20 Imposing Kumar 's condition (i.e. 0.5 < enhancement/hindrance 
factor (F) ^  2) on both the models, it is found that^^^"^^^Yb 
nuclei keep themselves out of DF discipline (F = 5), while 
174 Zawischa et al fail to accomodate Hf(F cs 200) and 
186 186 
W(F ci 4) . It is interesting to note that for w, the 
factor F reduces to 2 in DF from a value of 4 in Zawischa, 
since it has moderate y» value (= 15,8°) . Systematic of 
B(E2; 0 * 2 ) versus s is plotted in Figure 3.1 and it 
is observed that the two theoretical values lie on both sides 
of experimental line. It is, therefore, inferred that even at 
low values of y , DF results are as good as that of Zawischa. 
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Table 3.2 shows B(E2; a"*" • 7^/k^), B(E2; 3"*" •> l^/l"' ) 
and B(E2; 3 — • 4 /2 ) values in even- even deformed nuclei. 
Some of the experimental values have been taken from references 
10 and 12-14 and rest have been evaluated from measured energies 
and intensities. The theoretical values which deviate by more 
than a factor of 5 are underlined. An overall excellent fit is 
observed. However, for smaller values of V* (< 10°) the situation 
is different which could be improved much if some enhancement is 
made in the values of y^  accounting for the Bbhr-Mottelson Rotation 
Vibration Interaction Correction (BMRVIC), as reported earlier 
74 o 
for samarium isotopes. The Ge nucleus ( y = 29 ) needs some 
reduction in the value of V* as suggested in reference 7. The 
1 Oft 1 ^ ft 0'KC\ 
nuclei Cd* Gd, Th show larger deviations from experimental 
values which may be due to the fact that the transitions taken 
may have larger Ml mixing ratio than given in reference 13. 
Figures 3.2 - 3.4 are plots of B(E2; 3'** *• 2^/^^), 
B(E2; 3''' • 2V2"*" ) and B(E2; S"*" ¥ 4V2"*" ) as a function of s. 
It can be observed that the experimental and DF values nearly 
coincide and show the same trend up to s = 8(ycil4°), but little 
deviation starts as s exceeds 8, It can be infer that for 2 < i. <l 5 
i.e. 28 > V > 14 the DF model gives an excellent fit both in 
quantity and quality. PorY<14 , only quantity is retained and 
quality can be brought back by enhancing the value of Y* by 2° 
or 3 which may account for BMRVIC, 
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Table 3,3 shows B(E2; 3 • 2/2 ) values for samarium 
isotopes. The microscopic model results are taken for comparison 
only. Experimental (EXP), Dynamic Pairing Plus Quadrupole (DPPQ) 
and Boson Expansion Theory (BET) values are taken from reference 
14. The experimental value of B(E2; 3^ — • 2V2'*" ) for ^^^Sm of 
reference 14 has not included since Table of Isotopes and also 
14 the reference 21 quoted by Gupta do not give such transition. 
150 
BET breaks down for Sm as the enhancement factor F exceeds 9. 
Table 3.4 shows B(E2; 3"*" • 2*^/4''' ) values of ^ '^'^ '^^ Ru 
and ~ Pd nuclei. The DP results are as good as the micro-
scopic model values for Ru and Pd nuclei. 
Table 3.5 shows the values of YJ ^^'^ ^l derived from 
the energy ratios £2**" /E2'*" and E3VE2'*" respectively. It is noticed 
that there is, in general, very little change or almost no change 
in the value of non-axiality parameter y* . The vacant places are 
left where 3 level are not known. This observation excludes the 
17 
possibility of variable-V*-approach for describing the B(E2) 
ratios for the spin 3 transitions. 
Table 3.6 presents the calculations for the Ru and Pd 
isotopes for which two Y values are slightly different, but 
almost no change in B(E2) ratios is observed. This in turn supports 
the assumption of adiabatic approximation at this spin also. 
Table 3.7 shows the theoretical and experimental energies 
of 3 level (E3 ), and a good agreement- in general is observed. 
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Although the analysis of level energies is not a very good probe 
for the nuclear shape as the energies are insensitive to softness, 
even then, the simultaneous excellency achieved by the ARM in 
describing the level energies and the B(E2) branching ratios of 
3 level of gamma-vibrational band is a unique success and gives 
a grand support to the DF model. 
,4 CONCLUSION 
In this work, the DF (rigid) model has been employed 
to evaluate the various B(E2) branching ratios depopulating 1 = 3 
gamma-vibrational band of the even-even deformed nuclei in mediun. 
and heavy mass regions. The results are compared with known experi-
mental values and an excellent agreement has been obtained between 
theoretical and experimental values. It is inferred from the 
present study that it supports the adiabatic approximation at the 
energy values more than IMeV and favours the rigid shape of the 
nucleus with mean values of shape parameters ^ and Y* , The gamma-
21 
band which is a long standing problem to the researchers so far, 
is generated from the rotation of triaxial rigid rotor. It also 
establishes K = 2 : I = 3 level, with energy of about l-2MeV, 
as a member of classical gamma-vibrational band originating from 
collective excitations and, therefore, goes against the view point 
of Zawischa et al, who doubted the vibrational nature of even 
deformed nuclei. 
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(B) DYNAMIC ROTOR MODEL FOR DE-EXCITATION OP K'^  - 2"*" i I 
LEVEL IN EVEN DEFORMED NUCLEI 
3.5 INTRODUCTION 
Existence of vibrational levels in deformed even 
nuclei was first shown by Bohr on the basis of liquid drop 
model. Various theories have been developed on this Hamiltonian 
which have been partly successful, though these have respective 
drawbacks as mentioned later, Davydov-Filippov (DF) showed 
that violation of axial symmetry of even nuclei generates 
new rotational states with total angular momenta 2^3,4, 
which lie very high and are not excited if the deviation from 
axial syimnetry is small. The reduced probability for the 
electric quadrupole transition It: ** ^V averaged over the 
initial polarization states of the nucleus is 
B(E2; I^ • I> ) = 5 ^ |li' mlQ,,, 1 It M I ^  (3.4) 
^ 167t(2I+l) nm • 2U' •*: 
It was assumed that during the transition/ the internal state 
of the nucleus did not change and the reduced transition proba-
bility was expressed through the mean values of deformation 
parameter (^) and non-axiality parameter ( Y* ) . The assumption 
of rigid triaxial shapes with fixed shape parameters j3 and Y 
can be considered as an approximation to th actual nuclear 
wave functions which has turned out to be in excellent fit'^ " 
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and has also been well supported by new experimental data. 
It has also been established that a number of transitional 
nuclei have triaxial shapes which are more stable than expected 
from theoretical potential energy surfaces (PES) of Baranger 
22 
and Kumar , However, some physical effects, like /3 and Y" 
fluctuations which lead to an overall compression of energy 
spectrum and attenuation of the coriolis -interaction, were 
not taken into account. Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) presented, 
on the basis of rigorous theory, the expression for reduced 
probability of E2 transitions between the collective states 
i and f as 
^ 2 
B(E2; i P f) = E i < f I Q,„ I i > I (3.5) 
1671 imf "^^ 
where Q2_ for small vibrations of 3 and V about the equili-
8 brium values Y*^  = 0 and /3„ can be written as 
o o 
Qo = e Q t^ (3.6) 
2m ^ o 2m V-'.VJ/ 
Calculations yield the following results : 
(a) For transitions inside the anomalous band 
B(E2; 12 •I'2) = 5(2I02/I'2)^ (1-2/s) (l-3s/q^)^ (3.7) 
(b) For tansitions from the anomalous to the ground rotational 
band 
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B(E2; 12 • I'O) = 10(2,1, -2, 2/I'0) ^  (2s-l) ""^  (l-9s/4q^)^ 
2 f (2I02/I'2) 2 
x[l+ { ( (I'-l) (I') 
3(2s-l) (2I"22/I'0) 3 
(l'+l)(I'+2))^/^ -2- -J- (l+(-l)^) 
(2I00/I'0) J . 
(-f-(I-l)(l)(l+l)(I+2))^/2} ] 
(2I-22/l'0) ^ 
(3.8) 
The analysis on the basis of the DR model was done by Abecasis 
9 
et al for few even nuclei of the rare earth region. A satis-
factory agreement with the experiment was found, Toyama 
using a new phenomenological approach attempted to study the 
systematics of various B(E2) branching ratios. These calculation; 
were limited to nuclei having small asymmetry and thus do not 
truely reflect the asymmetric nature of the nuclei. The idea 
which Toyama introduced, was that the nucleus was neither 
liquid drop-like nor rigid rotor-like, but somewhat liquid-like 
and the rotating part was considered to rotate bodily instead 
of an irrotational flow. In the calculations of Toyama the 
discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental values 
of the ratio B(E2; 3"*" • 4V2'*') were found to be large and 
the reason given was that 3 state may not be affected by the 
perturvation introduced. Recently some other microscopic 
23 24 
approaches ' are applied to explain the nuclear structure 
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of even deformed nuclei and their results have been taken for 
comparison. 
In this work, the DR (dynamic) model calculations have 
been presented for the de-excltation of K = 2"*" : I = 3 level 
of gamma-vibrational band for 85 even nuclei having the asymm-
etric parameter 8 < V* < 30 in the mass region 74 < A < 250. 
Since the absolute B(E2) values are not experimentally known 
for most of the nuclei, the calculations are done for B(E2/ 
branching ratios of the transitions considered and their 
comparison is made with known experimental values. It offers 
a stringent test of a nuclear theory. 
The present study intends to analyse : 
(i) Whether the rigid shape of the nucleus is retained at 
K = 2 : I = 3 de-excitations also, since the depopulation 
71 + 
of K = 2 : I = 2 states of gamma-vibrational band has 
been explained better employing the rigid rotor model 
4 
by Gupta et al over the DR model calculations. 
(ii) Whether the nucleus gets rid of its rigid shape at these 
transitions, since the nucleus is found to get rid of its 
rigid shape at I - 6 in ground state rotational band 
when the energy approaches atmost IMeV by Varshney et al 
The« a better yield can be expected from the DR model 
over DF model for describing 3 level since the energy 
approaches IMeV for these excitations. 
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11 (iii) Whether the view point of Zawischa et al is valid 
for the low-lying K = 2 : I = 3 levels, since they 
proposed high-lying levels of the excitations as 
classical gamma-vibrational band and therefore low-
lying levels can not be covered by these calculations. 
It is interesting to note that the description of 
gamma-vibrational band has been a long standing 
21 
problem and the existing models fail at one or 
V 
the other point when employed to explain the various 
properties of excited nuclei. 
3.6 METHOD OF CALCULATIONS 
Experimental electric quadrupole transition probability 
ratios B(E2; 3"*" • 2^/^^), B(E2; S"*" • 2^^/2^ ) and B(E2; 
+ + +' 3 — ^ 4/2 ) for the transitions depopulating 1 = 3 level 
of gamma-vibrational band are evaluated using the following 
relations 
X X Ey (3"^  • 4"^ ) c: ly (3"*" • 2^) 
B(E2; 3 ^ - ^ 2V4^) = {.-^^—^ —I'x ^ ^ --
Ey. (3+ • 2^) ly. O"*^  • 4^) 
(3.9) 
(3+ > 2"^ ') . ly (3"^  * 2"^) 
B(E2; 3* — 2V2-^ ) = [--^—T —? x '- ^ 
Ey (3+ • 2^ ) 1Y (3+ * 2^ ) 
5 •^r_ 
ir 
(3.10) 
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B(E2; 3* - ^ 4V2* ) = - ^ ^ — T — f X - ^ ^ — f :;:r-
(3.11) 
where Ey (1. » I^ ) and I^^ (I^ ^ • I^ ) are the excitation 
energies and intensities of transitions from spin I. to I^ . 
The experimentally Knovm values of Ey (Ij • I^ ) and 
13 ly (IJ • I^ ) are taken from Table of Isotopes . The mixing 
2 2 ' 
ratio factor ( 6 /I + 6 ) is applied for those transitions 
which have Ml mixing and the internal conversion coefficient 
factor (1 +oCm) values have been taken from reference 19. 
The DR (dynamic) model calculations have been 
performed using the relations (3.7) and (3.8) for the transi-
tions from anomalous to ground rotational band. The parameters 
s and q have been computed from the relations. 
s = E2"*"'/E2"^  and q = ED'^VE2'*" (3.12) 
+ +' +* 
where E2 , E2 and EO are the experimental values of the 
energies of first 2 , second 2 apd first O excited states 
15 
and are taken from Sakal Table . To keep consistency in the 
predictions the model dependent intrinsic quadrupole moment 
(Q ) has been taken from reference 5. 
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3.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results are given in Tables 3.8 - 3.10, covering 
mass region 74 < A < 250 for even-even deformed nuclei. Table 
+* + 3.8 illustrates the energy ratio s( s E2 /E2 ) , experimental 
(EXP) and DR values for branching ratios B(E2; 3"^  — * 2^/4'*'), 
B(E2; 3"*" • 2V2"^ ) and B(E2; 3^ • 4'*'/2^') , An excellent 
agreement both in quality and quantity is obtained for almost 
all the nuclei. We thought it worthwhile to compare our pheno-
inenologicvil model values with the other sophisticated model 
values * . Table 3.9 shows the comparison of present results 
• 10 23 
with those of Toyama and the Boson Expansion Theory (BET) 
of Weeks-Tamura (WT) for Ru# Sm, Dy, Er, Yb, Hf and W isotopes. 
From the Table it is observed that the present results are 
better than the BET (WT) results for the ratio B(E2; 3"^  —»• 2V4''") 
in case of ~ Ru isotopes. The results for Sm, Dy, Er, Yb, 
Hf and W isotopes show an excellent fit over Toyama values. 
Table 3.10 describes the comparison of the present results 
with that of the BET(WT) for the ratios B(E2; S"*" —»- 2^/4"^), 
B(E2; 3"*" • 2V2"'" ) and B(E2^ B* — • 4V2'''') for Os and Pt 
20 isotopes. Imposing Kumar's condition (i.e. 0.2<enhancement/ 
hindrence factor (P) < 5) on the models/ Pt (F = 42) keeps 
+ + +* itself out of DR framework in the ratio B(E2; 3 — • 2/2 ) 
194 just like Pt (F = 50) nucleus. This nucleus is not described 
by the BET(WT) framework in the ratio B(E2; 3"*" • 2V4"*") . 
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It is clear from the Table that the present results are better 
than the microscopic model results. The experimental values 
of B(E2) branching ratios used in Tables 3.8 - 3.10 are taken 
either from the references 10,12,14,23 and 24 or have been 
calculated using relations (3,9), (3,10) and (3.11). The 
experimental values of energies and intensities are taken 
frbm reference 13. The values of B(E2) branching ratios which 
have F>5 are underlined in Tables. 
Figure 3,5 shows the plot of B(E2) branching ratio 
B(E2; 2'*' • oVz"*") versus s(» El*" /E2"*') . It is clear from the 
Figure that the DR model shows an excellent fit for all values 
of s > 3 and needs normalization at lower values of s. This 
is due to the fact that at these excitations with energy less 
than IMeV the shape of the nucleus is rigid and triaxial and 
the nucleus acquires freedom in /3 and Y directions as the 
energy of excitations exceeds IMeV. 
Plots of B(E2) branching ratios B(E2; B"*" — • 2'^/4'^) , 
B(E2; 3''" — f 2^/1^ ) and B(E2; S"*" —»» 2'*' /4"*") versus s have 
been drawn in Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 respectively, A good 
Reproduction of the experimental trends for all the ratios is 
obtained by the DR values. This qualitative and quantitative 
agreement with experimental values has been found for almost 
all the nuclei (74 < A < 250) covering medium and heavy mass 
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regions. In the region having s between 4 to 10 of Figure 3.7 
the DR values are slightly higher and in Figure 3.8 these are 
slightly lower than their respective experimental values. This 
may be due to the approximate intensity ratios taken in the 
calculations from reference 13 for the nuclei of this region. 
In Figure 3.9, the branching ratio B(E2; 3"^  — • 2^/^^) 
versus s has been plotted for Ru Isotopes. It is observed that 
the DR trend is much closer to experimental values compared 
to BET(WT) values which have no definite trend. 
Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 are the plots of 
branching ratios B(E2; 3"^  • i^/^^) versus s for Er , Yb and 
W isotopes respectively. It is observed that the DR trends 
are much closer to experimental v-alues in all the cases while 
Toyama trends show large deviations from experimental points. 
From these Figures it is clear that the present results are 
good and at certain points even better than the sophisticated 
model results of Toyama and BET(WT). 
3.8 CONCLUSIC»J 
In this work/ the DR (dynamic) model has been employed 
to compute the B(E2) branching ratios from 1 = 3 lev^ el of 
K = 2 gamma-vibrational band in even-even deformed nuclei of 
medium and heavy mass regions. The present results are compared 
with known experimental values and other available phenomeno-
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logical and microscopic models. A good agreement with experi-
mental values is obtained through out the mass region 74<1A<250, 
The better results in quantity as well as in quality for all 
the branching ratios of DR (dynamic) model over the DF (rigid) 
model indicate that the nucleus now gets rid of its rigid shape 
and attains freedom in g and Y directions around their mean 
values ot shape parameters ^ and T at excitation energies 
more than IMeV. However, it may be of rigid shape at lower 
energies, say less than IMeV, This confirms that low-lying 
states belonging to I = 3 : K » 2 have pure gamma character 
and in turn contradicts the view pount of Zawiscua et al who 
proposed that high-lying levels instead of low-lying levels 
may be treated as classical gamma-band. 
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ANALYSIS OP DEGREE OP RIGIDITY/PREEDOM IN VARIOUS NUCLEI 
WITH INCREASING ANGULAR MOMENTUM I a 3 
The study of E2 transitions from the 2"*" r.tate of the 
gamma-vibrational band has previously been made by Gupta et al . 
In this study, it is observed that the DF (rigid) model values 
are closer to the experimental ones and the DR (dynamic) model 
keeps comparatively a larger number of nuclei outside its rigime 
than the DF model. And further for the nuclei which lie beyond 
the approach of both the models it is found that experimental 
values are closer to the DP model than to the DR predictions. 
This supremacy of DP (rigid) over DR (dynamic) 
4 
estimates observed by Gupta et al leads to the suggestion that 
this study strongly supports the adlabatic approximation at 2^ 
state of the gamma-vibrational band and favours the rigid shape 
of the nucleus at this spin. 
The ratio B(E2; 3"*" • 2^/^^), in which the experi-
mental values are available for a large number of nuclei, has 
been considered for studying the validity of the Asymmetric 
Rotor Model (ARM) [DF(rigid) and DR (dynamic) models] and to 
check the usefulness of asymmetry at energy exceeding IMeV I.e. 
3 state of the gamma-vibrational band. The enhancement/hindrence 
factor (F) has been computed authentically in both the models. 
It is observed, in general, that the DR(dynamic) model factor 
(Pj-|) is closer to the unity and less than the DF (rigid) model 
factor (Fj^ ) . 
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The nuclei in which PQ is nearer to unity and F is 
more but within the limit of acceptability of model (i.e. 
.2 ^  F $ 5) it Indicates that the nuclei at 3"*" state spin are 
less rigid than the 2 state spin of the same band and want 
some freedom, though the variation of degree of freedom can 
not be said exactly. It, therefore, has been confirmed that 
the nucleus is not so rigid at 3 state as it was at 2"*" state 
ot the gamma-vibrational band. However there are few exceptions 
^°Sd, ^ °Sd, l°^ Cd, l^ °Cd, l^ G^d and l^Er. 
Further, for most of the nuclei in which F and F 
are nearly equal to unity, we find that V* (non-axiality 
parameter) :S, 15 . Basically these nuclei do not come in the 
range of the ARM and therefore can easily be explained by any 
^ ^^ ^ ^ r. ^A 102- 150^ 156^ 158^ 
of the models. Exceptions are Ru, Sm, Er, Er and 
W. However we can not estimate the exact shape of the nucleus 
and especially the degree to which 3- and T - freedom is existing, 
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CHAPTER - IV 
STUDY OF K'' = 2'":1 = 4 LEVEL IN 
EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI COVERING RARE 
EARTH AND ACTINIDE REGIONS 
(fl) RRM (RIGID) DESCRIPTION FOR I « ^ LEVEL OF GflMMfl 
VIBRflTIONflL BAND IN EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI 
(B) RRM (DYNAMIC) DESCRIPTION FOR E2 TRANSITIONS 
FROM I = If LEVEL OF GflMMfl VIBRflTIONflL BAND IN EVEN 
DEFORMED NUCLEI 
(C) ANALYSIS OF DEGREE OF RIGIDITY/FREEDOM IN VARIOUS 
NUCLEI WITH INCREASING ANGULAR MOMENTUM I « ^ 
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(A) ARM (RIGID) DESCRIPTION FOR 1 = 4 LEVEL OF GAMMA VIBRATIONAL 
BAND IN EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The occurrence of a rather low-lying K = 2 ( V -
vibration) band is a systematic feature in the spectra of even-
even deformed nuclei. Existence of vibrational levels in deformed 
even nuclei was first shown by Bohr on the basis of liquid drop 
model. These levels can be regarded as originating from the two 
2 
phonon states in the spherical nuclei. Davydov-Filippov (DF) 
showed that the violation of axial symmetry generates new rotati-
onal states with spins 2^3,4 while the rotational spectrum 
of axially symmetric nucleus remains almost unchanged. The 
shape of the nucleus changes from a prolate to an oblate ellipsoid 
if the deformation parameter (3) remains fixed while the non-
axiality parameter ( T ) varies from 0 to n/3. The value of 
Y* = 30 corresponds to a shape between prolate and oblate ellip-
soid of revolution. The assumption of rigid triaxial shapes with 
fixed shape parameters 3 and Y* can be considered as an approxi-
mation to the actual nuclear wave functions and has turned out 
3-9 
to be in excellent fit and has also been well supported by 
new experimental data. It has also been established that a number 
of tr.^nsitionU nuclei have triaxial shapes which are more stable 
than expected from theoretical potential energy surfaces (PES) 
167 
of Baranger and Kumar . However, some physical effects, like 
^ and Y fluctuations which lead to an overall compression of 
energy spectrum and attenuation of the coriolis interaction, 
11 
were not taken into account. CXir earlier study has shown that 
the Asymmetric Rotor Model (rigid) [ARM(R)] of Davydov-Filippov 
(DF) has been very successful in describing the depopulation 
of I = 3 level of gamma-vibrational band in even-even deformed 
nuclei covering medium and heavy mass regions and hence an 
attempt is made to study the systematics of the E2 transitions 
from 1 = 4 level of gamma-vibrational band according to this 
model. 
The rigorous calculatiohs according to Davydov-
Rostovsky (DR) (dynamic) model for K = 2 : I = 4 level were 
12 done by Abecasis et al for few even nuclei in the rare earth 
region and found a satisfactory agreement with the experimental 
values. They also observed the equivalence of Rotation Vibration 
Mudo L (RVM) <nid DR models for the description of trdnsitJon ratio. 
despite the discrepancies in some cases shown by both of them. 
Zawischa et al studied the low-lying and high-lying K = 0 , 2 
states for nuclei in the deformed rare earth region in the 
framework of the quasi-particle random phase approximation and 
interpreted high-lying K = 0 , 2 resonances instead of lo';-lying 
resonances as the classical /3 and Y* vibrations. 
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W.' [iresent here the ARM rigid [ARM(R)] modoi *^ 
calculations tor the depopulation of K = 2 : I = 4 level of 
gamma-vibrational band for even deformed nuclei covering rare 
earth and actinide regions. Since the absolute B(E2) values 
are not: known «'xperlmentally for weak transitions in most of 
the nuclei, the calculations are done for B(E2) branching ratios 
of the transitions considered and their comparison is made with 
known experimental values. It offers a still more stringent 
test of a theory as it begins to test the validity of predict-
ioijij of rathuj small components of the wave functions. The 
experimental values have been taken from references 12 and 14-20. 
The details of the theoretical calculations are given 
2,4,11 
elsewhere 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tables 4.1 - 4.3 show the non-axiality parameter ( Y ) 
experimental (EXP) and DP values for branching ratios B(E2; 4 • 
y'^/^'*') , l)(E?; l"^ ' • 3V2"^') and B(E27 4"^ ' • 2'^ '/4'^ ) for 
even-even deformed nuclei covering rare earth and actinide regions. 
A good agreement between theoretical and experimental values i:^  
observed for almost all the nuclei in all the branching ratios. 
We thought it worthwhile to compare our phenomenological model 
results with other available phenomenological and microscopic 
model results of RVM , Dynamic Pairing Plus Uuadrupole (DPPQ) 
Pairing Plus Ouadrupole (PPQ) , Boson Expansion Technique (BET)-^^ 
169 
19 
and Interacting Boson Model (IBM) , It is observed that our 
calculated DF results are better than other phenomenological 
and microscopic results in general. In Tables the vacant places 
are left where experimental values are not available. Our 
calculated theoretical values may be of some help to the experi-
mentalists. The remarkable description of the B(E2) branching 
ratios in respect of 4 level of gamma-vibrational band is a 
unique success and gives a grand support to the DF model. 
4.3 CONCUJSICN 
21 The gamma band which is a long standing problem ' to 
the cu'suarchots so far, is generate fron the rotation of triaxia] 
rigid rotor. The present study supports the adiabatic approximation 
at the excitation energy values of about l-2MeV and favours the 
ri<jid shape of the nucleus with mean values of shape parameters 
j3 and Y* . It also establishes K = 2 : I = 4 level as a member 
of classical gamma-vibrational band originating from the collective 
13 
excitations which contradicts the viewpoint of Zawischa et al 
who doubted the collective nature of low-lying K = 2 resonances 
.md indicated that only high-lying K = 2 resonances v;ere classi-
cal gamma vibrations. 
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ARM (DYNAMIC) DESCRIPTION FOR E2 TRANSITIONS FROM 1 = 4 LEVEL 
OF GAMMA VIBRATIONAL BAND IN EVEN DEFORMED NUCLEI 
INTRODUCTION 
In the s p e c t r a of even-even deformed n u c l e i , t h e 
occurrence of a rather low-lying K = 2 ( T - v ibrat ion) b md 
i s a systematic feature. The vibrational l eve l s in even-even 
deformed nuclei can be regarded as o r ig ina t ing from the two 
phonon s t a t e s in the spherical nuclei . The nucleus i s considered 
as an incompressible liquid drop with a sharp surface . Davydov-
2 
Filippov (DF) showed that the violation of axial symmetry 
generates new rotational sta'tes with spins 2,3,4 while 
the rotational spectrum of axially symmetric nucleus remains 
almost unchanged. This axially asymmetric model has been found 
^ 3—9 11 
very successful ' in explaining the rotational levels of 
the deformed even-even nuclei, the observed electric quadrupole 
22 
moments and the transition probabiJities. Our earlier study' 
has shown that the Asymmetric Rotor Model (dynamic) [ARM(D)J 
of Davydov-Rostovsky (DR). has been very succejstal in describinc 
the depopulation of I = 3 level of gamma-vibrational band in 
even-even deformed nuclei covering medium and heavy mass regions 
and hence an attempt is made to study the' systematics of the 
E2 transit ions from 1 = 4 level of gamma-vibrational bind 
23 
according to this model. Davydov-Rostovsky presented, on the 
basis of rigorous theory, the. expression for reduced probability 
Ml 
of E2 transitions between the collective states i and f as 
i)(K2; i • f) = —^— 2: I < f I Q„^| i > 1^ (4.1) 
1671 imf 
where Q2^ f o r s m a l l v i b r a t i o n s of 3 and V a b o u t t h e e q u i l i -
23 br ium v a l u e s V = 0 and fi can be w r i t t e n a s 
• o o 
^2m = ^ Qo ^2m 
C a l c u l a t i o n s y i e l d t h e f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s : 
( i ) For t r a n s i t i o n s i n s i d e t h e anomalous band 
B(E2; J 2 • J ' 2 ) = 5 ( 2 J 0 2 / J ' 2 ) ^ ( l - 2 / s ) ( l - 3 s / q ^ ) ^ (4 .2 ) 
(ii) Por transitions from the anomalous to the ground rotation-::! 
band 
B(E2; J2 »> J'O) = 10 (2, J,-2, 2/J'O) ^  (2s-l)"-^ (l-gs/^q^)"^ 
2 , (2J02/J'2) 2 
.[1+ \ ( (J'-l) (J') 
3(2s-l) ^  (2J-22/J'0) 3 
(j'+l)(j'+2))^/^ - 2 (l+(-l)^) 
(2J00/J'0) 2 I/on . 
( (J-1)(J) (J+1) (j+2))^/^]- ] 
(2J-22/J'0) 3 •' 
(4.3) 
12 According to the DR (dynamic) model, Abecasis et al . performed 
the calculations for few even nuclei of the rare earth region 
178 
and found a satisfactory agreement with the experimental values. 
24 Toyama using a new phenomenological approach attempted to 
study the systematics of various B(E2) branching ratios. More-
over be considered only the nuclei in heavy mass region (8°<Y'<15'^  
which do not truely reflect the characteristics of asymmetric 
13 
rotor. Zawischa et al . studied the low-lying and high-lyinq 
Ji + + ' 
K = 0 , 2 states for nuclei in the deformed rare earth region 
in the framework of the quasi-particle random phase approxi-
mation and interpreted high-lying K = 0 , 2 resonances instead 
of low-lying resonances as the classical ^ and Y vibrations. 
r 1 23 We present here the ARM dynamic [ARM (D)J model 
calculations for the depopulation of K = 2 : I = 4 le\^ el of 
gamma-vibrational band for even deformed nuclei covering rare 
earth and actinide regions. Since' the absolute B(E2) values are 
not known experimentally for weak transitions in most of the 
nuclei, thi calculations are done for B(E2) branching ratios 
of the transitions considered and their comparison is made v;ith 
known experimental values. It offers a still more stringent 
test of a theory as it begins to test the validity of predictions: 
of rather small components of the wave functions. The experi-
mental values have been taken from references 11, 14-20 and 24. 
22 23 
The details of the theoretical calculations ' are given in 
section 2,9 of chapter II, 
179 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
•4-' 4-
Tables 4.4 - 4.7 show the energy ratios (= E2 /E2 ), 
experimental (EXP) and DR values for branching ratios B(E2; 
-I"*"' •2V'l'^)/ B(E27 4"^ ' •6V4'*"), B(E2; 4"^ ' ^3^/2^') 
and B(E2; 4 • 2 /4 ) for even-even deformed nuclei covering 
rare earth and actinide regions, A good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental values is observed for almost all 
the nuclei in all the branching ratios. We thought it worthwhile 
to compare our phenomenological model results with other avai-
20 lable phenomenological and sophisticated model results of RVM , 
24 15 14 16 19 Toyama , PPQ , DPPQ ^ BET and IBM . It is observed that 
our calculated DR results are good and at certain points even 
better than other phenomenological and sophisticated model 
results in general. In Tables the vacent places are left where-
experimental values are not available. Our calculated theoretical 
values may be of some help to the experimentalists. 
CONCLUSION 
It is inferred from the present study that the nucleus 
favours the freedom in j3 and y directions around their "lean 
values of shape parameters ^ and Y* at excitation energy values 
of about 1.0 to-2.0 MeV. It establishes K = 2"*" : I = 4 level 
as a member of classical gamma-vibrational band which contradicts 
13 
the viewpoint of Zawischa et al who doubted the collective 
180 
nature of low-lying levels and suggested that only high-lying 
K = 2 resonances were classical gamma vibrations. It is 
interesting to note that the description of gamma-vibrational 
21 
band has been a long standing problem and the existing models 
fail at one or other point when employed to explain the various 
properties oE excited nuclei. 
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ANALYSIS OP DEGREE OF RIOIDITY/PREEDOM IN VARIOUS NUCLEI WITH 
INCREASING ANGULAR MOMENTUM 1 * 4 
The study of E2 transitions from the 2"*" state of the 
gamma-vibrational band by the ARM supports the adiabatic appro-
ximation at 2 state and favours the rigid shape of the nucleus at 
this spin, 
J. 
In the study of 3 state of the gamma-vibrational 
band, it is observed, in general, that the dynamic model factor 
(F ) is closer to the unity while rigid model factor (F^ )^ is 
much more than unity. Thus nucleus at 3 state spin is not so 
rigid as it was at 2 state spin of the same band, though the 
variation ot degree of freedom can not be predicted exactly. 
For studying the validity of the ARM and to check 
the usefulness of asymmetry at 4 state of the gamma-vibrationai 
band (i.e, excitation energy «• 1-2 MeV), the branching ratio 
B(E2; 4 • 2 /4 ) has been considered. The enhancement/ 
hindrence factor (F) has been computed in both rigid and dynamic 
models. It is observed, in general, that the factor F is less 
than the factor P- , 
For most of the nuclei in which F^ and F are nearly 
equal to unity we find that Y (non-axlality parameter) ^  15 . 
Basically, these nuclei do not come in the range of the ARM and 
therefore can easily be explained by any of the models. 
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150 In Sm nucleus, ?„ is almost unity and F is more 
but within the limit of acceptability of model (i.e. 0.2 ^  F ^ 5.0) 
It indicates that the nucleus at 4 state is less rigid than th(-' 
3 state spin of the same band and want some freedom, though the 
extent of degree of freedom can not be determined exactly. 
190 In the Os nucleus F_ is closer to unity but F_ is 
more than the limit of acceptability of the model that means the 
nucleus at 4 state is fully rigid while at 3 state of the same 
band the same nucleus is dynamic. Here we quote that the non-
axiality parameter ( Y ) changes with the change in angular 
momentum * . Therefore, we can infer that the rigid nature of 
nucleus has been acquired by adopting the suitable value of 
Y*(2Cf<Y'<2^ with the change of spin from 3"*" to 4"*". However, 
we are silent to the exact shape of the nucleus at any stage. 
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CHAPTER - V 
STUDY DF TRIAXIfiL SHAPES IN EVEN 
EVEN TRANSITIONAL NUCLEI 
(R) TRIflXIRLITY IN '^^°Sm NUCLEI 
104 (B) ARM DESCRIPTION OF ^Ru NUCLEUS 
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1 4.6 1 4.ft 
TRIAXIALITY IN '"^ ^^ Sm NUCLEI 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of samarium nuclei has been a chalienginq 
1 2 problem both experimentally and theoretically ' . Recently an 
improved Dyndmic Pairing Plus Quadrupole (DPPQ) model was 
146-154 
used to describe Sm isotopes but the calculations failed 
1 4fi 1 4fl 
to explain ' Smo Firstly, the deviations in the energy 
values for the 2 and 4 levels are in opposite directions for 
both nuclei. Secondly, the absolute value of B(E2; 2 • 0 ) 
yields a result (= 0,00045) which is less by a factor of 18 than 
the experimental value (= 0,008) and the branching ratio B(E2; 
4+ ^ 2V4"*') value (= 0,0003) needs a factor of 333 to fit 
148 
the experimental value (= 0,10) for Sm, Similarly the branchinq 
ratio B(E2;4'*' • 2V4"*') value (= 0.02) requires a foctor of 
12 to fit the experimental value (= 0,25) for the same nucleus. 
2 
The Boson Expansion Technique (BET) calculations predict a 
148 
vibrational pattern for Sm nucleus. Accordingly two phonon 
triplet states should appear at fwice the energy of the first 
2 state and three phonon quintet states at thrice the 2 
energy. Experimentally the quintet states appear at about 1.9 
MeV, and theory predicts them correctly but with a too larae 
spilitting and with an incorrect ordering. The absolute B(E2; 
2 *• 0 ) values come out to be very small in ' 3m nuclei 
and in order to achieve a fit the values of the parameters 
199 
become inconsistent with values for other samarium isotopes. 
^^  150,152,154^ , , . . , , . ^ ^ 3 , 
Since the Sm nuclei had already been shown to obey 
the rigid roLor discipline in an excellent way, we are presontin 
1 4 6 , 1 4 8 ^ n 4 4 ^ w x: • -u 
Sm nuclei in the same frame work. 
In support of the triaxial nature of these nuclei, 
we mention few points: 
Firstly, the reduced electric quadrupole transition 
2 2 + 
probability (in e b units) from the first 2 state changes 
rapidly from 0.048 to 0.146 and from 0.146 to 0.274 between 
146^ ^ 148^ , 148^ ^ 150^ u^  u ^ -j^  ^ -^ u 
Sm to Sm and Sm to Sm which indicates a rapid change 
in the average value of n o n - a x i a l i t y parameter { T ) , though thf^ ' 
deformation parameter (^) for both nuc le i i s same 
[ •^^^Sm,/3rms(g.s) = 0 .142, /3rms (2"*") = 0.171 :. 
•^"^^Sm '^jSrmsCg.s) = 0 .146, ^rms {2^) = 0.173 ] , 
as shown by the expression for the quadrupole moment 
of the first 2 state of a triaxial nucleus [Oavydov-Filippov (DF) " ] 
3ZR^^ 6 Cos O r ) 
(571)^ /2 7[9-8 Sin^OV ) ] ^ ^^ 
Secondly , there exists a relationship 
£2"^  + £2"*" = ES"*" (5.2) 
200 
which favours the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) (See Tuble 5.1). 
Thirdly, while studying potential energy surfaces (PES) the 
anharmonic character is reflected in the moment-of-inertia 
wliere I,> 12—1^ (also I^  being small) for both isotopes (See 
Table 5.2). Fourthly, we find) A^ ^  j (parameter) values for 
146 148 S 
Sm as 2.299 and 4.01 which are vibrational nuclei . 
However, Vibrational nuclei can also be treated as triaxial by 
assigning th.em an asymmetry. The nucleus should exploit an 
asymmetric shape to lower its energy by rotating about the axis 
with the largest moment of inertia. The results thus obtained 
for B(E2)'s and other properties are excellent. 
5,2 METHOD OF CALCULATIONS 
The value of the non-axiality parameter { T ) has 
been computed by 
(i) the energy ratio E2 /E2 (Ref, 4) 
(ii) the Q - T Linear-relationship (Ref. 3) (See Figure 5.1) 
(ill) thi> ^ MK-rgy ratio E2'*' /E4"'' (Ref. 5) and 
(iv) the energy ratio £2"*" /E6''' (Ref. 5) 
+ + + 
where E2 , E4 , E6 are the experimental energy values 
of the first 2"*"/ 4"*" and e"*" excited states and E2"^  is the experi-
mental energy value of the second 2 state. These computed values 
of the parameter y* have been listed in Table 5.3 and are used 
to calculate the low-lying energy levels, B(E2) values and B(S2) 
4 
branching ratios in the manner of Davydov-Filippov (DF) , The 
201 
4 
theoretical values have been computed using relations given in 
section 2.8 of chapter II, 
5,3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.31 ENERGY LEVELS 
Tables 5,4 and 5,5 show the low-lying energy levels 
146 148 
of ' Sm. The experimental values of energy are taken from 
+' + 
reference 6, It is observed that the order of the 2 and 4 
states is not produced by the values of y calculated from the 
+' / + 3 
energy ratio E2 /E2 and the linear relationship of Gupta et al 
and hence these two values of f are rejected. On comparing the 
DPPQ and ARM values, it is found that the discrepancy in DPPQ 
values is in opposite directions. The theoretical value from 
DPPQ of the 2 state is more, while that of the 4 state is 
less than their respective experimental values, while the ARM 
values in both cases, have a deviation in one direction i.e. 
the theoretical value of the 2 as well as the 4 state is 
higher than the experimental value, although the magnitude of 
deviation is large. 
The discrepancy obtained here by the DPPQ model has 
2 
also been produced earlier by Tamura etal for energy levels 
in ' Sm using the BET technique. On that occassion the 
authors challanged the experimentalists and suggested further 
investigation to confirm the values of the energy levels. However, 
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the ARM approach is quite capable of describing them qualitatively, 
Though the quality of the results is excellent, the deviations 
wo find are significantly large and we quote here that the level 
energies are not a very good probe of the nuclear shape, as they 
are rather insensitive to softness and sensitive to the inertial 
parameter (whose Y dependence is usually taken to correspond to 
irrotational flow) in addition to other effects such as corlolls 
antipairing (CAP), Calculations of reduced electric quadrupole 
transition probabilities, which are more sensitive to Y^  , have 
been carried out to draw more useful conclusions. 
5.32 PROBABILITY OF ELECTRIC TRANSITIONS 
TablesS.e and 5.7 show the Experimental (EXP), ARM, 
DPPQ and IBM B(E2) values for ^^^*^^^Sm nuclei. The latest 
experimental values are taken from references 7 and 8, The DPPQ 
7 
and IBM , the theoretical values known so far are taken for 
comparison only. Only three experimental values are known for 
146 
Sm and all are reproduced in the present work with in a 
factor (F) (F = enhancement/hindrence factor) of 2, The DPPQ 
gives only two values and one of them, B(E27 2 • 0 ), needs 
a factor of 3.5 while the IBM requires a factor of 3 to fit the 
same value. For Sm, the DPPQ values for B(E2; 2"*" • O"^ ) and 
B(E2; 2 • 2 ) are too small (by a factor of 18 and 9 respect-
+ ' + ively) while the IBM value of B(E2; 2 •• 2 ) is larger than 
their corresponding experimental values. 
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The B(E2) branching ratio values for ' Sm nuclei 
are given in Tables 5.8 and 5,9 respectively. The experimental 
values are taken from references 7 and 8 and are well reproduced 
1 7 by the ARM. The DPPQ and IBM values are given for comparison 
only. It is observed that the ARM values are equally in good 
agreement and at certain points even better than those of DPPQ 
+' 4- + 
and IBM. The ARM value of the B(E2; 2 »• 2 /O ) ratio for 
146 
Sm is less than the experimental value by a factor of 11.7 
+' + This is because of the fact that the 2 »• 2 transition is 
not pure E2 in nature. It has a Ml mixing and the mixing ratio 
Q 
is not yet known . The factor (F) in the branching ratio B(E2; 
A'^ — • 2^/A'^) for ^^^Sm is very large (F = 333) in the DPPQ 
description while the ARM value at V = 19.6 has reduced the 
factor to 33. The other value of the ARM at Y* = 17.6 is further 
reduced to only 4.6 which is justified and thus T = 17,6 
explains all transitions and branching ratios within the allowed 
deviation. 
CONCLUSim 
(a) It is inferred that a phenomenological one parameter model (ARM) 
is sufficient to describe the known properties of ' Sm nucJoi, 
The order of energy levels is also reproduced correctly by the 
ARM which did not come out by the DPPQ and BET, 
(b) We arrive at a crucial conclusion that the evaluation of the 
non-axial parameter Y* for ' Sm nuclei needs a specific 
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1 
procedure. The reason being these nuclei are ^-rigid in shape 
[ ^^^Sm; j3rms(g.s) = 0.142, n^ns(2"'") = 0.171 ; -^ "^ S^m; 
/?rnis(g.s) = 0.146, ^rms (2"*") = 0,173 ] . In the e a r l i e r work of 
d e s c r i b i n g 150,152,154gj^ n u c l e i in the ARM frame worK the Y 
2 
was computed Irrom E2 and Q values. Since these nuclei were 
/3-Soft''' 
r 150 + 
L Sm; 3rms (g,s) = 0.20, /3rms (2 ) = 0.22 : 
•^ ^^ Sm, |3rms (g.s) = 0.258, /3rms(2"*') = 0,265 ; 
•^ '^^ Sm; prms (g,s) = 0.283, Prms(2"'' )= 0,285] 
and the ARM needs only one parameter Y* , therefore the variation 
of /5 should also have been included in the single parameter Y^  
and this was done by evaluating V fran Q^ (Equation 5.1). 
146 148 The ^-rigid nature of ' Sm nuclei is responsible for 
separating those light nuclei from ' ' Sm nuclei which 
2 
are p-soft. And this is why the Q^ " T linear relationship in not 
. • W-, ^ 146,148^ , , 
applicable for Sm, nuclei. 
According to the ARM the 2 state is brought down 
because of an asymmetry in the nucleus and experimentally it is 
found that the second excited 2 state for ' Sm nuclei is 
lyinq betwe(}n the 4 and 6 levels of the ground state band 
("^ '^ S^m; E4"^  = 1.381, E2"^  = 1,648, £6"*" = 1,811 ; ''•'^^^Sm; £4"*" = 1.180, 
AM 
+ ' + 4-' J. 
E2 = 1,454, £6 = 1.905), Therefore the ratio E2 /E6 will be 
+ ' + 
more sensitive than E2 /E2 to compute the non-axiality para-
meter ( Y* ) . 
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(c) The study of PES which leads to a definite pattern of moment-
of-inertia (Ij^ > 12=^13) for the light isotopes •'•'^ '^"'•^ S^m. 
Semi-classically the nucleus can exploit an asymmetric shape 
to lower its energy by rotating about the axis with the largest 
moment-of-inertia. 
These investigations, though, do not confirm the 
nuclei as triaxial. However, since we can assign them a 
definite asymmetry value .we can also predict unknown value.., 
which are useful for the experimentalists. 
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(B) ASYMMETRIC ROTOR MODEL DESCRIPTION FOR ^^ '^ RU NUCLEUS 
5.5 INTRODUCTION 
Recently various microscopic approaches. Boson 
Q 10 11 
Expansion Technique (BET) and Interacting Boson Model (IBM) ' , 
104 have been tried in the study of Ru nucleus in explaining the 
systematic features of energy levels, B(E2) values and B(E2) 
branching ratios and other nuclear properties. The BET and IBM 
have the additional advantage over other models namely Pairing 
12 
Plus Quadrupole Model (PPQ) , Rotational Vibrational Model 
(RVM) and Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) as both treat neutrons 
and protons independently. However, the results obtained on the 
basis of tnese models are still not able to explain the syste-
matic trends of various nuclear properties in this nucleus. 
5 14 In recent years there has been a revival of interest ' 
in the ARM as it has proved to be highly successful in ex[)laininq 
15 the systematic trends of various nuclear properties . Although 
the ARM is a simple phenomenological model, yet it leads to a 
better agreement with experimental values and is also able to 
reproduce the systematic trends of various experimc^ ntal properties 
much better than the IBM as shown in the case of samarium 
nuclei ' o Therefore it was thought vorthwhile to study the Ru 
nucleus in the frame work of the ARM, so as to see v/hether the 
acjreement between experiment and theory could be improved. 
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5.6 METHOD OF CALCULATIONS 
The ARM assumes a n u c l e u s t o be t r i a x i a l in shape 
w i t h a f ixe(] v a l u e of t h e n o n - a x i a l i t y p a r a m e t e r ( Y*) , The 
v a l u e of n o n - a x i a l i t y p a r a m e t e r ( V ) can be computed from t h e 
r e l a t i o n 
E2+' 1 + [ i - - I - sin^ 3r ] ^ ^ ^ 
= y ( 5 . 3 ) 
^^2"" 1 . [ 1 - ^ S i n 2 3V ] l / 2 
+ +* + 
where E2 and E2 are the energies of the first and second 2 
state. The ARM dependent value of Q needed in the calculations 
17 
of transition probabilities has been obtained from the relation 
e^Q^ = 167T [B(E2; 2"^  • O"^ ) + B(E2; 2"*"' • O"^  )] (5.4) 
where the B(E2) values in equation (5.4) are experimental values. 
2 2 
U;;ing the value of T and (e Q / 16n) we have calcu-
lated energy levels, B(E2) values and B(E2) branching ratios 
using the relations ' given in sections 2.8 anu 2.9 of 
chapter II. 
6.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.71 ENERGY LEVELS 
The ARM calculated values for energy levels alonq 
104 
with experimental values in Ru nucleus are given in Table 
5.10. It is c;bserved that the calculated energies uf various 
220 
spin levels are higher than the experimental values. Phti 
19 inclusion of rotation vibration interaction can pusti down 
the calculated energy levels, thus improving the aqreorncint 
between observed energy levels and ARM calculated values. 
liowever, tliu inclusion of this interaction can not liui^ rove 
the agreemenc between experimental and BET calculated level 
energies/ as the BET results deviate on both higher and lower 
sides of the experimental values, because this interaction 
shifts the calculated level energies in one direction only. 
5.72 TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
It is well known that a comparison of theoretical 
and experimental transition probabilities presents a more 
severe test of a theory that does a comparison of energy levels. 
The results of ARM calculations along with experimental values 
for D(E2) values and quadrupole moment of 2 state for Ru 
nucleus are (jiven in Table 5.11. For a comparison the results 
of BET and IBM calculations are also given in tt; Ls Table. 
From the Table 5,11 it is observed that the ARM 
values are in as good agreement with experimental values as 
are the predictions of BET and IBM and at certain points even 
better than the microscopic results of BET and IBM. 
In case of weak transitions experimental data are 
normally available in the form of branching ratios. Therefore, 
221 
a comparison of theoretical branching ratios with experimental 
ones offers a still more stringent test of a theory as it 
boqins to test the validity of predictions of rath' r smill 
components of the wave functions. The results of branching 
ratios are given in Table 5.12. From the Table 5.12 it is 
clear that the ARM calculations, in general, achieve [nuch 
better agreement with experimental branching ratios than che 
BET estimates. 
5.8 CONCLUSION 
Extensive calculations of low-lying rotational band, 
gamma-vibrational band, energy levels, B(E2) values upto 20 
104 
spin and B(E2) branching ratios for Ru nucleus employing 
the ARM are presented in this work . We find remarkable good 
agreement between experimental values and the ARM calculations, 
uJLhoucjli Liu' model is extremely simple. This model can be used 
20 to predict various other properties e.g. mean life times" of 
excited states in this nucleus. The more deviations of IBM 
and BET models results from experimental values questions the 
assumptions made in these models. One is forced to conclude 
that the physical origin of quadrupole and octupole collective 
motions can not be different from one another as assumed in 
these models. 
It io interesting to note that the paraiM"L(.'r T for 
thi:L; nucleus yields a value of 24,5 and as such it can not 
222 
21 be regarded as deformed reported by Bohr and Motteison . In 
such cases thi; nuclear coupling scheme would no lonqer involve 
a simple one i^arameter Coupling but would instead involve; d 
competition between the quadrupole coupling scheme and pairincj 
correlation and the nucleus become psuedo spherical {p cri 0) . 
Then such nucleus is assumed to be triaxial in shape and can 
be better explained on the basis of ARM as seen in the present 
work. 
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B(E2) VALUES FOR TRANSITI(»JS FROM HIGH SPIN STATES IN EVEN 
DEFORMED NUCLfcll 
INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between the members of ground state 
iMod rt^vo.il.-. [\h- reqularlties of the energy .spectra, li?. m.itrix 
eLements which connect the members of a band can aiao be used 
to determine the interaction between rotational and intrinsic 
motions . The occurrence of a stable deformation implies that 
the rotational matrix elements are large compared to the corr-
esponding matrix elements associated with fluctuations in the 
deformation parameter (vibrations of the nuclear core). As the 
observed nuclear shape deformations are mainly of guadrupole 
type, E2 matrix elenjents within the rotational band provide 
the detailed (evidence of nuclear shape deformations. 
The coupling between rotational band based on ditf-
erent intrinsic structure is taken into account in the Rotationa 
Vibrational Model (RVM)^"^. Earlier studies'^ "'^  on •.i{E2) values 
for low-lying states in even-even deformed nuclei indicate thai: 
the RVM predictions are in good agreement with observed 3(E2) 
values. It also explains the /? and Y* vibrational modes of 
nuclei in contrast to the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) of 
8 Q 
Davydov-Filip!)ov (DF) and Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) . The RVM 
predictions were found closer to experimental values than the 
DR estimates . 
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As B(E2) data for transitions from high spin states 
of ground state band are now available, it was tiiou^ jht wortn-
while to compute B(E2) values for high spin states of ground 
state band according to the RVM and compare them with the 
3 S 9 10 
experimental ones. The details of theoretical calculations '"' ' 
are given in sections 2.9 and 2.10 of chapter II. In addition 
to this the experimental B(E2) values have been compared with 
those computed from the DR model which describes th-^  ground 
state of these nuclei in terms of the rigid rotation of the 
axially asymmetric body. Here it is worth mentioning that tne 
nuclear ellipsoid may have two types of changes in its shape. 
In first type of change it preserves axial symmetry while the 
eccentricity of the ellipsoid increases indicating the compre-
ssion of the nuclear matter in ^-direction. This change may 
be associated with the coupling of the beta-band with ground 
b md. The second type of the change occurs when the nuclear 
iiMl-.L(->r teu(i<; Lo be compressed in a direction perpendicular to 
the symmetric axis (/3-axis) and thus breaking tne axia] synimotry. 
While the RVM represents the first type of distortion, the DR 
model assumes the other type. The comparison of the RVM and DR 
model calculations with the predictions of the rotational^ mfidol 
reveals thdt the first type of distortion results in an increase 
in the B(E2) values from the RM values, whereas the inclusion 
of asymmetry of the nucleus reduces them. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As the RVM values are normalized to the B(E2; 2"*" • O"*") 
values, the relative B(E2) values have been computed and 
tabulated. Tables 6.1 to 6.6 give B(E2; I • 1-2) values for 
tr.insitlons from rotational levels having I = 4"*", 6"^ , B"*", lO"*", 
12 and 14 uL the ground state rotational band. The expor iint-'nl.. 1 
values either extracted from the life times data using well 
11 
known relation or taken from references 12 to 15 are presented 
along with the calculated values obtained from the RVM and DR 
models. The enhancement or hindrance factors ^F , , = theoreticil 
predictions/experimental values) for the RVM and DR models are 
also given. This factor determines the validity of the model 
and for a model to be applicable its value should lie within 
the limits 0.5 < F ^^ -i 4 2.0 according to the viewpoint of 
• 1 6 
Kamar and Baranger 
+ + 
For 4 • 2 transitions it has been observed that 
the deviations from the RVM predictions for B(E2) values in most 
of the cases lie well within the uncertainties in the experimontol 
values. However in no case the DR model predictions have been so 
successful and in most of the cases the deviations are quite 
large. Thus it can be inferred that the slight change in nuclear 
t-ha^ e^ due to Increased angular momentum does not afloat the dxi.i] 
symmetry. Table 6.1. 
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For 6 • 4 transitions the DR predictions have 
values 37% to 73% lower than the experimental ones while the 
RVM prediclloiis have values hindered in the range 6/o to 35% 
only. This indicates the supremacy of the RVM over the DR 
model and can be said that the RVM model is still quite succe-
ssful according to Kumar and Baranger's criteria . Table 6,2. 
It is evident from Table 6.3 that the deviations of 
the RVM predictions from the observed B(E2) values for 8 • 6 
transitions increase as compared to 6 • 4 transitions. The 
RVM calculations are quite successful in maintaining the close-
ness with experimental values while the general trend of the 
DR predictions as observed at low spins remains still atichanfj''fJ. 
10 > 8 is the transition which decides finally 
that the distortion in the nuclear shape due to the centrifuqal 
stretching is an essential feature of these nuclei and that 
this stretching effect experienced by the nuclear ellipsoid is 
due to the increasing frequency of rotation. From Table 6.4 it 
can be mentioned that the RVM values are still nearer to the 
experimental ones and failure of' the DR model for tnis transition 
too reflects that nuclear shape upto this angular momentum d ^cs 
not show non-axiality in contrast to the observations of Turner 
17 
et al about the change in axial symmetry to asymmetric shape 
at I = 8, 
232 
For 12 • 10 transitions the DR model predictions 
are very close to experiment, than the RVM values for ~ Yb. 
174 
However in case of Yb the experimental value lies in between 
tlic predictions of the RVM and DR. In general the DR model 
predictions are superior than the RVM ones for this transitiou. 
It appears now that the nuclear matter is heading towards the 
non-axiality at this angular momenta. This observation tallies 
17 
with the viewpoint of Turner et al about abrupt phase transi-
tion of rotational model from axlally symmetric to asymmetric 
shape but differs in the sense that it appears to take place 
at I = 12 instead of I = 8. Table 6.5. 
In 14 • 12 transition the DR predictions give 
better agreement as compared to the RVM and thus the trend 
observed for 12 • 10 transition is maintained. It support.'. 
the idea about abrupt phase transition from axially syminetric 
to asymmetric shape. Table 5.6. 
6.3 CONCLUSION 
Investigation of B(E2) values for the ground state 
band of the even-even deformed nuclei in the rare earth and 
actlnide regions reveals that the centrifugal distortion which 
increases the eccentricity of the nuclear ellipsoid along the 
symmetry axis (/3-direction) plays an important role upto spin 
10 . Further increase in the angular momentum this tendency is 
233 
broken and the nuclear matter is compressed in such a way that 
it produces the non-axiality in the nuclear ellipsoid. Upto 
10 level the observed B(E2) values are reproduced reasonably 
well by the RVM, whereas the DR predictions are not consistent. 
However the DR predictions are closer to experimc nt 1 values 
+ + + + for 12 — > 10 and 14 • 12 transitions, thus giving support 
to the idea that the nuclear shape tends to become triaxial 
with higher angular monventum. 
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Retumen 
Se emplea el modelo Datydov-Filippov pan evaluar los branching Ratios B(E2) de las transiciones 
3 -t-2 /4,3 -^2/2 y3 -^4 /2 enladetexcitacidndalabandavlbracionalgammaconl=z3de 
nucleos medianos y pesados par—pares deformados. Los resuliados se comparan con v^ores experimentales 
conocidos. Se obtiene un excelente ajusta con un factor de dos para lot mielaos cuyo parimetro de no 
axiali'dad (y I se encuentra en el rango 14^ <C 7 ^ 28^. Esto ^ stffka el uso de la aproxfmacidn adiabatica 
para valores de energla mayores que 1 MaV y fm/orece la forma rfgida de los nOcleos con valores medios 
de los parimetros da forma /3 K 7. Claslfka ademis el nivel 1—3, K^i= 2 comomlembro de la banda vibra-
clonal gamma originada par excitaciones colecth/at, lo que contradiee elpunto de vista de Zawlscha y otros, 
que pusieron en (hida la naturaleza vibracional de lot nucleos pares deformadot. 
Descripcidn de la desexcitacidn de la banda vibracional 
gamma ,1=3 por el modelo del rotor rfgido triaxial 
Abstract 
Ttia Dtnydov—Fillppov Model has been employed to evaluate the B(E2I branching ratios 3 - ^ 2 / 4 , 
3 -^2/2 and 3 -^4/2 depopulating 1=3 gamma vibrational band of the even—even deformed 
nuclei in medium and heavy mass region. The results are compared with the known experimental values. An 
excellent fit within a factor of two hat bean obtained for nuclei having non—axiality parameter (y ) in the 
range 14" < 7 <[ 28°. It supports the adiabatic approximation at the energy values more than 1 MaV and 
favours the rigid shape of the nucleus with mean values of shape parameters ^ and 7 . It also establishes 
Klf =2. I=:3 level at a member of clattkal gamma vibrational band originating from collective excitations 
and, therefore, goes agalntt the view point of Zawlicha et at who doubted the vibrational nature of even 
deformed nuclei. 
INTRODUCTION tjie rotational spectrum of axially symmetric nucleus re-
mains almost unchanged. The shape of the nucleus changes 
The vibrational levels in even-even deformed nuclei from a prolate to an oblate ellipsoid if the deformation pa-
ean be regarded as originating from the two phonon states rameter (p) remains fixed while the non-axiality parameter 
in the spherical nuclei. The nucleus is considered as an in- (7 ) varies from 0 to niZ. The value of 7 = 30° corresponds 
compressible liquid drop with a sharp surface [1]. Davy- to a shape between prolate and oblate ellipsoid of revolu-
dov-Filippov (DF) [2] showed that the violation of axial tion. This axially asymmetric model has been found very 
symmetry generates new states with spin 2,3,4, while successful [3-5] in explaining tfie rotational levels of the 
2/ 
defo Tied even-even nuclei, the large observed electric qua 
drupole monnents and the transition probabilities Although 
this model has been very successful in describing the depo 
pulation of 1= 3 gamma vibrational band in some selected 
isotopes of chains of Sm, Ru and Pd nuclei (6-7J no 
attempt has been made till now to study the systematics of 
the E2 transitions from 3* level of gamma vibrational band 
a cordinq to this modi I Onp of the reasons may be the pos 
sible brook down of the diluilintir approximation (8| ( IG 
fixed vdluos of (i diid ->) <it ihc energy of spin 3'^ level 
which exceeds 1 MeV Later rigorouscalculationsaccordintj 
to Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) model (8) were done by Abe 
casis et al [19] who observed the equivalence of Rotation 
Vibration Model (RVM) and DR models for the description 
of transition ratios inspite of the discrepancies shown by 
both of them They further observed that RVM gave satis-
factory results in those casus in which DR model predicted 
unphysical situation Toyama [10], adopting an asymmetric 
shape of a nucleus and on introducing an anharmonic term 
in the Hamiltonian, calculated the relative B(E2) values 
which also showed discrepancy with experimental values 
The reason proposed by him was that 3 * state may not be 
affected by the perturbation adopted and so the deviation 
of theoretical values from the experimental ones in the 
B(E2) transition ratio 3* _>. 4"^/ 2* remained large More 
o '^or he considered only the nuclei m heavy mass region 
(S*^  < 7 < 15°) which do not reflect the characteris-
tics of asymmetric rotor Zawischa et al [11] studied the 
'ow-lying and high-lying K^^ ^ 0 •^ , 2"^  states for nuclei 
in the deformed rare earth region in the framework of the 
^uaslpartlcie random phase approximation and interpre-
ted high-lying K'^= O*, 2'*' resonances as the classical ^ 
and 7 vibrations Since dt pii'bunt |12 15) a lot of now 
data on B(E2) branching ratios are available, we thought 
(I worthwhile to study the systematics of B(E2) bran-
inng ratios in the framework of DF model Some availa-
b i) result' of microscopic models are also given for compa 
rison 
Tne present study is made to investigate the follo-
vving possibilities ' 
f The validity of adiabatic appro^-imation above 1 MeV 
(1), i.e tfie energy of 3* level of gamma vibrational band, 
since eailier [16] it was observed that the nucleus started 
getting 'id of its rigid shape at F = 6 * in the ground state 
rotational band when the energy exceeded 1 MeV (2) Is 
the concept of increase in the value of non-axiality pa 
••ameter y wi*h *he increase of spin I, employed in explai-
ning B(E2) drop near and after back bending observed in 
some nuclei [17] applicable in the gamma band also'' (3) 
The confirmation of viewpoint of Zawischa et al [11] 
for K'^ = 2 * level has not been found to be consistent with 
K''= 0 * level in the earlier work [18] As the absolute 
B(E2) values for K'^^ 2*. \= 3 levels are yet to be measured 
for most of the nuclei we have compared the available 
B(E2) branching ratios which provide a stringent test of a 
nuclear theory The depopulation of 1=2 K'r=2*level 
had already been studied earlier [16] but a part of it is 
also presented here and compared with Zawischa s results 
to draw a meaningful inference The vdlue of non axiality 
parameter (7 ) has been cdliuldlud frum Ihucnenjy ratu) uf 
2*' and 2* levels and the same value h is IK onu'-fd for the 
branching ratio calculations for 1= 3"" level Nun dxidlity 
parameter (7 ) was also calculated from the energy ratio 
E3 VE2 * to study its variation with the spin of the level 
Branching ratios for some of the nuclei were also calculated 
with different values of 7 to examine its influence Although 
the reproduction of the level energies is the initial require 
ment to test any nuclear model, it has bcfn observed that 
the nuclear models are not in general capable of predicting 
the fevel energies and B(E2) ratios simultaneously with the 
same accuracy We have made rigorous calculations for the 
energy and branching ratios of 3 * level accordinig to DF 
model to see up to what extent Asymmetric Rotor Model 
(ARM) provides the energy fit together with branching 
ratios 
METHOD OF CALCULATION 
Experimental B(E2) branching ratios B(E2, 
S*- -> 2 * / 4 * ) , B(E2, 3* ^ 2* 12*'), and B(E2, 
3 -» 4 * / 2 * ' ) for transitions depopulating 1 = 3 gamma 
/I'jrational level are evaluated taking the gamma-ray 
energies and intensities for those transitions from Table of 
Isotopes [13] The mixing ratio factor is applied for ihose 
transitions which have Ml mixing and the internal conver 
sion coefficient values used have been taken from reference 
[191 
The rigid triaxial model calculations are done using DF 
relations [2] The value of 7 has been obtained [2] from the 
ratio s = E 2 * 7 E2* The energy of 3* level and ARM de 
pendent Q- have been evaluated using the expressions given 
in reference [2] and [5] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It is well known that the ARM characteristics m de 
formed nuclei are well reflected when the nuclei have large 
value of asymmetric parameter (7 ) [5] Unfortunately, Za 
wischa et al compiled only those nuclei which have small 
values of 7 Even then it can be observed from table 1 that 
/3 
OF results are comparuble with tnoso of Zawischa in gene-
ral and are better in particular cases where Zawischa theory 
breaks down. Table 1 illstrates th6 energy ratio s( = E2*'/ 
E2*), non-axiality parameter % experimental, DF and 
Zawischa values of B(E2; 0 * -»• 2* ' ) foi nuclei listed in re-
ference [11]. The experimental and Zavi/ischa values are 
adapted from reference [11] .Imposing Ku(riar'scondition 
[20] (i.e. 0,5 < enhancement/hindrance factor F < 2) on 
both the models_, wefmd that '"'^""^Yb nuclei keep them-
selves out of DF discipline (F= 5), while Zawischaer al fail to 
accomodate ''"»Hf (F =» 200) and ' " W (F « 4). It is 
interesting to note that for " * W , the factor F reduces to 
2 in OF from a value of 4 in Zawischa, since it has modera-
te 7 value ( = 15,8°). Systematic of B(£2, 0* _, 2*') 
versus s is plotted in figure 1 and it is observed that the two 
theoretical values lie on both sides of experimental line. 
Therefore, it is inferred that oven al low values of 7 DF re-
sults are as good as that of Zawischa. 
Table 2 lists B(E2,3+ -> 2V4*); B(E2,3* ^ 2V2 *'), 
and B(E2; S* -». 4 * / 2*') values in even-even deformed 
Table 1 
+ +' 2 4 
B(E2; 0 -* 2 ) valuer in e fm . The theoretical values which 
deviate from experiment by a factor of 2 are underlined 
Nucleus 
' " S / n 
'S^Gd 
' " G d 
• "Gr f 
' " "Gd 
' ' " O y 
" % 
' " D ^ 
"V 164^^ 
' " f r 
' " f r 
170^, 
" V * 
»'V/, 
176^^ 
''^Hf 
n6„f 
ns„f 
1 8 2 ^ 
18V 
186^1/ 
s 
8,90 
8.09 
12,97 
14,93 
13.13 
9.S6 
11.13 
11,01 
3,144 
9,41 
9,75 
10,29 
11,86 
18,61 
21,36 
15,35 
13,48 
15,18 
12,61 
12.20 
8,12 
6.03 
y 
13,25 
14,00 
11,00 
10,3 
11.0 
12.7 
11,7 
12,0 
21,75 
12.9 
12.75 
11,3 
11.4 
9.5 
9,0 
10.25 
10,8 
10,25 
11.3 
11.4 
13.8 
15.8 
Exp. 
1190(240) 
1300(5001 
980 
1060 
1100(30) 
1640 
1050(80) 
1030(50) 
1010(60) 
1800(500) 
1400(60) 
1300(50) 
1000(60) 
300 
400 
600(150) 
1380(200) 
1240(50) 
1130(120) 
1240(60) 
1380(60) 
1390(40) 
Zawischa 
627 
1058 
564 
752 
890 
737 
942 
1250 
1290 
865 
761 
782 
648 
198 
370 
531 
S.S 
18S 
4B2 
745 
S34 
W 
DF 
1450 
1900 
1550 
1450 
1750 
2150 
1950 
2100 
2200 
2550 
2300 
2250 
2100 
jsgo \SSo 
Moa. 
jsaa 
J55fl 
1800 
1800 
2150 
2600 
2850 
nuclei. Some of the experimental valuus lidvo bcun tdkeii 
from reference [10] [12-14] and theresthavobeen evaluated 
from measured energies and intensities Thu theoretical va 
lues which deviate by more than a factor of five are under-
lined. An overall excellent fit is observed However, for 
smaller values of 7 ( < 10°) the situation is different which 
could be improved much if some enhancement is made in 
the values of 7 accounting for the Bohr Mottelson Rotation 
Vibration Interaction Correction (BMRVIC), as reported 
earlier [7] for samarium isotopes The ''''Ge nucleus 
(7 = 290) needs some reduction in the value of 7 as 
suggested in reference [7] Thenuc'ei '°®Cd, ' ' *Gd, ^^^Th 
show larger deviations from experimental values which may 
be due to the fact that the transitions taken may have larger 
Ml mixing ratio than given in reference [13] 
Figures 2-4 are plots of B(E2, 3+ ^ 2 ^ / 4 1 
B(E2; 3* -> 2 * 7 2*), and B(E2, 3* _ 4 W 2"') ds a 
function of s. It can be observed that the experimental and 
DF values nearly coincide and show the same trend up to 
s = 8 ( 7 s» 14°), but little deviation starts as s exceeds 8 
We can infer that for 2 < s < 5 1 e 28° > 7 > 14° 
the DF model gives an excellent fit both in quantity and 
quality For 7 < 14°, only quantity is retained and • 
quality can be brought back by enhancing the value of 
7 by 2° or 3° which may account for BMRVIC 
Table 3 shows B(E2, 3'* ^ 1* I 2*')values for sama-
rium isotopes. The microscopic model results are listed 
for comparison only Experimental, Dynamic Pairing Plus 
Quadrupole (DPPQ) and Boson Expansion Model (BEM) 
values are taken from reference [14] We have not inclu-
ded B(E2, 3 * -* 2 * / 2 * ' ) experimental value f o r ' " S m 
of reference [14] since Table of Isotopes and also the rcfe 
rence [21] quoted by Gupta (14| do not ijivp siirh 
transition. BEM breaks down for ''"Smastheenhancement 
factor F exceeds 9. 
Table 4 shows B(E2, 3+ -^ 2* / 4+) values in respect 
of 98-104Fjy and'°2~*'<*Pd nuclei TheDF results are as 
good as the microscopic model values for Ru and Pd nuclei 
Table 5 shows the values of 7, and 72 derived from the 
energy ratios E2 * ' / E2* and E3* / E2' h'spft tivoly We 
notice that there is in general very little change or almost 
no change in the value of non-axiality parameter 7 The 
vacant places are left where 3* level are not known This 
observation excludes the possibility of variablo~-7-approdLh 
[17] for describing theB(E2)ratiosfor the spin 3 transitions 
Table 6 presentsthe calculations for the Ru and Pd iso 
topes for which two 7 values are slightly different, but 
almost no change in B(E2) ratios is observed This in turn 
supports the assumption of adiabatic approximation at this 
spin also. 
4/ 
Table 7 shows the theoretical andexperimental energies 
of E3 level, ant] a good agreement in general is found. 
Although the analysib ol level energies is not a very good 
probe for the nuclear shape as they are insensitive to 
softneps even then, the simultaneous excellency achieved 
by ARM in describing the level energies and the B(E2) 
branching ratios in respect of 3* level of gamma vibratio-
nal band is a unique success and gives a grand support to 
the OF model. 
Table 2 
0(£2I branching ratios. Calculated valuer which have hindrence/enhancement factor 
• more than five are underline 
Nucleus 
} 
'^Ge 
'^Ge 
'"Se 
'"Se 
' " M O 
'OO/Wo 
^'RU 
'°°fiu 
'"'RO 
'O^/Ju 
'OVc/ 
'OVd 
106^^ 
lOSp^ 
''^Pd 
'°'Cd 
108^^ 
"0C<^ 
"^Crf 
""ccy 
" * w 
' " r e 
^ " r e 
• " T - . 
'50/Vrf 
' * *Sm 
'*»Sm 
''°Sm 
' " s ^ 
'5^Sm 
' " G d 
''^Gd 
''^Gd 
s 
2 
2.021 
2,175 
2,132 
2,175 
2,233 
2,731 
2,169 
2,524 
2.322 
2,494 
2,757 
2,414 
2,204 
2,146 
2,176 
2,714 
2,539 
2,244 
2,134 
2.166 
2.371 
2,229 
2,200 
2,132 
8,165 
2 2058 
2.642 
3,575 
8,90 
17,55 
3,22 
8,09 
12.97 
1 
3 
29 
26,75 
27 
26,75 
3" 
Exp. 
4 • 
0,0144 
-
-
26,25 0,2531 
23,5 
26,75 
24,3 
25,5 
24,5 
23,5 
25,0 
26,5 
27,0 
26,75 
23.5 
24,3 
26,0 
27,0 
26,75 
25,5 
26,2 
26,5 
27,0 
13,8 
26,5 
23,7 
20,5 
-
-
0,2763 
0,1473 
0.2650 
-
0,0917 
0.0788 
-
-
-
0,01795 
0,05649 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0,3726 
13,25 0.9498 
9,5 
21.5 
14,0 
11.0 
0,9305 
0,4386 
0,9701 
0,2985 
^2^/4^' 
Of 
5 
0.07215 
0,0846 
0,0831 
0,0846 
0,0876 
0,1089 
0.0846 
0,113 
0,0926 
0,1071 
0,1089 
0.0962 
0.0861 
0.0831 
0.0846 
0.1089 
dllZ. 
0,0892 
0.0831 
0.0846 
0,0927 
0,0876 
0.0861 
0.0331 
0.7082 
0,0860 
0.1134 
0.2615 
0,6927 
0,4 
0,2045 
0,716 
0,558 
B(£2I branching ratios 
3*-* 2^/2^' 
Exp. OF 
6 
0,01951 
0,0299 
0,03197 
0,0366 
-
-
-
0,0578 
0,03721 
0,0376 
0,2508 
0,0331 
0,02612 
0.0205 
0.0244 
-
-
0,04065 
-
-
-
0.01271 
-
-
-
0.181 
-
0.0590 
-
-
0.03537 
0,06045 
-
7 
0.039 
0,0424 
0.042 
0,0424 
0.0428 
0,0525 
0,0424 
0,048 
0,0435 
0,047 
0,0525 
0.044 
0.0425 
0.042 
0.0424 
0.0525 
0,048 
0,043 
0,042 
0,0424 
0,0435 
0,0428 
0,0425 
0,042 
0.044 
0.0423 
0.051 
0.069 
0.039 
-
0,063 
0.0463 
0,0172 
Exp 
8 
1,3476 
-
-
-
-
-
0,9387 
0,2092 
0,2525 
0,1421 
-
0,3616 
0,8308 
-
-
-
-
0,7195 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.1583 
-
-
0,0806 
0,06231 
-
-* 4^/2^' 
OF 
9 
0,5405 
0,5011 
0,5053 
0,5011 
0,4884 
0,4820 
0,5011 
0,4247 
0,4696 
0,4388 
0,4820 
0,4571 
0.4936 
0,5054 
0,5011 
0,4820 
0,4247 
0.4820 
0,5054 
0,5011 
0,4692 
0,4885 
0,4936 
0,5054 
0,0621 
0,4941 
0,4497 
0,2638 
0,0563 
-
0.3080 
0.06466 
0.03082 
IS 
S(E2) branching ratios 
3*^2*/4*'- 3*-*2*/2*' 3*-*4*/2*' 
Nucleus $ 7 Exp. OF Exp. OF Exp. OF 
I 2 3 £ 5 _ g 7_ 8 \_9 
•**Gd 14.93 10,3 2.67(ki JfJSai. - 0.0099 - 0.02297 
'^*OK 9.56 12.7 1.4162 0.673 - 0.0341 - 0.05066 
' * ° 0 K 11.13 11.7 1.3555 0.618 - 0.0244 - 0.03948 
' ' ^ O K 11.01 12.0 1.6187 0.638 - 0.0269 - 0.04216 
^^^Dy 3.1439 21.75 - 0.1927 _ 0.061 - 0.3165 
'**£/• 2,70 23,5 0,1828 0.1089 0.02845 0.0525 0,1555 0.4820 
"°f/- 4.26 18.75 0.5815 0.3392 0,04591 0,068 0,07895 0.20047 
"•"fr 6.80 15.0 0.6395 0.730 - 0.056 - 0.0767 
•'^Vr S.S2 X3.2 0.6986 0.6921 - 0,039 - 0,05630 
" " f r 9,41 12.9 1.1308 0.683 - 0.0355 - 0.05197 
' * ' er 9.75 12.75 1.8991 0.673 0.01085 0.0341 0.00S76 0.05066 
^^^Er 10.29 11.3 1.5765 0.578 - 0.0196 - 0.0339 
" ° f r 11.86 11.4 1,9181 0.596 - 0.020 - 0.0355 
""y/ ) 7,01 14.85 1.2528 0.7285 - 0.0547 - 0.07508 
^''''Yb 9,11 13,0 1.2106 0.685 - 0.0366 - 0,0534 
'**y6 11.21 11.7 1.5708 0.618 - 0.0244 - 0.03948 
""VA 13.51 10.8 1.3223 0.535 - 0.0150 - 0.0280 
^''^rb 18.61 9.5 1,9220 < 2 A - - _ _ 
I76y,^ 15.35 10.25 - 0.4304 _ 0.0999 - 0.2320 
^''^Hf 13.48 10.8 1.6151 0.535 - 0.0150 - 0.0280 
^''^Hf 15.18 10.25 1.4149 0.4305 - 0,0999 - 0,2320 
^''^Hf 12,61 11,3 - 0,578 - 0,0196- - 0,0339 
^'^^Hf 13,93 10,7 - 0,511 - 0.0147 - 0.02876 
'"V 12.20 11.4 2.0225 0.588 - 0.020 - 0.0340 
'^''M' 8.12 13.8 1.5232 0.7082 - 0.044 - 0,06212 
'**W 6.03 15.8 0.8893 0.588 - 0.0584 - 0.0993 
^^^Os 5.59 16.5 1,2817 0,489 0,070 0,060 0,0546 0.1226 
^*'^0s 4,08 19,2 0,7239 0,3197 - 0^0697 - 0,2180 
""Of 2,99 22.5 0.3970 0.1404 0.07737 0.0575 b.3927 0.4095 
"^Oi 2.38 25.2 - 0.0944 0.08539 0.0437 - 0.4629 
^^°Th 14.69 10.5 3.4557 QJ13. - 0.0123 - 0.0260 
^'"•y 21.11 8.7 1.5296 <(L± - _ ' _ 
'^"f 23.60 8.3 1.4659- <JIJ - - _ _ 
'^*''C/» 26.24 7.8 1.5516 <JiJ - - - -
6/ 
Tables 
B(E2. 3* -^2* /2*') values for ' " * * ' ' ' ^ S m nuclei. 
Deviation of more than factor of S are underlined. 
Experimental, DPPQ and BEM values are taken from reference 14 
BIE2, 3* -*2'^/2^') 
DF DPPQ BEM Nueltui 
I46c 
Exp. 
Sm 
148 
'Sm 
150 Sm 
0.181 
0.059 
152 Sm 
0.0425 
0.051 
0.069 
0.039 
0.100 
0.066 
0.285 
38.461 
— 
-
015^ 
2,5 
Tables 
Non—axiality parameter values 7 j and 72 calculated from 
E2* /E2* and E3* / E2* energy ratios respectively 
Nucleus 
74 
76 
78, 
Ge 
Ge 
Se 
80, 
'Sa 
100 Mo 
98 flu 
100 
102 
Ru 
Ru 
104 flu 
102, 
104 
106 
•Pd 
Pd 
108 
110, 
106 
108 
110 
112 
114 
116 
122 
124 
Pd 
Pd 
'Pd 
Cd 
Cd 
Cd 
Cd 
Cd 
Cd 
Te 
re 
126 Ttt 
1J4 Ba 
yfrom E2'*"/E2'^ 
111) 
29.0 
26.75 
27,0 
26,75 
26,25 
23.5 
26.75 
24.3 
21, b 
24,5 
23.5 
25.0 
26 5 
27.0 
26,75 
23.5 
24.3 
26,0 
27,0 
26.75 
25,5 
26 2 
26. b 
27 a 
30.0 
yfrom E3*/E2'*' 
(72) 
— 
-
29.0 
-
-
-
27.8 
24.6 
26.5 
24.6 
23.1 
26.0 
28.2 
28.0 
26.25 
-
24.25 
26,0 
25,6 
-
-
24.75 
-
-
-
Table 4 
B(E2. 3* -*2*/4*I values for ' * " ' ° ' ' Ru and ' O^-U0^^ nuclei. 
Week's values are taken from reference 12 
Nucleus 
'«/?u 
'°0/?u 
'°^fiu 
'°^fta 
lOVtf 
'OVrf 
106^^ 
108^^ 
"Oprf 
Exp. 
_ 
0.27633 
0.1473 
0.2650 • 
-
0.09173 
0,0788 
-
-
B(E2. 3^ ^2* /4*l 
DF 
0,0846 
0.1130 
0.0926 
0.1071 
0.1089 
0.0962 
0,0861 , 
0,0831 
0,0846 
Weeks 
0.121 
0,169 
0,164 
0,307 
0,47 
0,271 
0,173 
0,113 
0,286 
Nucleus 
150 
146 
148 
150 
152 
154 
152 
154 
156 
158 
160, 
158 
160 
162 
164 
156 
158 
160 
162 
Nd 
Sm 
'Sm 
'Sm 
'Sm 
Sm 
Gd 
Gd 
Gd 
Gd 
Cd 
Dy 
Dy 
Dy 
Dy 
Er 
Er 
Er 
Er 
164 
166 
168 
170 
164 
Er 
Er 
Er 
Er 
Yb 
yfromE2*'/£2* 
lyi) 
166 Yb 
13,8 
26,5 
23,7 
20,5 
13,25 
9,5 
21,5 
14,0 
11.0 
10.3 
11.0 
12,7 
11,7 
12,0 
21,75 
23,5 
18,75 
15,0 
13.2 
12,9 
12,75 
11,3 
11,4 
14,85 
13.0 
yfrom E3*/E2* 
172) 
28,5 
24,75 
20,5 
13,20 
9,5 
21,75 
13,9 
11.2 
10.4 
11.0 
12.5 
11.9 
12,0 
25,0 
23,5 
18,5 
15.0 
13,3 
13,0 
12,4 
12,2 
11,7 
14,7 
13,2 
11 
Nucleus 
16S, 
no 
172 
tl4 
176 
Yb 
Yb 
Yb 
Yb 
Yb 
174 
176 
Hf 
Hf 
178, Hf 
180, 
182^ 
184 
186 
186 
'Hf 
W 
W 
W 
Os 
188^ 
190^ 
192, 
230 
232 
0 . 
Ot 
Th 
Th 
234, 
236, 
U 
238, 
240^ 
242 
244 
246 
'/»u 
248, 
Pu 
Pu 
Cm 
Cm 
•rfromE2*'/E2* 
hO 
11.7 
10.8 
9,5 
9.0 
10.25 
10,8 
10.25 
11.3 
10.7 
11,4 
13,8 
15.8 
16.5 
19.2 
2Z5 
25,2 
10,5 
10,0 
8,7 
8.7 
8,3 
8,6 
8,15 
8.58 
7,8 
8,0 
TtromE3*/£2* 
(72) 
11,9 
10.9 
9,2S 
8,8 
10,25 
10.8 
10,25 
11,5 
10.8 
11.4 
13,9 
15,8 
16,5 
19.2 
22,0 
25,5 
10,9 
-
8.7 
8.75 
8.3 
-
-
-
7.8 
-
T«trit6 
aie? i' -^i'/4'l 
Cale Ctic 
from tram 
mi y -I'/i'i 
Cafe CtU 
Irtxn horn 
lilt j ' -» 4'/l'l 
Irgm hon* 
I'n iy)i nil 
"«. 
'••«, 
'<"«. 
'*•«« 
!•'« 
' ~ W 
'«•« 
'»•« 
"•« 
0.1 ra 
Hurt 
oseso 
-
B.09U1 
cafM 
nan* oarm 
<nii3 o.im 
0,097$ 0,OtS 
own a m 
o.ioe> 0.100 
0 0962 0.M9 
oomi con 
0.0931 a.on 
aoiMf 4 0 1 " 
00414 0041 
0 057(1 0 049 0,049 
010731 00439 a043S 
00379$ 0047 0049 
003iO9 00515 0064 
0.03317 0044 0043 
00X1230.0416 00405 
001054 0042 0041 
002446 00424 0.0421 
09397 A W " 
01091 tL4147 
01616 0.4S99 
01431 0,4399 
- 04910 
036)6 0 4671 
09309 04939 
0.6064 
0 6011 
0611 
0433 
ai494 
0433 
0 640 
0493 
0633 
0 6n 
0.499 
Table? 
Theoretical and experimental energies of £3* level 
E2* E2*' E3* E3* 
|Vuc/«/£ Exp^ fxg , Iif'^e.'L_____^£__ 
1 2 _ 3 4 5_ 
''•Cff 0,59588 1.20431 1.80019 1.69722 
" " G B 0,55292 1,10845 1,67137 (1.5394) 
"Se 0,6134 1,3084 1,9218 (1,8536) 
""S* 0,66633 1,4495 2,11583 
" A » O 0,78742 1,7585 2.54592 
'""Wo 0.5356 (1,463) 1,9986 
' * « u 0,65241 1,4149 2,06731 2,014 
'""flu 0,53959 J,362» 1,90169 11,8812) 
*" /?£ / 0,47507 1,10313 1,5782 1.52166 
' * • /? ( ; 0,35799 0,8931 1,25109 1.2424 
^°^Pcl 0,55641 1.53435 2.09076 2.1121 
• * • />! / 0.55579 1.34168 1.89797 1.82065 
'°*Pd 0.511862 1.12802 1.639882 1.5577 
^°^Pd 0.43395 0.93109 1.36504 1.3356 
^^^^Pd 0,3738 0,8136 1.1874 1.2124 
""Crf 0,63269 1,7169 2,34959 
^'^*Cd 0,63392 1,6070 2,23992 2.2395 
^^^Cd 0,657751 1,475774 2.133475 2.162763 
^^^Cd 0.61794 1.3123 1.93024 2.0641 
"''Cri 0.5S829 1.20928 1.76757 
" ' C d 0.5139 1.2136 1.7215 
^"Te 0.5640 1.25699 1.82099 (1.9406) 
'^ ^7"e 0.60242 1,32550 1.92792 
' " r e 0,66633 1,42017 2.0865 
' ' * S J 0,60466 1,16790 1,77256 1.64339 
'*°/Vd 0,13012 1,0624 1,19252 
^*^Sm 0.74724 1,64833 2,39557 (2,269) 
^*^Sm 0,SS03 1.4543 2,0046 11,9029) 
^^^Sm 0.33395 1.19381 1.52776 1.50453 
"*S/7 i 0,121782 1,08589 1.207672 1.23387 
^^*Sm 0.08198 1.4404 1.S223b (1.5400) 
' * ' G < / 0,344282 1,109183 1.453465 1.433975 
" * G d 0.123070 0.99628 1.11935 1.12782 
' * *Gd 0,088965 1,15410 1.243065 1.24800 
^^^Cd 0.079510 1,187097 1.266607 1.265475 
^^'^Gd 0.07526 0.988 1.06326 1,058 
' * ^ D K 0.09894 0.94627 1.04521 1.04452 
' * ° O K 0.086788 0.966152 1.05294 1.04909 
^^^Dy 0.080660 0.88822 0.96888 0,96300 
' * ' ' 0 K 0.24230 0.76178 1.00408 0.82817 
'^ 'f/- 0.3445 0.9304 1.2749 1,2430 
8/ 
E2* B2*' £3* E3* 
fy!i-* i^__f'»ft. f^ U'i?f-——jj£-— 
1 2 3 4 5 _ 
'^*5r 0.19218 0,82013 1.01231 ^.04341 
^^°£r 0.12S62 0,85470 0.98031 0,98731 
" V / - 0.10208 0.90068 1,00276 1,00192 
'**f/- 0,09139 0,86031 0,9517 0,94635 
" * f r 0,080574 0,78589 0,866464 0.85938 
'**£•/• 0,079804 0,821166 0.90097 0.895732 
''"f/- 0.07859 0.932 1.01059 1.0105 
***y6 0,1238 0,8639 0.9877 1.0042 
^^^Yb 0.10238 0.93239 1.03477 1.03924 
^^^Yb 0.08773 0.9838 1.07153 (1,06691 
^""^Yb 0,084262 1.13857 1,222832 1,22538 
' '^ / f i 0,078750 1,46586 1,54461 1.54906 
'''*V6 0.076480 1,6337 1,71018 1,7091 
^"""Yb 0.08213 (1.2609) 1.34303 (1.336) 
^''^Hf 0,09101 1,22681 1,31782 1,33665 
^"^^Hf 0.08835 1,3413 1,42965 1,4468 
^''^Hf 0,093170 1,17464 1,26781 1,26886 
^^^Hf 0,093324 1.30036 1,393684 1.38157 
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmamam 
£2* £2*' £3* E3* 
1"j!f-L^.i>'JP^ iiP^ T^l£f^_.__Jj£: 
1 2 3 4 5 
182 
IS4 
186 
186 
188 
190, 
192 
230 
232 
234^ 
" ^ 
238, 
W 
IV 
W 
Os 
Os 
Os 
Os 
Th 
Th 
240^ 
242 
244 
246 
248, 
•Pu 
Pu 
Cm 
Cm 
0,100106 
0.1H207 
0,12230 
0.13716 
0.15503 
0.18668 
0,205774 
0,05320 
0,049369 
0.04348 
0,045242 
0.044915 
0.042825 
0,04454 
0.046 
0.042852 
0.04340 
1.22143 
0.903283 
0.73754 
0.76750 
0.63312 
0,557978 
0,489038 
0,78139 
0,7852 
0,92671 
(0.9581) 
1,0603 
(0,93807) 
1,102 
(1,015) 
1,12426 
(1,050) 
1.321536 
1.01449 
0.85984 
0.90466 
0.78815 
0.744658 
0,694812 
0,83459 
0.834569 
0,97019 
1,003342 
1,105215 
0.980895 
1.14654 
1.061 
1.167112 
(1,0934) 
1.33116 
1.005968 
(0.86173) 
0,91048 
0,79002 
0,756028 
0,690336 
0,8258 
-
0,9691 
(1,0014) 
(1,1056) 
-
-
-
1,16547 
— 
Figure 1 . Plot of B(S2: 0* -* 2* ') m e^fm^ units as a function of parameter s. 
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Figure 2. «of o/f l / f2/3* -»• 2* / 4*) as a function 
of parameter s. 
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Figure 4. Plot of B(E2; 3* •* 4* / 2*') as a function of 
parameter s. 
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CONCLUSION 
It is inferred that the assumption of rigid-triaxial sha-
pe with fixed *ape parameters p and y is an excellent 
approximati.on to the actual nuclear wave functions. The 
gamma band which is a long standing problem [21] to the 
researches so far, is generated from the rotation of triaxial 
rigid rotop. The (Kfisent study supports that K^= 2*. 1=3 
levels with energy of^  about 1-2 MeV are components of 
the quadrupoie ^ape oscillations in contrast to Zawischa 
et al, who doubted the collective nature of low-lving 
levels and suggested that only high-lying K^= 2 * reso-
nances were classical gamma vibrations. 
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Abstract 
Davydov-Rostovsky Model calculations have been petfonned for the B(E2) branching ratios from I = 3 
level of K"^  " 2* ganuna vihrational hand in even-even deformed nuclei of medium and heavy mass regions. 
The results of present calculations are compared with loiown experimental values and other available pheno-
menological and microscopic models. A good apeemvnt with experimental results is obtained through out 
the mass region 74<A<2S0. This confirms th*t low lying sutes belonging to I « 3 : K ' ' « 2 * 
liave pure gamma character and in turn contradicts (he view point of Zawischa etal. who pioposed that 
high lying levels instead of low l^ ing levels inay be treated as'classical gamma band. The better 
, B ( E 2 ; 3 * - , - > 2 * / 2 > ) re»ilu in quantity as well as in quality for the values of B(]E2;3*-*2*J4*), 
and B(E2; 3 7~*^*g/2* ) of the Davydov-Rostovdcy(dynamic) calculations 6veT tne Davydov-Fili^ pov , 
Model indicate that th/nucleus now gets rid of its rigid shape and attains freedom in ff and y directions. 
Introduction 
Existence of vibrational levels in defonned 
even nuclei was first shown by Bohr' op the 
basis of liquid drop model. Various theories have 
been developed on this Hamlltonian which have 
been partly successful, though they have respect-
ive drawbacks as mentioned later. Davydov-
FUippov O^F)' showed that violation of axial 
symmetry of even nuclei generates new rotational 
states with total angular momenta 
which lie very high and are not excited if the de-
viation from axial symmetry is small. The 
reduced probability for the electric quadrupole 
transition J^  -* J'j.' averaged over the initial 
polarization states of the nucleus is 
B ( E 2 ; J T - J V ) 
167r(2J+l) Mnvi 
ir,mlQ,^IJ^MP (1) 
It was assumed that during the transition, the 
intemal state of the nucleus did not change and 
the reduced transition probability was expressed 
through the mean values of deformation para-
meter 0 and non-ftxiality parameter y. The as-
sumption of rigid triaxial shapes with fixed shape 
parameters 0 and y can be considered as an 
approximation to the actual nuclear wave func-
tions which has turned out to be in excellent 
fit'"* and has also been well supported by new 
experimental data. It has also been established 
that 4 number of transitional nuclei have triaxial 
shapes which are more stable than expected from 
theoretical potential energy surfaces of Baranger 
and Kumar.* However some physical effects, like 
0 and 7 fluctuations which lead to an overall 
conq)ression of energy spectnrniand attenuation 
of the corioUs interaction, were not taken into 
account Davydov-Rostovdcy (DR)' presented. 
••• Physics Department, Govt College, Sarkaghat-17S024. 
H- Physics Department, S.V. College, Aligarh-202001. 
H- Physics Department, Bayero University, Kano, Nigaia. 
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on the basis of rigorous theory, the expression 
for reduced probability of E2 transitions 
between the collective states i and fas 
B(E2;i- o=ii imf l<flQ.„li>l 2m ' (2) 
where Qj ^ , for small vibrations of ^ and y about 
the equilibrium values 7^-0 and /J^  can be 
written as' 
Qa in ~ * Qo 'im 
Calculations yield tlie following results: 
(a) For transitions inside the anomalous band 
B(E2,J2->J'2) 
= 5(2J02/J'2)= (1 - 2/s) (1 - 3s/q=)^ (3) 
(b) For transitions from the anomalous to the 
ground rotational band 
B(E2;J2 -^,J'0) 
= 10(2,J, - 2,2/J'O)^ ( 2 s - 1)-' (1 - gV4q^)' 
X[l + { (2J02/J'2) 3(2s- 1) \ (2J-22/J0y3 Ul(J'-iXJ') 
(J'+ 1XJ'+ 2 ) ) ' / ' - 2 - 1 ( 1 + ( - ! / ) 
(4) 
(2J - 22/J'O) 
The analysis on the basis of the DR model was 
done by Abecasis el al.* for few even nuclei of 
the rare earth region. They found a satisfactory 
agreement with the experiment. Toyama' using 
a new phenomenological approach attempted 
to study the systematics of various B(E2) branch-
ing ratios. His calculations were limited to 
nuclei having small asymmetry and thus do not 
truely reflect the asymmetric nature of the 
nuclei. The idea which Toyama introduced, was 
that the nucleus was neither hquid drop-Uke nor 
rigid rotor-like, but somewhat liquid-like and the 
rotating part was considered to rotate bodily 
instead of an irrotational flow. In the calculations 
of Toyama the discrepancies between che theore-
tical and experimental values of the ratio B(E2; 
3 l -• 4*/2*) were found to be large and tlie 
reason given was that 3* state may not be 
affected by the perturbation introduced. 
Recently some other microscopic approach-
are applied to explain the nuclear es I 0,11 
structure of even deformed nuclei and their 
results have been taken for comparison. 
We present here, DR model calculations for 
the de-excitation of K" = 2*: 1 = 3 levels of 
gamma vibrational band for eighty five even 
nuclei having the asymmetric parameter 
3 ' ' < 7 < 3 0 ° in the mass region 7 4 < A < 2 5 0 . 
Since the absolute B(E2) values are not experi-
mentally known for most of the nuclei, the 
calculations are done for B(E2) branching ratios 
of the transitions considered and their 
comparison is made with known experimental 
values. It offers a stringent test of a nuclear 
theory. 
The present study intends to analyse: 
(i) Whether the rigki shape of the nucleus is 
retained at K" = 2* : I = 3 de-excitations 
also, since the depopulation of K" = 2* : 
1 = 2 states of gamma vibrational band has 
been explained better employing the rigid 
rotor model by Gupta et al' over the DR 
model calculations, 
(ii) Whether the nucleus gets rid of its rigid 
shape at these transitions, since the nucleus 
is found to get rid of its rigid shape at i" = 6* 
in ground state rotational band when the 
energy approaches atmost 1 MeV by Varsh-
ney et al." Then we can expect a better 
yield from DR model over DF for describing 
' 3* level since the energy approaches 1 MeV 
for these excitations, 
(iii) Whether the view point of Zawischa et al.'^ 
is valid for the low lying K" = 2*: I = 3 levels, 
since they proposed high lying Icvck of the 
excitations as classical gamma vibrational 
band and therefore low lying levels cannot 
be covered by these calculations. It is 
interesting to note that the description of 
gamma vibrational band has been a long 
standing problem'^ and the existing models 
fail at one or the other point when 
employed to explain the various properties 
of excited nuclei. 
Method of Calculations 
Experimental electric quadrupole transition 
probability ratios B(E2; 3*-* 2^/4*), B(E2; 
3*-*2g/2*) and B(E2; 3 * - 2 ; / 4 ; ) for the 
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transitions depopulating 1=3 level of ganuna 
vibrational band are evaluated using the foUow-
ing relations: 
B(E2;3;-»2;/2*) 
E,(3;->2;) ^ Ly(3;-^2p 
^ E / 3 * - 2 p ' ly (3 ; - -2 ; ) 
B(E2;3*-*4;/2*) 
%t3:^-*4j )^ V 3 ; - 2 ; . ) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where E^ (I, -»Ij) and Ly (Ii-* i ,) are the exci-
tation energies and intensities of transitions from 
spin Ii to I3. The experimentally known values 
of Ey(Ii -* Ij) aid I~(Ii ->• I2) are taken from 
Table of Isotopes^ .^ The' mixing ratio factor 
(f */!.+ / ' ) is applied for those transitions which 
have Ml mixing and the internal conversion co-
efficient factor (1 + Op) .have been taken from 
reference". 
The DR model calculations have been per-
formed using the relations (3) and (4) for the 
transitions from anomalous to ground rotational 
band. The parameters s and q have been computed 
from the relations: 
s = E2*'/E2*andq = EO*7E2* (8) 
where E2*, E2*' and EO*' are the experimental 
values of the energies of first 2*, second 2'^  and 
first <y excited states and are taken from Sakai, 
Table". To keep consistency in the predictions 
the model dependent intrinsic quadrupok 
moment (Q^) has been taken from reference 18. 
Results and discusaon 
The resuhs are given in Tables 1 - 3 , 
covering mass region 74 < A < 250 for even-even 
deformed nuclei Table 1 illustrates the energy 
ratio S(»E2*7E2*), experimental and DR values 
for branching ratios 3^ -* 2j /4* , 3y •* 2*/2^ and 
3~-»- 4*/2.J. An excellent fit both in quality and 
quantity is obtained for almost all the nuclei. We 
thou^t it worthwhile to compare our phenomi-
nological model calculations with microscopic 
calculations of Toyama' and Weeks-Tamura-
(WT)". Table 2 shows the comparison of present 
results with those of Toyama and WT for Ru, 
Sm, Dy, Er, Yb, Hf and W isotopes. From the 
table we observe that our results are better than 
WT resuhs for the ratio 3^ -* 2^/4* in case of 
'»•»<»*Ru isotopes. The results for Sm, Dy, Er, 
Yb, Hf and W isotopes show an excellent fit over 
the Toyama values. Table 3 describes the compa-
rison of our results with that of WT for the ratios 
3*-^2*/4*, 3; -*2 | /2^ and 3*->4;;/2^ for Os 
and Pt isotopes. Imposing Kumar's condition^' 
(}je^ QS <enhana<hind»noe factooQB) < 2 ) on 
the models, "*Pt(F = 42) keeps itself out of DR 
discipline in the ratio 3^-* 2^2.^ just like ""Ft 
(F = SO) nucleus. This nucleus is not described 
by WT in the ratio 3^-*2*/4*. It is clear from 
the table that our results are better than the mi-
croscopic results. The experimental values of 
B^2) branching ratios used in Table 1-3 are 
taken either from the references 9, 10 and 11 or 
have been calculated using relations (S), (6) and 
(7). The values of B(E2) branching ratios which 
have F > 5 are underlined in Tables. 
F^re 1 shows the plot of B(E2) branching 
ratio 2y-* 0*/2* versus s (=E2*7E2*). It is clear 
from the figure that the DR model shows an 
excellent fit for ail values of s > 3 and needs 
normalization at lower values of s. This is due to 
the fact that at these excitations with energy less 
than 1 MeV the shape of the nucleus is rigid and 
triaxial and the nucleus acquires freedom in Q 
and 7 directions as the energy of excitations 
exceeds 1 MeV. 
HoU of B(E2) branching ratios 3~ •* 2*/4*. 
3y-*2l/2y and 3i-*2;J/4g versus s have been 
drawn figures 2,3 atid - e^ectively). A good 
reproduction of the experimental trends for all 
the tiuee ratios are obtained by the DR values! 
This qualitative and quantitative agreement with 
experimental values has been found for almost all 
the nuclei (74 < A < 250) covering medium and 
heavy mass regions. In the region having s 
between 4, to 10 of Fig. 3 the DR values are 
slightly higher and in Fig. 4 there are slightly 
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TaWel B(E2) branching ratios 3*-^2*/4*, 3^->2*/2^aod 3*->4*/2* have been listed showing 
experimental (EXP) and Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) results. Values which have factor F more 
than five arc underlined. 
Nucleus 
B(E2) Branching Ratio 
3*- 2*14* V g 3*- ni^ 3* ^y^ 
EXP DR EXP DR EXP DR 
1 
•'^Ge 
^'Ge 
'"Se 
""Se 
"Mo 
'""Mo 
'"Rii 
'""Ru 
' "Ru 
'°*Ru 
'"Pd 
104p^ 
•o'Pd 
I08pj 
nopj 
' "Cd 
"°Cd 
'"Cd 
"*Cd 
"»Cd 
' "Te 
' "Te 
' "Te 
' "Xe 
' " X e 
"°Xe 
' " X e 
'"Ba 
'^ *Ba 
' "Nd 
""Sm 
"°Sm 
' "Sm 
''"Sm 
'"Gd 
'»*Gd 
' "Gd 
"*Gd 
2 
2.021 
2.175 
2.132 
2.175 
2.233 
2.730 
2.169 
2.524 
2.322 
2.494 
2.757 
2.414 
2.204 
2.146 
2.176 
2.539 
2.244 
2.134 
2.166 
2.371 
2.229 
2.200 
2.132 
2.260 
2.180 
2.09 
1.94 
2.22 
1.931 
8.165 
2.642 
3.575 
8.90 
17.55 
3.22 
8.09 
12.97 
14.93 
3 
0.01447 
— 
— 
— 
0.2531 
— 
— 
0.2763 
0.1473 
0.2650 
— 
0.0917 
0.0788 
— 
— 
0.0179 
0.0564 
— 
— 
-
-
— 
— 
— 
0.05 
0.06 
0.005 
0.05 
0.0242 
— 
— 
0.3726 
0.9498 
1.428 
0.4386 
0.9701 
1.515 
2.6706 
4 
0.0132 
0.3442 
0.1627 
0.0115 
0.1820 
0.2913 
0.1670 
0.2471 
0.1973 
0.2405 
0.2119 
0.0222 
0.0175 
0.1620 
0.1688 
0.0250 
0.0175 
0.0158 
0.0166 
0.0213 
0.0181 
0.0174 
0.0170 
0.0310 
0.16 
0.032 
— 
0.068 
0.0122 
0.1041 
0.0274 
0.4546 
1.1734 
1.5804 
0.3890 
0.8149 
1.3784 
1.4751 
5 
0.0195 
0.0299 
0.0319 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.0578 
0.0372 
0.0376 
— 
0.0331 
0.0261 
0.0205 
0.0244 
— 
0.0406 
— 
— 
— 
0.0127 
— 
— 
— 
0.010 
0.014 
0.0073 
0.034 
0.0099 
— 
— 
0.0590 
— 
-
0.0353 
0.0604 
— 
-
6 
0.0191 
0.0435 
0.0366 
0.0366 
0.0715 
0.0290 
0.0411 
0.1271 
0.0182 
0.0177 
0.0250 
0.0433 
0.0149 
0.0759 
0.3277 
0.0427 
0.0425 
0.0277 
0.0184 
0.1041 
0.0108 
0.0118 
0.0285 
0.0920 
0.027 
0.195 
-
0.08 
0.0084 
0.QIS3 
0.0151 
0.1064 
0.0716 
0.0716 
0.0172 
0.0405 
0.0970 
0.0784 
7 
1.3476 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.9387 
0.2092 
0.2525 
0.1421 
— 
0.3616 
0.8308 
— 
— 
— 
0.7195 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.6600 
— 
0.25 
1.00 
0.909 
0.5836 
— 
— 
0.1583 
— 
— 
0.0806 
0.0623 
— 
-
8 
1.4468 
0.1264 
0.0376 
0.3171 
3.9305 
0.9960 
0.2465 
0.0514 
0.9752 
0.7376 
1.1835 
0.1943 
1.0629 
0.4664 
0.1941 
1.7062 
0.2424 
1.7750 
1.1068 
0.4879 
0.5987 
0.0676 
1.6767 
0.2910 
0.16 
0.60 
-
1.23 
0.6954 
O.J 474 
0.5541 
0.2341 
0.0610 
0.0453 
0.0441 
0.0497 
0.0704 
0.0531 
39 
contd - ' 
1 
ISdpy 
160j)y 
'"Dy 
''«Er 
'"Er 
'*°Er 
'"Er 
164Er 
•"Er 
'*«Er 
"»Er 
•'"Yb 
166 Yb 
>«8Yb 
""Yb 
•"Yb 
174 Yb 
"*Hf 
n6Hf 
""Hf 
'""Hf 
•«w 
'»% 
IS6yy 
'"Os 
•"Os 
'"»0s 
'"Os 
"*0s 
I88p^ 
190pt 
»92pt 
194pj 
196pi 
'"Pt 
""Th 
"°Th 
"^Th 
234^ 
"«U 
"«u 
""Pu 
"»Pu 
"«Cm 
jjo^'C 
raUe 1. 
2 
9.56 
11.13 
11.01 
2.70 
4.26 
6.80 
8.82 
9.41 
9.75 
10,29 
11.86 
7.01 
9.11 
11.21 
13.51 
18.61 
21.36 
13.48 
15.18 
12.61 
13.93 
12.20 
8.12 
6.03 
5.59 
4.08 
2.99 
2.38 
3.00 
2.29 
2.02 
1.93 
1.89 
1.93 
1.90 
16.77 
14.69 
15.90 
21.11 
21.18 
23.60 
21.90 
24.22 
26.24 
24.15 
3 
1.4162 
1.3555 
1.25 
0.1828 
0.5815 
0.6395 
0.6986 
1.1308 
1.2190 
J.5765 
1.9181 
1.2528 
1.2106 
1.2820 
1.3222 
1.4084 
-
1.6151 
1.4149 
2.000 
— 
1.961 
1.5233 
0.8894 
1.2818 
0.7239 
0.3970 
— 
— 
— 
0.38 
0.023 
0.0085 
0.0014 
-
1.449 
2.455 
— 
1.886 
-
— 
2.94 
— 
1.5516 
1.92 
4 
1.1584 
1.2696 
1.2617 
0.1778 . 
0.5705 
0.9054 
0.2251 
1.1467 
1.1728 
1.2124 
1.3151 
0.9279 
1.1228 
1.2747 
0.5201 
1.6189 
1.6991 
1.9051 
1.4967 
1.3586 
0.6210 
1.3356 
1.0373 
0.8169 
0.7663 
0.5414 
0.3441 
0.187 
0.346 
0.338 
0.12 
0.011 
0.0096 
0.0100 
0.103 
2.711 
1.4638 
1.5168 
1.6958 
1.6957 
1.6957 
5.5616 
1.7720 
1.8151 
1.76 
5 
— 
-
— 
0.0284 
0.0459 
— 
— 
— 
0.0108 
0.040 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
K ^ 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.0639 
— 
0.0773 
0.088 
— 
0.045 
0.019 
0.0076 
0.0014 
0.0013 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-
6 
0.1349 
0.1036 
0.1057 
0.0891 
0.0787 
0.0221 
0.0288 
0.1238 
0.0114 
0.0011 
0.0106 
1.0775 
0.0139 
0.0105 
0.0091 
0.0699 
0.0529 
0.1187 
0.0840 
0.0957 
0.0914 
0.1039 
0.1632 
0.0239 
0.0245 
0.0356 
0.0666 
0.130 
0.056 
"0.090 
0.018 
0.0056 
0.024 
0.055 
0.084 
0.136 
0.0874 
0.0745 
0.0529 
0.0529 
0.0479 
0.0514 
0.0464 
0.0412 
0.0478 
7 
— 
-
— 
0.1555 
0.0789 
— 
— 
— 
0.0057 
0.025 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.0498 
— 
0.1600 
— 
— 
— 
0.50 
0.33 
— 
0.95 
-
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-
8 
0.1164 
0.0816 
0.0769 
0.5016 
0.1380 
0.2451 
0.1282 
0.1079 
0.0116 
0.0916 
0.0829 
0.0214 
0.1241 
0.0829 
0.0852 
0.0017 
0.0426 
0.0845 
0.0543 
0.0705 
0.0147 
0.0778 
0.1574 
0.2931 
0.0322 
0.6589 
0.1937 
0.69 
0.163 
0.29 
1.38 
0.40 
2.40 
0.51 
0.81 
0.049 
0.0597 
0.0491 
0.3199 
0.3199 
0.2730 
0.0925 
0.0262 
0.2270 
0.0270 
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TaWe2 B(E2;3*-> 2*/4p values for Ru, Sm, Dy, Er, Yb, Hf and W isotopes. Toyama and Weeks-
TamuraOVT) values are taken from references 9 and 10 respectively. 
Nucleus 
0) 
" R u 
"•"Ru 
' " R u 
'""Ru 
"•»Sm 
^^Sm 
' "Sm 
'^ *Sm 
'"Dy 
' "Dy 
' "Dy 
' "Dy 
' "Er 
"»Er 
' " E r 
' " E r 
•**Er 
' "Er 
' "Er 
' "Er 
' "Yb 
' "Yb 
' "Yb 
' "Yb 
' "Yb 
""Yb 
'^"Hf 
"*Hf 
' "Hf 
' "Hf 
'"W 
' " W 
'"W 
EXP. 
(2) 
_ 
0.2763 
0.1473 
0.2650 
— 
0.3726 
0.9498 
1.42« 
1.4162 
1.3555 
1.25 
0.1666 
0.1828 
0.5815 
0.6395 
0.6986 
1.1303 
1.219 
1.5765 
1.9181 
1.2528 
1.2106 
1.2820 
1.3222 
1.4084 
-
1.6151 
1.4149 
2.000 
— 
1.9610 
1.5233 
0.8894 
B(E2) branching ratio 
DR 
(3) 
0.1670 
0.2471 
0.1973 
0.2405 
0.0274 
0.4546 
1.1734 
1.5804 
1.1584 
1.2696 
1.2617 
— 
0.1778 
0.5705 
0.9054 
0.2251 
1.1467 
1.1728 
1.2124 
1.3151 
0.9279 
1.1228 
1.2747 
0.5201 
1.6189 
1.6991 
1.9051 
1.4967 
1.3586 
0.6210 
1.3356 
1.0373 
0.8169 
( 3 * - 2 ^ / 4 p 
WT 
(4) 
0.121 
0.169 
0.164 
0.307 
— 
— 
— 
— 
-
-
— 
-
— 
-
— 
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
— 
Toyama 
(5) 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.5888 
1.1904 
0.66 
8.33 
0.787 
0.746 
-
-
-
0.6024 
0.6622 
0.6622 
0.7353 
0.8547 
-
0.6289 
0.8064 
0.9708 
1.250 
0.9708 
-
0.9090 
-
0.8849 
0.5139 
0.3154 
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Tables B(E2;3*-2;/4^), B(E2; 3;->'2;/2*).B(E2; 3*-•.4*/2*) values for »««• "''Os and ' " " S p t 
nuclei Weeks-Tamura(WT) values are taken from reference 10. Values which have factor F 
inoro than five are underlined. 
Nucleus 
" 'Os 
'"Os 
"°0s 
' "Os 
»»*0s 
188 J.J 
190pt 
I92pt 
194p^ 
"*Pt 
""Pt 
EXP 
1.2818 
0.7239 
0.3970 
— 
—' 
— 
0.038 
0.023 
0.0085 
0.0014 
-
3 ; - 2 ^ / 4 , 
DR 
0.7663 
0.5414 
0.3441 
0.187 
0.346 
0.338 
0.12 
0.014 
0.0096 
0.010 
0.103 
5 
WT 
1.36 
1.46 
1.06 
0.625 
0.577 
0.21 
0.15 
0.014 
0.00017 
0.011 
0.096 
B(E2) blanching ratio 
EXP 
0.0639 
— 
0.0773 
0.088 
— 
0.045 
0.019 
0.0076 
0.0014 
0.0013 
-
3;->2g*/2^ 
DR 
0.0245 
0.3567 
0.0666 
0.130 
0.056 
0.09 
0.018 
0.0056 
0.024 
0.055 
0.064 
WT 
0.15 
0.19 
0.18 
0.15 
0.15 
0.85 
0.063 
0.0055 
0.011 
0.0036 
0.025 
EXP 
0.0498 
— 
0.16 
— 
— 
— 
0.50 
0.33 
— 
0.95 
-
3^ -4 ,72^ 
DR 
0.0322 
0.6589 
0.1937 
0.69 
0.163 
0.29 
1.38 
0.40 
2.4 
0.51 
0.81 
WT 
0.11 
0.13 
0.17 
0.24 
0.26 
0.40 
0.42 
0.39 
0.096 
0.32 
0.26 
lower than their re^ective experimental values. 
This may be due to the approximate intensity 
ratios taken in the calculations, from reference 15 
for the nuclei of this region. 
In Fig. 5, the branching ratio 3~ 
versus s has been plotted for Ru isotopes. We see 
that the DK trend is much closer to experi-
mental values compared to WT values which have 
no definite trend. 
2*/4* 
0 
Fig. 
c • 10 I I U 1C I I 20 22 2« 2t 
1 Plot of B(E2; 2.J •* Og/2^ as a function' 
of parameter s. 
0 2 4 6 • 10 13 U !• II 20 23 24 2« 
Fig. 2 Plo t of B(E2; 3.J -* 2*/4g) as function of 
parameter s. 
• Figures 6,7 and 8 are the plots of branching 
ratios 3* -»• 2*/4| versus s for Er, Yb and W iso-
topes respectively. It is observed that DR trends 
are much closer to experimental values m all the 
cases while Toyama trends show large deviations 
from experimental points. From these figures it 
is clear that our results are good and at certain 
points even better than the microscopic results oi 
Toyama and Weeks-Tamura. 
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Fig. 3 Plot of B(E2; 3 * -* 2*/2 *) as a function 
of parameters. 
U IS 22 26 
Fig. 4 Plot of B(E2; 3 * -> 2 ^ 4 p as a function 
of parameter s. 
t 10 
• • t 
— I 1 1 1 1 — I 
: 96-IOARu A on 
B WT 
^A' 
I I — I — I 1 — j _ 
»t t-i t - i a-4 2-s f t 
Fig. 5 Plot of B(E2; 3* -* 2g/4g) as a function 
of parameter s for Ru isotopes. 
1 I I I ) ! 1 1—q 
e Eip 
156-170 Er t DR 
• Toyamo 
• G 
C 
,«^v-"' 
0 - ' ' ' ' I ' ' I I I 
0 2 4 8 8 10 12 U 16 
Fig. 6 Plot of B(E2; 3* -* 2*/4p as a function 
of parameter s for Er isotopes. 
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:^ 
N 
III 
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0-1 
0 2 4 « • 10 12 K 16 It ' 20 
S — -
Fig. 7 Plot of B(E2; 3:^ -* 2g/4g) as a function 
of parameter s for Yb isotopes. 
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. 
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Fig. 8 Plot of B(E2; 3^ -* 2g/4p as a function 
of parameter s forW isotopes. 
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Conclusioii 
The present study favours the freedom in 0 
and 7 directions to the nucleus around their 
mean values of shape parameters 0 and j at exci-
talon energies more than 1 MeV. However it may 
be of rigid shape at lower energies, say less than 
1 MeV. This established that K' * 2 M - 3 level 
u a member of classical gamma vibrational band 
which contradicts the viewpoint of Zawischa 
et aL who doubted the collective nature of low-
lying K* = 2*^  resonances and indicated that on^y 
high4ying K' = 2'*^  resonances were classical 
gamma vftrations. 
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Abstract 
U(E2) values for high spin states of iniei toiaiional band tianutiont in defonned even-even nuclei covering the rare 
earth and actjitide regions have been computed by employing the Rotational Model (RM), the Rotational Vibrational 
Model (RVM) and the Davydov Rosiovsky (DR) model These computed values are compared with known 
experimental results. RVM values show good agreement between theoretical and experimental predictions. The com-
parative study of present results reflects the axially symmetric description for these nuclei with a slight asymmetry at 
1=12 instead of 1=8. 
Introdiiction 
The relationship between the members of a 
ground state band manifests itself in the regulari-
ties of the energy spectra. The interaction 
between rotational and intrinsic motions can also 
be determined from tlie E2 matrix elements 
connecting the members of a band. The 
occurence of a stable deformation implies that 
the rotational matrix elements are large 
compared to the corresponding matrix elements 
associated with fluctuations in the deformation 
parameter (vibrations of the nuclear core). The 
observed nuclear shape deformations arc mainly 
of quadrupoic type and the detailed evidence on 
these deformalions is provided by 
the determination of E2 matrix elements within 
the rotational band. 
The rotation vibration model (RVM)'"' 
takes into account the coupling between rotat-
tional bands based on different intrinsic struc-
tures. Earlier studies*"' have shown that 
the RVM offers good agreement between the 
theoretical and observed B(E2) values for low 
lying states in u number of nuclei in the 
deformed region. It also explains the —^ and 7— 
vibrational modes of nuclei in contrast to the 
Davydov-Filippov (DF)* and Davydov-
Rostovsky (DR)* asymmetric rotor models. 
RVM predictions have been found closer to 
experimental values than DR estimates^. 
As data for transition probabilities for high 
spin states of the ground state band are now 
available it was thought worthwhile to calculate 
B(E2) values for high spin states of the ground 
state band from the RVM and compare them 
with the experimental ones. The experimental 
values either have been calculated using life time 
data or taken from references"*"". The 
details of the theoretical calculations are given 
elsewhere*'*''^. We have also compared the 
B(E2) values with those predicted by the DR 
model which describes the ground state of these 
nuclei in terms of the rigid rotations of the 
axially asymmetric body. Here it is worth 
pointing out that the nuclear ellipsoid may have 
two types of changes in its shape. In the first 
type of change it preserves axial symmetry while 
the eccientricity of the ellipsoid increases, Le. the 
nudear matter compresses in the 0 direction. 
This change may be associated with the coupling 
of the /}-band with the ground state band. The 
second type of change occurs when the nuclear 
matter tends to be compressed in a direction per-
pendicular to the symmetry axis (^-axis) and this 
*Physjcs Department, Baycro University, Kano, Nigeria 
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breaks llic axial symmetry. While RVM calcula-
tions represent the first type of distortion, the 
DR model assumes the other type. The com-
parison of liie RVM and DR model calculations 
with the predictions of the rotational model 
reveals that (he first type of distortion results in 
an increase in the B(E2) values from RM values, 
while on the other hand the asymmetry of the 
nucleus reduces them. 
Results and discussion 
Since our RVM predictions have been nor-
malized to H(l-2; 2"-•O*),relative n(f;2) values 
iiave been labulaled. Calculated vahies for i)(l^2; 
1 ^ 1 - 2) tor 1 - 4*, (/, tr, 10' and 12* arc given 
in Tables I to V respectively. Column 3 contains 
the experimental values while columns 4, 5 and 6 
show the calculated values obtained from the 
RM RVM and DR models respectively. In 
columns 7 and 8 the enlianccment and hindrance 
("actors calculated by 
II model 
Theoretical Predictions 
[•'xperimcntal values 
lor the RVM and DR models are given. This 
factor determines the performance of the model 
and according to the viewpoint of Kumar''' 
its value must lie within the limits 0.5 < H^mj^ j 
<2 . 
(a) m i 2 ; 4 ' - 2 ' ) 
IHl'12) values lor 27 nuclei aic given in Table 
I. In 12 cases the cxi)erimen(al IMI'2) values are 
sigiiificaiitiy above Iheir rotational counteri)art. 
In other cases the deviations arc within the ex-
perimenlal unccilainlics. I'uillici ihe RVM pre-
dicted values lor 21 cases devi.ik' liom obseived 
values by less than lO'X and lie within the un-
certainties in the experimental measurements. In 
none of the cases has the DR model achieved this 
success and the deviations of its predictions are 
in the range of 20% to 60% in most cases. It may 
now be inferred that the slight change in nuclear 
shape resulting from the increased angular 
momentum retains axial synmietry. 
(b) B(E2;6*->4*) 
It is evident I'lom Table II thai some experi-
mental B(E2) values are enhanced from the 
rotational values. This is especially visible in case 
of W (A=182, 184) and O^ (A=186, 188, 190). 
For these cases the DR model predictions have 
values liindered in the range of 37% to 73%, 
wliile RVM values lie below the exj^erimental 
by 6% to 35% only and thus indicate a clear 
supereminence over the DR model. We can say 
that the RVM model is still quite successful in-
the criteria of Kumar's test. It may now be con-
'cluded that the change in the nuclear shape with 
increasing angular momentum is an essential 
feature and that some of the considered aiscs 
prefer non-axiality in the nuclear deformation. 
(c) B(E2;8*-*6*) 
It is apparent fron: Table III that the devia-
uons of the B(E2) Values from the RVM v. lues 
increase with spin. Except in four cases out of 18 
the experimental values are significantly above 
the RM values. Further the RVM calculations are 
getting a striking success in maintaing the close-
ness with experiments, wliile the general trend of 
DR calculations observed at low spins still 
remains the same. 
(d) B(E2;l(r->8*) 
It is this transition which decides finally that 
the distortion in the nuclear shape due to the 
centrifugal .stretching is an essential feature of 
those nuclei unU tliul this slielching citcct 
exiiericnced by the nuclear ellipsoid is due to the 
increasing frequency of rotation, l-urthcr the 
failure shown by the DR mixlel (or this 
transition too is retlecting the fact that the 
nuclear shape up to this angular momentum docs 
not show non-axiality. Table IV. 
(e) B(E2;12*-*l(r) 
For these transitions the experimental values 
are rather close to the RM values. In the case of 
''^'Dy and '*^Dy, though the experiment shows 
a significant enhancement over the RM values, 
these enhancements lie within the range of 
measurement uncertainties which are « 50%. In 
the case of Yb(A = 164 - 170) the DR model 
predictions are closer to experiment than the 
RVM values. However, in the case of " ' 'Yb the 
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experimental values lie between the predictions 
of RVM and DR. In general the DR model pre-
dictions are slightly better than those of the 
RVM for these transitions. It appears now that 
with this angular ijtomcntum the nuclear matter 
is moving towards nun-axialily. This observation 
tallies with the viewpoint of Turner et al." of 
an abrupt phase transiijon in the rotational 
model from axially symmetric to asymmetric 
shape but differs in the sense that here it seems 
to take place at I = 12 instead of I = 8. Table V. 
Conclusion 
The study of B(E2) values for the ground 
state bands of even-even nuclei in the rare earth 
and actinide regions reveals that up to spin 10^ 
the centrifugal distortion is an essential feature 
of the nuclei which is increasing the eccentri-
city of the nuclear ellipsoid along the symmetry 
axis (/3-dircction). Further addition of the 
:ni|<.ular nuttucnluiii tends to break this 
leiulcncy iind the nuclear tuaiiei starts tu be 
compressed in a way whicli results in non-
axiality of the nuclear ellipsoid. The RVM 
achieves reasonable success in reproducing 
B(E2) values up to the 10* level while the DR 
model predictions are not consistent. However, 
the success shtwii by the DR model in predic-
ting the IHI^2; 12*-» 10*) suppoits the view 
thill (he nuclear $W,t\K lends to become triaxiul 
with the increase in angular momentum. 
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TABLE 1 B(E2,4* -> 2*J values in units of c -^.b^ 
S.No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Nucleus 
""Nd 
' " S m 
'**Sm 
''"Gd 
"*Gd 
''"Gd 
""Dy 
160,)y 
162 Dy 
' " E r 
Ex(». 
0.865 1 .071 
1.026 t .013 
1.178 ± .034 
1.183 ± .038 
1.292 2 0.020 
1.371 i \110 
1.297 t .159 
1.497 ± .131 
1.530 s 0.090 
0.540 ± .060 
RM 
0.757 
0.957 
1.204 
1.051 
1.325 
1.468 
1.340 
1.357 
1.445 
0.471 
RVM 
0.853 
1.066 
1.242 
1.174 
1.374 
1.508 
1.409 
1.400 
1.492 
0.613 
DR 
0.514 
0.588 
0.997 
0.749 
1.078 
1.170 
1.100 
1.010 
1.320 
0.170 
"RVM 
0.98 
1.04 
1.05 
0.99 
1.06 
1.10 
1.08 
0.94 
0.97 
1.13 
"...< 
0.59 
0.57 
0.84 
0.63 
0.83 
0.85 
0.85 
0.80 
0.86 
0.34 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
1(3 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2.( 
24 
25 
26 
27 
'^''Er 
' " E r 
164 Yl, 
.66 Yb 
'""Hf 
1 8 4 ^ 
1 8 6 ^ 
0.880 ± 
1.1701 
1.400 ± 
1.690 ± 
1.6()0 1 
1.370 t 
1.4701 
1.8101 
.040 
.060 
.130 
.100 
mo 
.050 
.040 
.040 
1.32010.170 
1.1501 
1.060 1 
0,970 
().9()() 
0.790 
0.620 
2.240 
2.400 
.090 
0.90 
0.785 
1.186 
1.485 
1.640 
1.645 
1.328 
1.428 
1.711 
1.286 
1.283 
1.080 
1.003 
0.897 
0.805 
0.697 
2.285 
2.711 
0.911 
1.285 
1.537 
1.680 
1.694 
1.426 
1.501 
1.766 
1.340 
1.336 
1.146 
1.087 
0.969 
0.876 
0.778 
2.364 
2.785 
0.425 
0.850 
1.372 
1.386 
1.426 
0.975 
1.193 
1.384 
0.967 
0.805 
0.692 
0.617 
0.448 
0.373 
1.280 
1.593 
1.03 
1.09 
1.09 
0.99 
1.02 
1.04 
1.02 
0.91 
1.01 
1.16 
1.08 
1.12 
1.07 
1.11 
1.25 
1.05 
1.16 
0.48 
0.72 
0.98 
0.82 
0.86 
0.71 
0.81 
0.76 
0.84 
0.76 
0.71 
0.68 
0.56 
0.60 
0.57 
0.66 
TABLE II B(E2; 6* -• 4*) values in units of c^  .b ' . 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Nucleus Exp. 
' " S m 
'^''Sm 
'^^Gd 
' "Gd 
'*°Dy 
' " D y 
'"lir 
' ^ ' ' l - i 
'""Er 
.66 p.^ 
.64 Yb 
"•"Yb 
' "Yb 
.74 Yb 
. 8 2 ^ 
• H 4 ^ 
'"^Os 
'^''Os 
' ' °0s 
"^Th 
236 y 
1.16 1 
1.31 1 
1.161 
1.47 1 
1.23 1 
1.38 1 
1.025 
1.15 !. 
1.3() i 
1.60 
1.47 i 
1.57 ' 
l.7(, -
1.74 1 
1.67 1 
1.6« I 
1.64 i 
I.IM 
1.50 1 
3.11 2 
7.64 1 
.02 
.04 
.05 
.03 
.06 
.06 
.72 
.12 
.05 
.06 
.09 
.09 
.17 
.17 
.25 
.23 
.02 
.43 
RM RVM DR H RVM H DR 
1.054 
1.326 
1.158 
1.460 
1.494 
1.592 
0.519 
0.865 
1.306 
1.806 
1.463 
1.573 
1.885 
1.812 
1.413 
1.189 
0.988 
0.887 
0.767 
2.986 
3.65 
1.343 
1.437 
1.480 
1.612 
1.621 
1.728 
0.793 
1.169 
1.577 
1.923 
1.732 
1.782 
, 2.048 
1.97 
1.569 
1.376 
1.186 
1.079 
0.976 
3.206 
3.81 
0.644 
1.09 
0.825 
1.19 
0.928 
0.935 
0.187 
0.47 
0.93 
1.03 
1.07 
1.31 
1.52 
1.59 
1.06 
0.88 
0.68 
0.68 
0.41 
1.75 
2.24 
1.16 
1.09 
1.27 
1.09 
1.31 
1.25 
0.77 
1.01 
1.16 
1.20 
1.17 
1.13 
1.16 
1.09 
0.94 
0.82 
0.73 
0.90 
0.65 
1.03 
0.49 
0.55 
0.83 
0.71 
0.81 
0.75 
0.67 
0.182 
0.41 
0.(.« 
0.64 
0.73 
0.83 
0.86 
0.91 
0.63 
0.52 
0.41 
0.32 
0.27 
0.56 
0.293 
TABLE m B(E2; 8* -* 6*) values in units of e^  .b ' . 
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S.No. 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
TABLE IV 
S.No. 
Nucleus 
"»Nd 
'"Siii 
"*Sni 
' "Gd 
>"Cd 
»«o )^y 
' " D y 
""Er 
•*<»Er 
' " E r 
' " E r 
" " E f 
""Er 
i64Yb 
166 Yb 
noYb 
"^Yb 
234u 
B(E2;10* 
Nucleus 
Exp. 
1.021.09 
1.41 i . U 
1.541.15 
1.50t.O5 
1.61 i .11 
1.571.10 
1.41 1.08 
1.28 ± .45 
1.171.28 
1.791.12 
1.85 
2.041.18 
2.131.15 
1.73 1.65 
1.75 1.20 
1.95 
1.341.34 
4.93 1.39 
-> 8*) values in 
Exp. 
RM 
0.8728 
1.103 
1.388 
1.212 
1.528 
1.564 
1.666 
0.906 
1.367 
1.713 
1.890 
1.897 
1.821 
1.532 
1.647 
1.818 
1.973 
3.340 
units of e^. b*. 
RM 
RVM 
1.246 
1.546 
1.596 
1.705 
1.805 
1.799 
1.918 
1.330 
1.805 
1.989 
2.115 
2.162 
2.170 
• 1.976 
2.013 
2.118 
2.278 
3.648 
RVM 
DR 
0.59 
1.05 
1.15 
0.98 
1.25 
0.49 
0.98 
0.49 
0.98 
1.58 
1.08 
1.64 
1.58 
1.12 
1.38 
1.42 
1.50 
2.03 
DR 
**RVM 
1.22 
1.09 
1.04 
1.13 
1.12 
1.14 
1.36 
1.04 
1.54 
1.11 
1.14 
1.06 
1.02 
1.14 
1.15 
1.09 
1.7 
0.74 
**RVM 
" D R 
0.58 
0.74 
0.75 
0.65 
0.77 
0.31 
0.69 
0.38 
0.83 
0.88 
0.58 
0.80 
0.74 
0.65 
0.78 
0.73 
1.12 
0.41 
" D R 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
U 
12 
13 
14 
15. 
16 
17 
" ^ S m 
""Gd 
" H J d 
" " G d 
'"»Dy 
' " D y 
" " E r 
160£j 
' " E r 
' " E r 
168 Er 
"»Er 
164 Yb 
166 Yb 
170 Yb 
"' 'Yb 
"^Th 
1.5410.14 
1.7410.16 
1.56 ±0.08 
1.75 10.09 
2.27 1 0.22 
2.05 10.27 
1.1310.66 
1.0910.55 
1.9410.12 
2.10 
2.51 10.10 
1.8010.12 
1.6110.62 
1.65 1 1.691 
1.93 
2.0510.14 
3.46 10.20 
1.133 
1.245 
1.570 
1.739 
1.607 
1.712 
0.9304 
1.404 
1.759 
1.942 
1.948 
1.871 
1.573 
1.691 
1.867 
1.948 
-
1.677 
1.854 
1.967 
-2.071 
1.950 
2.078 
1.422 
1.959 
2.155 
• 2.274 
2.336 
2.365 
2.147 
1.743 
2.303 
2.206 
3.831 
0.69 
0.88 
1.27 
1.38 
0.99 
1.00 
0.50 
0.49 
0,79 
I.U 
1.69 
1.62 
1.16 
1.414 
1.45 
1.71 
1.88 
1.089 
1.060 
1.26 
1.18 
0.86 
1.014 
1.258 
1.79 
1.11 
1.08 
0.93 
1.31 
1.33 
1.08 
1.19 
1.076 
1.107 
0.448 
0,505 
0.814 
0.67 
0.44 
0.48 
0.44 
0.45 
0.40 
0.53 
0.67 
V/.90 
0.72 
0.85 
0.75 
0.83 
0.54 
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TABLE V B(E2; 12*- 10*) vjlues iii units of e^b^ 
S.No. Nucleus Exp. RM RVM DR ^RVM '"DR 
1 -
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
'5»Gd 
'""Dy 
102 Oy 
' ' « E r 
164 j ; ^ 
' " E r 
'^»Er 
'^°Er 
164 Yb 
166 Yb 
170 Yb 
174 Yb 
2 32^.,-
1.56x0.12 
2.66 t j . 1 5 
3.04 i 1.17 
0.96 
1.18 i 0.09 
2.10 
1.86i0..12 
2.09 sO.lO 
1.58 + 0.70 
1.45 i 1,02 
1.44 
2.21 i 0 . 1 2 
3.08 t 0.20 
1.770 
1.635 
1.742 
0.947 
1.790 
1.970 
1.983 
1.904 
1.601 
1.721 
1.900 
1.983 
3.268 
2.201 
2.067 
2.204 
1.478 
2.282 
2.403 
2.477 
2.512 
2.260 
2.222 
2.448 
2.334 
4.072 
1.41 
1.01 
1.02 
0.51 
1.65 
1.13 
1.72 
1.65 
1.18 
J.44 
1.48 
1.74 
1.92 
1.41 
0.77 
0.73 
1.54 
1.93 
1.29 
1.383 
1.20 
1.43 
1.60 
1.69 
1.18 
1.32 
0.90 
0.38 
0.335 
0.53 
1.39 
0.54 
0.92 
0.79 
0.75 
0.99 
1.03 
0.82 
0.62 
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ndi|i III vtrlotu lefflperiturM. The calculaiioni (re eipcclcd lo be limiiM in 
MdMt (nirilN btlWMn )0 M«V below ind 60 MeV »bove the Feriiii en.riv 
•MKiiivcretrttmpenlunorieuthanB MeV. (Urefi.) " 
tW^t UplM pair tnbiloa i i • prubt tin Iht iptcelime Kenario of qtiar),. 
M w iktN traHiUoa. K.A.Bugaev, MIGurcn^lcin, O.P.Pavlcnko (Ins) [a, 
t t e « . ^ Kiev, USSR). '°' 
h/$, Ull. i(N«lk*rlai^)j, foLZOd, no.2, p.]l9-2l (19 May I9I«). 
TWenmltUoii between Ihermal iepion pair emission and hadronic mulilplici|„ j , 
o i toe l (ft d e u up the spactiime picture of quark mailer hadronizalion p | , ,„ 
tnmitkn in nltnrebtivittic nuclear collisions. (16 rcfs.) 
t IMIt Nuclear cffKli la J /^ lupprcssion. A.Capclla, J.A.Casado (Lab de 
PlM. TVor- ft Hatitei Energiet, Univ. de Puin-Sai. Orsay, France). C.Paj^le. 
A-VJUmllo. JTran ibanh Van. 
niSm^f (ft*llltflaHdtl,y(A.V)6, no.2. p.3S4-60 (19 May 1988). 
Tk iMhon «Nnpul( the cllect on the ify production in nucleut-nucleui t>Q||j. 
Am of the abtorption of the J/^ inside the culliding nuclei. Using a value of (he 
•bm^tne J/i^nudeon crosi section which reproduces the /l-dcpcndcnce of ^^,f 
J/f traH sectioa in liadron-nucleus collisions, they obtain much less supprejjjg^ 
lata tbu SMuyred by the NA38 Collaboration. The elTect due to a slroitgiy 
abterbed ( ^ ' ) component is also discussed. In order to e;iplain the NA38 rcsjjts 
one peedi a very large contribution (50%) of the latter component. (14 refj \ 
laSMJ (Jvark-gluon plasnu In nuclear collisions at 200 GtV/A. S.Rahuu 
A5cbnabel (Dept. of Phys.. Arizona Univ.. Tucson. AZ, USA). 
Hrf- Leu. B (Nelherlamti), vol.207, no.l, p.6-10 (9 June 1988). 
Asiuniing complete inelasticity of nuclear collisions at 200 OeV/A the aut),g„ 
eooiider the properties o[ the arising high temperature and density nu1 |^^ ^ 
natter fireball. The pion multiplicity and particle rapidity distribution cat) |^ 
.c(liiBiita<.uu<j»tceUui< JYit^,/lth.e'rncql»(l»*JI^lh.'.HubI1l! Sj}aii\uiirj"j}f^^ 
(reball reaction picture with the quark-gluon plasma structure is shown. (6 r^ f, \ 
ItMU Tk* t^aalloa of stale of dens* mailer. G.E.Brown (Depi. of Pt|vs 
Suit Ualv. of New York, Stony Brook, NY, USA). ' "' 
MjH. Rtp. (Ntlherlands), vol.t63, no.l-3, p.167-204 (June 1988). 
Tlwories of dense mailer are discussed. It is pointed out that there is consider^|,|g 
uaduence between the best nonrelativistic and rclativistic calculations. In par j^^ . 
alar, the behavior of the eflective mass m* with density is very simillir. '^|,jj 
behavior is essential for the equation state; the main density dependence seemj (o 
be determined by that of m*. Momentum dependence of the cfTective inieraqjg„ 
It diiciisscd in connection with the relalivisiic heavy ion experiments, w|^ j |^, 
iavoht high nucleon momenta. Consistency with the later transition to i|,g 
(niatk/|hioa phase is discussed, especially the restrictions which this placet on 
at buavior « the mass of the scalar e-pariicic with density. Kaon condcnsaijon 
if alio ewiaidercd. (8S refs.) 
ItMM Tvroldal quark nailer: do discrete energy letcl corrections des),., 
Ik AnlorV mlaiuUUlyr M.Dunn (Dept. of Phys. & Aslron.. Univ. C^if 
Leodon, UK). 
Z. rhys. A, At. Nucltl (Wtsi Germany), vol.330, no.2, p.l97-20l (1988). 
The author shows that the dinotor is sensitive to discrete energy level correctio„j , 
to the eontinuum approximation for the density of states. These corrections ,JQ 
i|M destroy the melasiabiliiy of the dinotor, but may produce a 'ma^ic num()g,.-
eirtct. New melaslable configurations of the dinotor may also ciisi, poss|),|y 
creating further difliculty identifying the dinotor as the cause of the anom4|.„ 
elTcct. (14 refs.) 
lOMtS Naeltar nailer properties as determined from Anile nuclei. J.Bar,,i 
LRyckebutb. M.Waroquier, G.Wenes ( U K Alamos Nat. Lab., NM, USA). ' 
(apllire Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 1987. Proceedings of the Sislh Confcre^;, 
M Oamma-Ray SpeClroiCOpy, Leuvcn, Belgium, 31 Aug.-4 Sept. 1987 (Briiini 
UK: lOP \m\ p.4»».90 
The Influence of the nuclear matter compression modules K„ on the diiferenc^ j„ 
the diarge density distribution in Ihe lead-region is investigated in a self-con,j,. 
lent mean Beld approach, with a variety of density dependent elTectivc inle»,£. 
lions of Ihe generalized Skyrme type. Semi-classical calculations of actii^jjg 
teion barrier heights and their bearing on Kgo are reviewed. (13 refs.) 
'%ilibaiyon-baryoa ratios as a signal for quark gluon plasma formation 
„ See Entry 108^'^ 
FiMci oscUlalkws la reUdTUlie QCD and QCD See Entry lOS^gj 
The kcaty-quark potential at flnilc Icmpcrature See Entry I08^g9 
laSamct of the Boneilun dependence of nuclear Inlcracllons on heavyvtg, 
poMrtiak SecEnlry lOS^sj 
leaperalure and source radii Inferred from Iwo-parlicle correla)|gg 
' I in nuclear eolUsiottS See Entry 108)54 
Quark-gluoa plasma in 4 GeV/e anilproton annihilations on nuclei 
SecEnlry I08>97 
Fragmenl yldds la lb* nlcrocaoonlcal model of nuclear dlsassenbty 
See Entry lOS '^j'i 
A quanlltalirt analysia of lb* collKllve outward motion of nuclear mailer 1, 
L nlral a-t-Ca and Nb-^•Nb colUslons Sec Entry 108^23 
The effect of correlaliow on Ibe entropy and badrochemlcai composllion in be^,. 
i<w reacllom , See liniry 108^25 
AppUcallon p( tkreakoM track delKlora In studying Ibe Inlcracllon of internal. 
al»-*acr|y "O IOM with Ugbl and heavy largcis See Entry I08|3( 
Otocrratto* of hot and coM evtnu In the "C-emulsion inleraclion at 4.5 CeV/,; 
per Buckoa-a signal for quark aullcr formation? See Entry 108^^7 
Two-BuM oiodd with energy leak-out applied lo asymmetric uitra-reiatlvi^ll^ 
Jlenr'i^-CallMiia* . -See-Enttv.Ul%^ 
J/f lalenictioas with hot hadroole matter See Entry 108^55 
(Juaalun molecular dynamics approach lo heavy ion collisions: description of 1^,^  
awded eompaiiaoa with fragaiealalion data, and Ibe mechanism of fragmvgi 
roTMlioa Sec Entry 108^58 
NcutTOW ta coiacldenct with inlermediale mass fragments at large angles frg,, 
''N+Ai; r«aet|o» at EIA-Vi and 35 MeV See Entry I08t,j9 
Carrelall** bdwcca dUcptaa onlaskw and hadron mulliplicily In uilrarelatlvi^dc 
•ucinir eoUWw aa Ike i lnal of a decooAnemeat phase transition 
,.,„, , , Z^.. Sec Entry 108^6^ 
21.80 HYPERNUCLEI 
1086)16 Coulomb-assisled hybrid bound stales of £~ in nicilium nuclei pnpu-
laled by K~ absorption al m l . T.Yamazaki (Inst, for Nucl. Study. Tokvo Univ.. 
Japan), K.S.IIayino, O.Morimalsu, K.Yauki. 
Pkyt. Leu. B (Ntlherlandj), vol.207, no.4, p.393-6 (30 June I<I88). 
To seek for a possible way to determine X -nuclear Inleracdons even in ihc case 
of a shallow nuclear poienlial and/or a strong Z-A conversion, theoretical discus-
sions are given on Ihe formation of Coulomb-assisted hybrid bound stales ol Z~ 
in nuclei, where the short-range strongly absorptive potential coexists uith the 
long-range Coulomb potentiar Bound states of hybrid character of medium 
widths are predicted, which can well be populated in (stopped K'.r^) reactions. 
(19 refs.) 
108687 Pi-mesonic decay of hvpemuelei and plon wavrfunclion. K.lionaga 
(Dept. of Appl. Math., Osaka Univ., Japan), T.Moloba, II.Bando. 
Z. Phys. A. At. Nuclei {WeU Germany). vot,330. no.2, p,20'M9 (1988) 
The pi-mesonic decay of hypernuclci is studied by using the pion distorted waves 
which are the solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation with the optical potcniial 
The distortions of the pion waves give rise to significant enhancement of the ir-
decay rate compared with the pion free-wave case. The r-decay rates are very 
sensitive to the behavior of the pion wave deep inside the nucleus and ihcrcrore 10 
Ihe chosen pion optical potentials. There is a tendency that the enhancement is 
larger for the ir'-decay than for the x-decay due to the combined effccis of Ihe 
Coulomb and optical potentials. (18 refs.) 
2^hypernuclear (ir',K*) production See Entry 108881 
23.00 RADIOACTIVITY AND 
ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS 
(see also 82.55 Radiochemistry) 
23.20 ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSITIONS 
108688 The decay study of "Br. Fan Wo, Zhao Zhizheng. Sun Xiiirong. 
Mu Wantong, Ma Jiayu, Vang Weifan. Xie Xiujun, Zhao Lilt, Yu Jushcng 
(Inst, of Modern Phys., Acad., Sinica, Lanzhou, China). 
Hi^h Energy Phys. Nucl. Phys. (China), vol.12, no.2, p.228-36 (March 1988) In 
Chinese. 
r-T coincidence and 7-7 angular correlation measurements of "Br produced in 
**Zn("C.2np) reaction have been performed. The energies and rcLilive miensi-
ties of 27 7-rays are obtained, among ihcm 9 lines and I levels have not been 
reported before. The level scheme of "Br has been established The spin of 90 4 
keV level s inferred to be (3/2") or (5/2"). 
108689 Leveb of '"Cd excited in Ihe reaction (N„, 7). K.A.Baskovu. 
O.LBorisov. A.B.Vovk. T.M.Cerus, L.l.Govor, A.M.Demidov, I V Mikhailov 
(M.V. L^monsov Moscow State Univ., USSli). 
Bull. Acad. Scl. USSR Phys. Ser. (USA), vol.50, no.lO, p.23-6 (1986). Transla-
lion of: liv. Akad. Nauk SSSR Ser. Fix. (USSRI, vol.50, no. 10. p.l898-')00 
(1986). [received: 17 Jun 1988) (Thirty-Sixth All-Union Conference on Nuclriir 
Spectroscopy and the Structure of Ihe Atomic Nucleus. Kharkov. Ukrainian 
SSR, USSR. April 1986). 
In a beam of resonant neutrons, Ihe 7-ray spectrum from the reaction ' '°C<I( h,„. 
7) is measured. The population of levels with Ek<2 McV in the reactions (n. 
n'7) and { „ , 7) is compared. (4 rcfs.) 
108690 Search for elusive neutral particles In nuclear decay. F.W.N.dc n»er, 
J.DeuiKh, J.Lehmann, R.Prieelt, J.Sleyaert (Inst, de Phys. Nucleaire. Univ. 
Cathollque de Louvain, Belgium). 
J. Phys. G. Nucl. Phys. (UK), vol.14, no.6, p.LI31-6 (June 1988). 
An experimental search has bieen performed for short-lived 0'*' and 1 ~ particles 
in the 0 — 0 * transition at 6.05 MeV in O. No decays into electron-positron 
pairs which could be attributed to such particles have been observed above the 
continuum of internal pair creation. The authors deduce upper limits for the 
branching ratio and show the still allowed parameter region for the existence of 
ihorl-lived elusive particles. (25 refs.) 
108691 B(E2) values for transitions from high-spin stales in deformed even-
even nucleL A.K.Varshney, R.K.Tyagi, R.Prasad (Phys. Section, Aligarh Mus-
lim Univ., India), D.K.Gupia. 
Nuovo Cimenio A (I'atyl. vol.99A. ser.2, no.l, p.l-8 (Jan. 1988). Ircccivcd: 23 
Jun 1988] 
The B{E2) values of gamma-ray cascades in inter-rotational-band transitions for 
high-spin stales in deformed even-even nuclei in rare-earth and aciimde regions 
have been calculated in the framework of the rotational vibrational model 
(RVM) and the Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) model. The transitions involved arc 
4 * - 2 * , 6 * - 4 * . 8 * _ 6 * , I O * - 8 * , I 2 * - I 0 * and U * _ I 2 *. The calcul.itcd 
values have been compared with the experimental ones. In general, the RVM 
predictions show good agreement with the experimental values The comparative 
study Indicates thai the phase transition of the rotational mr-del from an.illy 
symmetric 10 asymmetric shape appears lo lake place al / - 12 instead of / - 8 
(17 refs.) 
108692 Siruclure of '"in nucleus. T.Kibedi, Zs.Dombradi. T.Fcnyes. 
A.Krasznahorkay, J.Timar, Z.Gacsi (Insl. of Nucl. Res. Acad, of Sci., Debrecen. 
Hungary), A.Passoia, V.Paar, D.Vreiener. 
Phys. Rev. C. Nucl Phys. lUSA). vol,37, no.6, D J 3 9 I - 4 0 7 (June 1988). 
The 7-rav spectra of the "'Cd(p,n7)"Mn and ""Ag(a.n7)"'ln r-actii s were 
measured with Ge(Li) spectrometers for bombarding energies of 4.8 McV pro-
tons and 17.1 MeV a panicles. The energies and relative intensities of 79 In 7-
ray transitions have been determined. The electron spectra were measured with 
Si(Li) spectrometers. Internal conversion coeilicients of 40 In transitions have 
been determined, and the level scheme of "'in, 7-ray branching ratios and 
transition multipolarities have been deduced. Computed Hauscr-Fc^hbach (p.n) 
cross sections were compared with experimental ones, obtained from 7-ray mea-
surements. On Ihe basis of the internal conversion coefficients and Hauser-
Feshbach analysis, level spins and pari:' s have been determined The energies of 
several "'in proton-neutron multiplci :re calculated on the basis of the para-
bolic rule derived from the cluster-v ion model. The level energy spectrum 
and electromagnetic properties wer lata] on the basis of the interacting 
boson-fcrmion-fermion/odd-odd 11 ladrupole phonon model and satis-
factory agreement was obtained ' experimental and theoretical 
results. More ihan 20 p-n multiplci sta:c» iijvc been ideniifi "Mn. (62 refs.) 
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ELECTRON STRUCTURE AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
Tiwari, S. C. 
Applied Physics Drpartinent Imlitute of Techoolfgy, 
Banaras Hindu Universlly Var8iia<i-2 21005, INDIA 
Present understanding of a electron is reviewed briefly. The concept of time 
developed by the author is presented in detail, structure of electron in terms 
of fields bounded in spatial region is discussed. Uniform and accelerated 
motion of electron, the radiation problem and positronium bound state in this 
new field theory of electron are considered. Important consequences of the 
present work are (1) the Maxwell's equations have to be modified in a form 
with manifest time symmetry. (2) photon is composite of neutrinos, (3) parity 
violation in Wu's experiment is reinterpreted and (4) the problem of 
singularity does not appear. 
RELATIVISTIC FLUID SPHES6S AND MAtTER STRENGTH FUNCTION 
Tulsani, V. 
Department of Mathematics," 
Sindhu Mahavidyalaya Nagimr-440017 
3orikar, S. M. 
Department of Fhyucs, 
Institiue of Sdence Nagpur-440 001 
The role of kasper's matter strength function has been investigated with 
reference to the cosmological models of Tolman (1939)* and Kuchowicz 
(1968)*. It IS hoped that the investigation of this matter strength function 
wil l lead to some new results in the existing solutions of General Relativity. 
1. Tolman R, C. (1939), 'static solutions of Einstein's field equations for 
spheres of fluid'. Phys Rev. vol. 55, p. 364. 
2. Kuchowicz BR. (1968), 'General Relativistic fluid spheres I. New solutions 
for spherically symmetric matter distributions; Acta Physica Polonica, 
vol, XXXIII. 
EVIDENCE ON ASYMMETRIC SHAPE FOR '•s-i^Sm NUCLEI 
Varshney, A. K.. Gi«>ta,K. K.* 
Varshney, V. P. ** . Oi«»ta D. K, 
Prasad, R. 
and 
Tyagi, R. K. 
Physics Section, Z> H. College of Enf g. and Tec, A. M. U., Allgarh 
* Govt. Girls College, Simla, * * S. V. College, Aligarh. Bayero Univ., Kano (Nigeria) 
Dynamic Pairing Plus Quadrupole (DPPQ) Mode (Gupta, 1983) has been 
attempted recently to evaluate B (Eg) values, B (E2) branching ratios and low 
59 
lying onoryy lovols in respect of '*' ' '* 'Sm nuclei which is in poor ogrCemont 
with experimont. Boson Expansion Technique (BET) on '*^Sm nucleus had 
shown too large splitting and an incorrect order for qunitet states and in 
desperate the other properties were not tried to evaluate. Asymmetric Rotor 
Model (CARM) (Gupta et. al. 1982) had described iso.i52.i54sm isotopes in a 
better way over both of the models and therefore the authors present here the 
same approach for i**'**'Sm nuclei also. The non-axial parameter (y) has 
been evaluated using model dependent intrinsic quadrupole moment (QJ and 
employing the linear relationship of Gupta et. al. A satisfactory reproduction 
of known absolute B (E,) values. B (E2) branching ratios and low lying energy 
levels in the ARM discipline confirms that the so called spherical nuclei are 
triaxial. 
PLATINUM NUCLEI AND RQTATIQN VIBRATION INTERACTION 
Varshney.A. K. 
Prasad, R. 
Gupta* D. K. 
and 
Tyagi, R. K. 
Physics SeciioD, Z. H. College of Engg. and Tech., 
A. M. U.. Alig8rh-20200l, (India) 
*Baycro Univ., Kano, (Nigeria) 
Platinum isotopes, A = 184-196 have been studied in the rotation vibration 
interaction formalism (Faessbr et. al. 1965) under three parameter description 
using different combinations of multiphonon vibrational bands. A four band 
mixing calculations for energy levels and B (E2) branching ratios have been 
found to explain the known data excellently. Two phonon y -vibration band 
has been observed to play a vital role, which is a clear indication of its low 
lying appearance and therefore the observed controversial Oj level should 
be assigned two phonon y -vibration character. Branching ratios from the 
2^ level are in close agreement with their respective BET estimates and thus 
favours the classical beta character of this level against Zawischa's view 
point (NP, A 256. 1987). Unlike the work of Hsu et. al. (1979) and Covello 
etal. (1978, 79). the present work employ fixed parameters and therefore the 
calculations obey the important cohstraints imposed by the invariance 
4'equirements on the collective Hamiltonian, 
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STUDY OF ^^Ru ISOTOPE 
A.K.Varshney, K«K.Gupta"^,A.J,Khan,D.K.Gupta and 
R.K. Tyagi. 
Physics Section, Z.H.College of Engg.and Tech., 
A.M.U., Allgarh, India 
Recently various microscopic appxoaches/l-3/ 
have been tried in the study of Ru nuclei but with 
limited success in explaining the systematic features 
of energy levels, B(E2) values and B(E2) branching 
ratios of inter and intra band transitions. Although 
the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) is a simple pheno-
menological model, yet it leads to a better agreement 
with experimental values and is also able to reproduce 
experimental properties much better than BET and IBM 
as shown in the case of samarium nuclei/4.5/.Therefore 
authors thought it worthwhile to study lO^Ru nucleus 
in the frame work of ARM. 
The non-axiality parameter(Y) was computed 
using DF method /6/ from the energy ratio E2+ /E2'*". 
Using the value of parameter Y we have calculated the 
values of energy levels,.B(E2) values and B(F2) 
brnaching ratios by the relations given in reference/6/# 
We find a reasonably good agreement between 
calculated and experimental energy levels. The comouted 
ARM values along with experimental values for B(E2)'S, 
quadrupole moment of 2+ state and B(E2) branching 
ratios are given in Table. The BET and IBM values are 
also given for comparison only. V/e find that the values 
indicating a closer agreement between experimental and 
ARM values compared with experimental and BET and IBM 
results. It is interesting to note that the parameter 
Y for this nucleus yields a value of 24.5° and it can 
not be regarded as deformed by Bohr and Mottelson/7/, 
Then such nucleus is assumed to be triaxial in shape* 
+ Post Graduate Govt.College,Mandi(H,P,): 
•H- Bayero Univ., Kano (Nigeria) 
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Table: B(E2) values (in units of 10"^eV) and 
branching ratios in ^Ru 
Transition 
2 — • 0 
4 - • 2 
6 - ^ 4 
8 - • 6 
10 -^ 8 
12 - t l O 
14 -»12 
16 ->14 
18 —•16 
20 —•IS 
2* - • 0 
2* - ^ 2 
2 ' — • 0 / 2 
3 — • 2 / 2 * 
3 - • 2 /4 
3 — 4 / 2 ' 
EXP 
16.5(12) 
23 ,9 (26) 
33 .5(28) 
36 .4(25) 
33 .2 (7 ) 
22 4(-^121) 
'^ '^ '^  -106 
-
-
-
-
0 .55 (6 ) 
12 .3(19) 
0.054 
0.038 
0.102 
r0.15T 
••0.37 J 
- 0 , 7 6 
ARM 
16,46 
23 .50 
25,89 
27 .11 
27 .85 
28.34 
28 .68 
28.95 
29.16 
29 .33 
0 .84 
12,28 • 
0.067 
0.048 
0.116 
0,457 
-0 ,546 
IBfJi-l* 
16 ,8 
24 ,6 
2 7 , 3 
2 7 . 2 
2 5 . 0 
2 1 . 1 
15 ,5 
• -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
«* 
r-
BET 15,7 
2 5 , 1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.69 
9 ,9 
0 ,069 
0,057 
0 ,380 
0 ,15 
- 0 . 6 4 
* from reference /l-3/ 
Reference: /l/ Phys, Rev,C 22, 888 (1980) 
/2/ Nucl,Phys.A348, 125 (1980),/3/ Phy8.Rov,C29, 
1420 (1983). /4/ Phys, Rev. 026,685 (1982), 
hi Proc.rJucl,Phys,Symp.29B,151(1986), 
/6/ Nucl.Phys. 8,237 (1958) /if Proc.Int.Conf. 
Structure, Kingston Canada (I960), 
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B53 
STUDY OF THE DE-EXCITATION OF K"=2'*'? 1=4 LEVELS 
IN EVEN DEFOWAED NUCLEI 
A.K. Varshney,K.K.Gupta"*",D.K.Gupta'*^ and R.K.Tyagi 
Physics Section,2.H.College of Engg.and Tech., 
A.M.U., Aligarh. 
The occurence of a rather low lying K =2 
(v-vibration) band is a systematic feature in the 
spectra of even-even deformed nuclei. Davydov-
Filippov (DF)/l/ showed that the violation of axial 
symmetry generates new rotational states v;ith spin 
2,3,4 - — while the rotational spectrum of axially 
symmetric nucleus remains almost unchanged. Earlier 
study/2-4/ has shown that DF model is very successful 
in describing the observed rotational levels, 
electric quadrupole moments, transition probabilities 
and B(E2) branching ratios and hence an attempt is 
made -to study the systematics of the E2 transitions 
from 4+ level of gamma vibrational band employing 
this model. 
The experimental electric quadrupole transi-
tion probability ratios B(E2? 4+ —•2^/4+), B(£2; 
4^ -» 6^/45 ) and B(E2j 4^ '^2'S'Ap hSve^been either 
taken from the known experimental data or evaluated 
by taking gamma-ray energies and intensities for these 
transitions. The values of energy and intensity are 
taken from references/5,6/. The mixing ratio factor 
is applied for those transitions which have Ml mixing 
and the internal conversion coefficient values are 
also included!'//. The theoretical (DF) values are 
calculated using the relations given in reference/l/«. 
The results of B(E2*, 4 Y —> 2g/4g) ,B(E2; 
4^ -^6^/4^) and B(E2; 4;^  - • 2:J:/4^ ) branching ratios 
are given in Table. It is found that there is a good 
agreement between experimental and theoretical values 
for the considered nuclei. 
+ Post Graduate Govt.College,Mandi,++ Bayero Univ., 
Kano, Nigeria. 
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Table : B ( E 2 ) branching r a t i o s 
NUCLEUS 
152sm 
IS^Sm 
l^^Gd 
156Gd 
158Gd 
160Dy 
162Dy 
164Er 
166^^ 
166^^ 
IQ^os 
i88os 
I^OQS 
< -
E>CP 
0.088 
0 .055 
0.139 
0,152 
0 .156 
0 .138 
0 .191 
0 .073 
0 .171 
4"^  - * 
1 
11.90 
2 . 8 6 
2 .32 
1.79 
^ 2-^/4+ 
DF 
0.074 
0.176 
0.059 
0 .125 
0.150 
0.094 
0.094 
0.074 
0 .085 
2V4-^  Y g I T9 
5.40 
2 .50 
1.74 
1.48 
NUCLEUS 
168 Er 
168Yb 
172Yb 
174Yb 
182W 
I8608 
I8808 
1900s 
^ ; 
^^aa 
" * Q d 
" ^ G d 
"-Vb 
EXP 
0.185 
0 .360 
0.588 
0 .207 
0 .140 
0 .130 
0 .070 
0.027 
Q q 
DF 
0.085 
0.176 
0.125 
0.085 
0.125 
0 .033 
0 . 0 6 7 
0.027 
g ' g 
0 .270 
0 .070 
0 .900 
0 .113 
0 .200 
0 .140 
0.137 
0.108 
0.096 
0 .133 
0.11 f 
O.IC 1 
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/ 2 / Proc,Nucl.Phys.Symp.,288,174(1985):Proc.Nucl.Phyi . 
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D«P0PUUTI0N OF I -3 L'BtmS OF GAMMA VIBRATIONAL 
BAND IN 74<A<250 RB3I0N OF DE FORKED EVai NUCLEI 
A.K.Varshney, S.N.Gaur*. V.P.Varshney*,R.Prasad, 
K.K.Gupta*+, D,K,Gupta++* and R.K, Tyagi 
Physics Sectlon,Z.H.Bigg.College,A.M.U.,Aligazii 
Msaiy workers/1-3/ have studied the excitations 
of v ibre t ional levels In even-even deformed nviclei. 
Abecasis e t«a l . / 4 / analysed nine even nuclei of 
r a re earth region onploylng RW. Now we have applied 
DR model / 5 / to evaliiate the B(E2) branching r a t ios 
3+-*'2+/4+ and 3+-*'4+/2+ for a large number of even-
even nuclei in the region 74<A<250 (8®<y<30') but a 
few cases a re presented in t h i s paper aid their com-
parison i s made v;ith corresponding known experimen-
tal va-.U9S. I t offers a s t r ingent ' t e s t of a niJUJlear 
theory. 
Ihe expeiyaital B(E2) brenchlag r a t i o s 3*-^2*/i**' 
and 3*-*4+/2+ are computed taking gamma ray in t ens i -
t i e s and energies fr«n reference / 6 , 7 / . The mixing 
ra t io factor Is applied for those t r ans i t i ons v^ich 
have M1 mixing and the in te rna l conversion coeffi-
cient values are takoi from re fe rence /8 / . 
The present r e s u l t s are given in Table. Toyama/9/ 
and Weeks-Tamura('fr)/10/ values are used for compari-
son. A good agreement In qua l i ty as well as in Quality 
i s obtained for almost a l l the nuclei except 19opt 
nucleus-for the r a t i o 3*--*2*/^, This may be due to 
the fact t h a t these t r a a s l t i o n s may have more 111 
mixing than given In r e f . / 6 / . 
The above study confirms that the 3* levaL i s a 
member of gamma v ib r s t iona l band end thus contradicts 
Zav/ischa's vlev/polnt/11/. I t i s also inferred tha t 
during these t r an s i t i ons the nucle i get rid of t i ieir 
r igidness aid require more freedom in /5 and V d i r a c t i -
ons . But however the nuclei r e t a in tiieir r igid shapes 
a t lov/er excitat ion energies. 
+ S.V.College,Allgarh, ++ Govt, G„rls.,College,Shimla. 
+++Bayero Ih iv . , Kano, (Nigeria) . 
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Table: B(E2) Branching Ratios 
Nucl-
eus 
74Ge 
B(E2;3' 
Exp. 
0.0144 
100Ru 0.2763 
l02Ru 0.1473 
104Ru 0.2650 
l04Pd 
106Fd 
llOCd 
130Xe 
132Ba 
134Ba 
1503m 
152ad 
154Gd 
153Dy 
iSODy 
l62Dy 
156Er 
15SEr 
I652r 
I682r 
166 Yb 
168 Yb 
174Hf 
178Hf 
136W 
1860s 
1880 s 
1900s 
19QPt 
192Pt 
1o6Pt 
0.0917 
0.0788 
0.056'4 
0,080 
0.050 
0.0242 
0.3726 
0.4586 
0.9701 
1.4162 
1.3555 
1.25 
0.1828 
0.5815 
1.2190 
1.5765 
1.2105 
1.2320 
1.6151 
2.000 
0.3394 
1.2813 
0.7239 
0.3970 
0.38 
0.023 
0.0014 
*-»2V4*) 
m 
0.0132 
0.2471 
0.1973 
0.2405 
0.0222 
0.0175 
0.0175 
0.032 
0.068 
0.0122 
0.4546 
0.3890 
0.8149 
1.1584 
1.2696 
1.2617 
0.1778 
0.5705 
1.1728 
1.2124 
1.1228 
1.2747 
1.9051 
1.3586 
0.8169 
0.7663 
0.5414 
0.3441 
0.12 
0.011 
0.0100 
^W^ 
-
0.159* 
0.164* 
0.307* 
— 
— 
-
-
-
-
-
— 
— 
0.660 
0.33 
0.787 
— 
-
0.6622 
0.7353 
0.6239 
0.3064 
0.970s 
0.9090 
0.3154 
1.36* 
1.46-:<-
1.06* 
0.15^ 
0.014^^ 
0.011<> 
B(E2:3 
Exp, 
1.3476 
0.2092 
0.2525 
0.1421 
0.3616 
0.8308 
0.7195 
0.250 
0.909 
0.5S36 
0.1535 
0.CB06 
0.C623 
— 
-
-
0.1555 
0.07S9 
0.0057 
0.025 
— 
— 
-
-
-
0,049s 
— 
0.1600 
0.50 
0.33 
0.95 
*-.4V2^ 
m. 
1.4468 
0.0514 
0.9752 
0.7376 
0.1943 
1.0629 
0.2424 
0.600 
1.230 
0.6954 
0.2341 
0.0441 
0.0497 
0.1164 
0.0316 
0.0769 
0.5016 
0.1330 
0.0116 
0.0916 
0.1241 
0.3029 
0.0345 
0,0705 
0.2931 
0.0322 
0.5539 
0.1937 
1.33 
0.40 
0.?1 
) 
WT 
— 
-
-
-
— 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
— 
— 
_ 
— 
-
-
0.11 
0.13 
0.17 
0.42 
0.39 
Of?? 
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ANALYSIS FOR TH3 DE-SXCITATlCr! OF Y^«2* ,1^3 LS/SL3 
II'I SVS";-EVEN DSFORHSD NUCLEI BY DP i:CD3L 
A.K.Varshney, Y.P.Varshney*", R.Prasad, K.::.Gupta**, 
S.K. Gavir*, D.K.Gupta*** and R.K.Tyagl 
Physics Section, Z.H.College of Engg.& Tech., 
A.r..U;, Ali"arh-202001 
+ 3.V.College,Aligarti, ++Govt.Girls College,Shimla, 
+++Bayero Univ., Kano, (Nigeria)-. 
Darydov-Filippov (DP)/1/ showed t h a t v iola t ion of 
axial symmetry creats vibrat ional s t a t e s v;ith spin 
2,3,4 vftiile the ro ta t iona l spectrvn of axial 
nucleus regains almost unchanged. This model has been 
found very successful in explaining the energies axxl 
t r ans i t ion p robab i l i t i e s of ro ta t ional leve ls in even 
deformed nucle i . How we have applied t h i s modei to ues-
cribe the de-excitat ion of I«3 levels of ganoa vibra-
t ional band. ^ 
The e>cperimental B(S2) branching r a t i o s 3*—• 2*/2* 
are evaluated by takinrr i n t e n s i t y and oaergy r a t i o s 
for these t r an s i t i ons in the medium and heavy mass 
region. The values of i n t e n s i t i e s end energies are 
taken from reference / 2 , 3 / . 33ie mixing rt i t io factor i s 
applied for those t r ans i t i ons v/hich have K1 mixing and 
the in te rna l conversion coefficient vd.ues a re also 
inol\xied/4/« The DP values are computed by the re la t ions 
6f r e fe rence /1 / . 
The computed r e s u l t s of B(S2; 3*—• 2*/2* ) are 
presented in the t ab l e . Table indicates that there i s 
a good ar^rsement bstv/een theo re t i c r l and eJ^Jerimental 
valuer xor al!;in.->-: a l l ths nucloi in general. Bae values 
of DPPQ«v/eeks-Tarr>ura, .in parenthes is , are for comparison 
and are taken frtjci re fe rence /5-6 / , 
^ e present study supports t h a t K*«2* la vela v.'ith 
energy of about 1 or 2 HeV as 1^2 components of the 
quadrupole shape osc i l l a t i ons in contrast to Zawlscha 
e t . c l . / 7 / viho doubted the co l lec t ive nature of lov;- ^ 
l y i n j leve ls and sxoggestad tha t only high-lying iC^ -2 
resonances are c lass ica l gamma v ib ra t ions . I t also 
support the assamption of r ig id t r i a x i a l dnape. 
P3 
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Table: B(E2) branching r a t i o 3*—•2*/2*^ 
T-Iucl-
e u s 
7 ^ e 
76Ge 
78 Se 
803e 
10OP.u 
102Ru 
lO^Ru 
102P^ 
104Pd 
lOSPd 
103Pd 
110Pd 
i i o : ; d 
122l''e 
146 Sm 
l4B3m 
S>cp. 
0 .0195 
0 .0299 
0 .0319 
0 .0366 
0 .0578 
0 .0372 
0 .0376 
0 .2508 
0 .0331 
0 . 0 2 6 1 2 
0.0205 
0 .0244 
0 .0405 
0 .0127 
0.181 
— 
DF 
0 .039 
0 .0424 
0 . 0 4 2 
0 .0424 
0.04S 
0 .0435 
0 .047 
0 .0525 
0 .044 
0 .0425 
0 .042 
0 . 0 4 2 4 
0 . 0 4 3 
0.042S 
0 .0425 
( 0 . 1 3 0 ) 
0 .051 
( 0 . 0 5 6 ) 
N u c l -
eus 
l48Sm 
l52Sm 
I52ad 
l54Gd 
15BDy 
156Sr 
15SEr 
I 6 6 2 r 
l64Yb 
l74Hf 
186-,; 
1660s 
ISSOs 
loOCs 
1920s 
230Th 
Exp. 
0 .0590 
-
0 .0353 
0 .0604 
-
0.02S4 
0 .0459 
0.01CB 
-
-
-
0 . 0 7 0 
-
0 . 0 7 7 3 
0 .0853 
•" 
DF 
0 .069 
( 0 . 2 5 5 ) 
0 .039 
(38 ••461) 
0 .063 
0 . 0 4 6 3 
0 .0341 
0 .0525 
0 .058 
0 .0341 
0 .0547 
0 .0150 
0 . 0 5 3 4 
0 . 0 6 0 
( 0 . 1 5 ) 
0.C^97 
( 0 . 1 9 ) 
0 .0575 
( 0 . 1 8 ) 
0 .0437 
( 0 . 1 5 ) 
0 .0123 
Reference 
/ I / r i u c l . P h y s . ; 8(1958) 237. Ill Table of Isotopes,7th 
Edn (1^78). / 3 / c:\iasi-Bands,Ii:SJ-l6l(l982). 
/ 4 / I I u c l . Data. (1973) / 5 / Phys.Hev.;G28(1933) 1829. 
/ 6 / Phys.Rev.L«tt.,- 44(1980) 535. 
Ill :!ucl.Phys.;A 311 (1978) 445. 
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EVIJXNCE OF TRIifixiAL SHACB CF 146. SM NUCLEUS 
A.K. Varshney, V.p. varshney"*", K.K. Qipta**""'', 
D.K. aipta+-H-, R. Prasad and R.K. Tyagi 
Physics Section, z.H. College of Engg. & Tech, 
A.K.U.,Aligarh-20200l Cindlaj 
+S.V. College,Aligarh, ++Govt.Glrls College,Shlmla 
+++Bayero Univ. , Kano, (Nigeria) 
Recently various ^proaches /1 -3 / have been 
appl ied in the study of samarium nucle i but non o f them 
found t o be f u l l y successful in e:«>lain4.ng the B{E2) 
va lues and B(E2) branching rat ios of i n t e r and intra 
band t r a n s i t i o n s . Asynanetic\Sotor Model (ASK) had des-
cribed 148-I54an isotcpes/4' , 5/ in a b e t t e r way over 
these models and thez^fore the authors present here 
the same approach for l^^stn nucleus. 
Regarding ^ S^m we do not know the B(E2; 2'^ —*• O"*") 
value and therefore Oo can not be evaluated in the way 
as given in reference 5. Assuming that the nucleus 
rotates about the axis with the l a r g e s t momen-^  of i n e -
r t i a (3 ) which i s extracted from potent ia l energy 
surface (PES) c a i c u l a t i o n s / 3 / . t« are able t o ca lcu la te 
Cb in r e j e c t of I46sin taking ^ as 0 .97 , This value of ^ 
Of U^QoVl^^ =€.076) further yields a value ofri=23.7^ 
'•F V en employing the l inear re lat ionship of Gupta et al. 
^ l'«*.{\ / 4 / . (See Figure). The value of)r*comss out to c^ 
""^5 and 20,9 on evaluating,frem energy 
ra t ios E2"^  A 2 V 6 / end £2"^ /Si /!/ v/hil^ 
E4VE2 / 8 / ra t io does not give any value 
of IT. Since our value i s more than 
foeyerterrehn's/7/ and l e s s than DF 
I ones /6 / , i t 4-s assumed t o be contro-
vers ies as discussed in r e f . / 4 A 
l46 Nothing can be commented on Soi 
^values as the experimental values 
are s t i l l awaited, l*^^,, nucleus 
l i e s on tha (to-V p lo t a tr -23 .7* 
V • and t i l l now there i s no oonvi 
, \ -ncing theoret ica l reason against 
*^ N non-axlal ly s^^metic nucleus iij 
'"^Vthis regioi% If tha nucleus oat)be 
•*—»r~Aput on the l inear re la t ion -
f 
* '> a i.Tir-1r 
f _ 
Pi 
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ship and y ie l s a value of fCof course l e s s than 2^.6*) 
then nucleus i s assumed to be t r i a x i a l . I^fs view point 
favoxirs to take up the detai led study of "l^Sm nucleus 
in ARIT disc ip l ine and v;e have predicted the values of 
number of eLeQtric t ransi t ionsand braxlhing r a t i o s in 
respec t of "^^Sm nucleus and are given in the Table 1&2. 
The inclusion of 1^Sm as t r i a x i a l i s made on account of 
i t s rnomait of i n e r t i a values (^i>/a "w ^s i . e . . 9 7 > , 2 7 » 
. 24 ) . Further t h i s nucleus i s declared as t r i ax ia l from 
theoret ical potent ia l energy surfaces/3/also. 
Table 1. ARI-: B(32) values in e^b^ m i t s 
T r a n s i t i o n 
2-^-H.O* 
2 * ' — 0* 
2 ' ^ ' - . 2 * 
u-"- ^ z* 
2*'—4* 
Transition 
2* ' - -2V0* 
2'^'-.4*/2' ' 
AHI^ 
0.072 
0,004 
0.057 
0.103 
0.005 
Table 2 
ARK 
• 14.149 
T r a n s i t i o n ARI»: T rans i t i on 
3"*'-> 4"^  0,0030 4* ' -+ 2*' 
5^-> 2* 0.0067 4 * ' - * 3* 
5*-* 2*' 0.12S4 4* ' -*. 4* 
4*~». 2** 0.0028 6* - • 4* 
4*-* 2* 0.0011 6* - • 4 * ' 
, AH-' branching r a t i o s 
Trans i t ion ARI-I T rans i t i on 
3+-^ 4V2* e.925 4""'-* 4*/2* 
• 0.090 3 * - * 2*/2* '0 .0515 4 " ' ' - * 3*/2' ' ' 
ARl'l 
0.0339 
0,0445 
0.0236 
0,1277 
0.0016 
AHl'i 
20.23 
1.2836 
4* - • 2* /Z* 1.?90 
Ref9r'=nces 
/ V !:ucl.Phys.;A25l( 1974)189. / 2 / Phys.Rev.;020(1979)307, 
/ 3 / Phvs.nev.;C28(1983)1329. / 4 / Phys.Hev.;326(1952)685. 
/ 5 / Huol.Phys.e: SolTst.Symp.;B25( 1932)50. 
/ 6 / Nucl.Phys.;8(1958)237. / 7 / Nucl.Phys.;A249(1975)141. 
/ 8 / Nucl.Phys.;A144(1970)645. 
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RIGID TRIAXIAL MOQcX CALCULATIONS FOR K -2) 1-3 
£EV£LS Hi DCFOai^ IED EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI 
A.K. Varshney, R.Prasad. R.K. Tyagi, K.K. Gupta*, 
S.N. Gaur'*"*',V.P.Varshney"*'* and D.K. Gupta** 
physics Section, Z.H. College of Engg. & Tech., 
A.M.U., AliRarh-202001, India. 
p o s i e s Deptt. ,Nairobi University, Nairobi, Kenya, 
pbysics Deptt. ,S.V.College (Axra Univ . ) , Aligarfa. 
In even-even nucle i , the gamma vibrations are 
quadrupole o s c i l l a t i o n s with K«2. These l e v e l s are 
originated from two phonon s ta te s in spherical nuclei 
Yihicn i s considered as an incompressible l iqu id drop 
with a sliarp s u r f a c e j l j . Davydov-Pilippov (DF)|2| 
showed that v io la t ion of axia l syometry creates v i b -
rational s ta te s with spin 2 , 3 , 4 . . . v/nile the rotat -
ional spectrum of axial nucleus remains almost 
vwciianged. Since sucn an axia l ly symmetric Qodel(DF) 
has been found very successful in e:cplaininG the 
energies and trans i t ion pi 'obahil i t ies of rotational 
leve ls in even deformed nucle i , hence an attempt i s 
aiade to describe the depopulation cf 1-3 l e v e l s of 
gamma vibrational band. 
The experimental e l e c t r i c quadjrupole t rans i t ion 
probability rat ios 3^ " *- 2 / 4 ar^ evaluated using 
the re la t ion 
3(E2; 
where E (11^-^12) and I ( I i ^12) are the exc i ta -
tion energy and intens i ty for the tx-ansition from 
I^to I 2 . The experimentally known values of L & I 
are taken from Table of I s o t o p e s | 3 | . The r ig id 
tr iax ia l model (DF) ca lculat ions azid the value of V 
are done using re la t ions of i;ef, 2 . 
Table shows the 3(E2; 3 > 2 / 4 * ) branch-
ing ra t io s for even-even deformed nuclei covering 
aedlum and heavy mass regions. I t i s c l ear from the 
table that there i s an over a l l exce l l ent agreement 
for the entire considered region of nuc le i . However 
for smaller values ofV ( < 1 0 ) , there i s s l i g h t 
ieviat ion which can be accounted for the Bohr-
tottelson Rotation Vibration Interaction correct ion. 
Che 7*Ge nucleus (V •29°) needs some modification in 
P16 
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Nucl-
eus 
108, 
110, 
150, 
152, 
'Cd 
td 
152 
So 
'So 
15A, 
Gd 
the value of V as suggested by Gupta e t a l . | 4 { . The 
only nucleus which does not obey DP discipl ine i s 
^2^d (9 -24.30)which may be due to the fact that 
3 l eve l i s not pure E2 i o nature but i s admixture 
of Ml and E2. ^ 
. The present study svipports the K . 2 * l eve l s 
with energy of about 1 Me* as K*2 components of the 
quadrupole shape oscillal^lons l a contrast to Zawlscha 
e t a l . l 5 | who suggested that only high lying K -2* 
resonances were c las s i ca l gamma vibrations and also 
support the assumption of rigid t r iax ia l shape. 
Sflble 
BlE2}3S-»274*) ^ucl- s 
branching rat i^ eus 
TTT? 
G^d 
2.02 
2.23 
2.52 
2.32 
2.41 
2.20 
2.53 
2.24 
3.57 
8.90 
3.22 
8.09 
'*^^Gii 12.97 
29.0 
26.2 
24.3 
25.5 
25,0 
26.5 
24.3 
26.0 
20.5 
13.2 
21.5 
14.0 
11.0 
0.014 
0.253 
0.276 
0.147 
0.091 
0.078 
0.017 
0.056 
0.372 
0.949 
0.438 
0.970 
0.298 
0.072 
0.087 
0.113 
0.092 
0.096 
0.086 
0.113 
0.089 
0.261 
0.692 
0.204 
0.716 
0.558 
''^Oy 9.56 
'•^Dy 11.13 
' '5^r 2.70 
' ' ^ r 6.80 
''^^r 8.82 
' • ^ b 7.01 
"•^^b 9.11 
"••^^f 13.48 
18S, 8.12 
^^^ 6.03 
188, 
190 
Os 
bs 
4.08 
2.99 
12.7 
11.7 
23.5 
15.0 
13.2 
14.8 
13.0 
10.8 
13.8 
15*8 
19.2 
22.5 
1.416 
1.355 
0.182 
0.639 
0.698 
1.252 
1.210 
1.615 
1.523 
0.889 
0.723 
0.397 
0.673 
0.618 
0.108 
0.730 
0.692 
0.728 
0.683 
0.535 
0.7D8 
0.586 
0.319 
O.l'^ 
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(b) 
DE-KCCITAIIOH OF K -2*, 1-3 LEVLXS TH EVEN 
DEFOaMEO NUCLSI 
S.N, Oaur, A.K. Varahneyt K.I.auptu*^ D.K, Gupta, 
and V.P. Varshnay, 
Phyalcs Deptt.,S.V.ColleBe(Agra Univ.)Aligai*.India. 
Phyalca Section, Z.H. College of Cngg. & Tech., 
A.M.U., iaigarh, India. 
^ s l c a Deptt., Nairobi Univ., Nairobi, Kenya. 
Excitation of vibrational levels in deformed even 
DUQlei has been studied by many workers/1/,/2/. 
A)Lt}«»iigh the assunption of rieid triaxial shapes with 
fixed shape parameter p and V can be considered as an 
approximation to the actual nuclear wave functions but 
i t has turned out to be an excellent f i t / 3 / - / 5 / . Davy-
dov & Ro8tovsky/6/ presented on the basis of rigorous 
theory, the expressions for reduced probability of E2 
transitions inside tiie anamalous band and for transi-r 
tions from anamalous to (ground rotational band. 
The analysis on the basis of RVIi was done by Abecasis 
et a l . / 7 / for nine even nuclei of rare earth region. 
V/e have applied DR model/6/ to calculate the branching 
ratio 3 > 2-fZ for a large number of even-eve^ 
nuclei in the region 74<A<250 and having their asymme-
tric parameter 8o<V<30O,but a fev/ s^ ample cases are 
presented in this paper. The results huve been compared 
i/itli corresponding experimental values i f known. , 
The experimental 8(22) branching ratios 3*—*• 2j'2* 
are evaluated using the relation 
B(E2;3*~» 2;2*')-[Ey(3*--»-2+')/Ev(3+—>2*)]5 
X [Iy(3*- *'2+)/ly(3* 2*')J.".(1) 
ifhere the notations have their usual meanings and 
their values are talcen from ref. /8/&/9/ . All transitions 
sre considered puare K2 in nature. The intrinsic quadru-
pole moincnt has been taken model dependent from 
iTarshney et a l . / l O / . 
The results of our calculations are l i s ted in the 
table. The values in paranthesis are due to ifeeks & 
raBUra/11/. An excellent f i t both in quality & quantity 
Lfl obtained for g l a o s t ^ l l the nuclei for the branching 
ratio 3 y 272* . 19opt(enhanceroent/hindrence factor 
M2) keeps i t s e l f out of D!l discipline. This may be 
lue to M1 mixing. 
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Hucl-
cus 
'ilie present study taVo\xrs tnc freedom in p mid V* 
dlrpct ions z<. the nucleus around t'lcir n<=an _v'lu"j5, 
however,it nay be of r ig id shape pi lovmj- pn'cr~ie*s 
say l e s s tnan 1 ileV and estaMis l ios K =2 , I»3 l e v e l 
as a member of c l - i s s i ca l jamma vibrntionpl b-nd 
tliercfore controUlcts Za>'ischa's et a l .v i e i - r o i n t / 1 ? / . 
U(ii2)bronchinc rat io 
y V 2*/2' 
i:ucl- U(i:2)|jrnnc.Un" rnt^if 
«us 3 >• ? '?. 
CXD. Dir .Xp. m 
Pe 
''0°Ru 
In?'" 
ll°Cd 122j^ 
132. 
13A 
150 
aa 
Ba 
Sn 
152, 
15^ Od 
0.0195 
0.0573 
0.0372 
0376 
0331 
0261 
0205 
O'KJS 
0.0127 
0.010 
0.03'* 
0,0099 
0.0590 
0.0353 
0.0604 
0.0191 
0.1271 
0.0182 
0.0177 
0.0A33 
0.01'•g' 
0.0759 
O.Oif25 
0.0108 
0.027 
0.08 
0.0084 
0.1064 
0.0172 
0.0405 
• '58r^ 
life'-
^ > 174., 
182 
186, 
Kf 
Os 
190, 
192, 
190, 
192 
'Os 
Os 
Pt 
f t 
196, Pt 
0.0234 
o.o^'Sg 
0.0108 
0.e639 
0.0773 
0.033 
0.019 
0.0076 
0.0013 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
.iji 'ig 
.1036 
0391 
0,0707 
0.0114 
.0775 
.0139 
,1137 
.1039 
0.0245 
(0 .15) 
0.0666 
(0 .18 ) 
0.130 
(0 .15 ) 
0.01S 
(0 .063) 
0.0056 
(0.0055) 
0.055 
(0 .0036) 
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